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PREFACE
The purpose of this treatment of thermionic vacuum tube
circuits is to develop conventions and methods which may be
used in treating electrical networks and systems containing
trielectrode devices. The topics and the circuits which might
be discussed in a treatise on triode circuits are almost endless
in number, and this book does not aim to cover them all. While
most of the fundamental topics are covered, the main aim of the
book is to impart to the reader a knowledge of fundamental
theory and a familiarity with methods of attacking problems so
that he can investigate systems and circuit' arrangements other
than those discussed in the book. It naturally follows then that
the circuits and topics which are treated are those which best
illustrate and fix in the mind of the reader the methods and con
ventions used in arriving at the performance of triode circuits.
The plan is to take the characteristic curves of the triode as a
starting point and to develop the methods by which it is possible
to predict from these curves the performance of the device in an
electrical network. The book introduces four fundamental triode
constants to treat those situations in which operation takes place
over portions of the characteristic curves which are essentially
straight lines. Two of these four constants were originally
introduced into the discussion of triode circuit equations by
Prof. Edward Bennett of the University of Wisconsin. One of
these constants, the controlled grid conductance, is the ratio of
the change in grid current to the change in plate voltage when the
grid voltage is maintained constant. This ratio is relatively
small and in many cases equal to zero for modern vacuum tubes
which have a high vacuum. In an investigation, however,
carried on in 1917 by Professor Bennett at the University of
Wisconsin on the properties of open-air amplifiers, using the
corona formation as a source of ions, this ratio was a relatively
important one and it is therefore introduced for the sake of
completeness of treatment.
The author follows the system of nomenclature for constants
adopted by Professor Bennett. In this system of nomenclature
v
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the ratio of the change in plate current to the resulting change in
grid voltage when the plate voltage remains constant is called
the controlled conductance of the plate by the grid, or briefly
the controlled plate conductance. It is common practice else
where to call this constant the mutual conductance. This name
is rejected because this quantity is in no accepted sense of the
word a mutual one. If it were, it should equal the controlled
grid conductance defined above. We have enough misnamed
quantities in electrical engineering theory now without deliber
ately adding another to the list.
The third chapter introduces the idea of describing certain
triode circuit phenomena as resistance neutralization. This idea
is then used as a unifying thread to tie together the material
presented in Chaps. II, IV, V, VI, and VIII. This method of
presentation is a powerful aid in the establishing of a unity of
viewpoint for the treatment of diverse phenomena.
I wish to express my indebtedness to Prof. Edward Bennett for
the helpful suggestions which he has given during the writing of
this book and also to Glenn Koehler for the experimental data
which he furnished in connection with the calculations of the
performance of amplifier circuits.

Leo James Peters.
Madison, Wisconsin,

July, 1927.
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THEORY OF THERMIONIC
VACUUM TUBE CIRCUITS
CHAPTER I
ELEMENTARY THERMIONIC THEORY

1. Introduction.
The thermionic vacuum tube

is a device which may be
used to control the motion of charges in an electric circuit
or system. In mechanical systems a device used to control
motions is called a valve, and the thermionic vacuum tube
might appropriately be called the thermionic valve. This
is the name generally used in England. The threeelectrode thermionic vacuum tube or triode belongs to a
class of valves in which the expenditure of a small amount
of power on the control, or trigger, or power input element
controls the flow of a large amount of power from a local
source in the output element. The triode has the addi
tional feature of effecting this control with inappreciable
time lag. It is these two properties which give the triode
a unique position among all other valves.
By suitable connections between the elements, the control
of motions can be made such that the power available in
the output element may be utilized in the following ways:
1. The power output may all be expended in the output
element to accomplish some desired purpose; this is the case
of simple amplification.
2. A part of the power output may be diverted back to
the control element to supplement the power received from
the external or original actuating agency in such a way as to
increase the power-amplifying ratio; this is the case of regen

erative amplification.
1
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3. A portion of the power output may be diverted to the
external system which supplies the power to the control
element in such a manner as to cause the driving forces in
the external system to deliver more pqwer to the external
system. The local source of power associated with the
valve supplies a part only of the increased power which is
expended in the external system. In the mathematical
treatment of the system the valve constants enter the equa
tions for the external circuit in the form of terms which sub
tract from the frictional or resistance terms. The valve
when thus associated with the external agency is said to
have the properties of a negative resistance; this is the case
of resistance neutralization.
4. The power may be so diverted to the external system
that any disturbance which is set up in the system may
result in sustained oscillations (reciprocating motion) in a
system in which the only driving force is the unidirectional
force of the power source associated with the valve; this is
the case of the generation of sustained oscillations.
Besides these four cases, the triode may be used to control
the motion of charges in such a way as to accomplish three
other important results:
1. The control of the motion of charges may be such as to
produce low-frequency variations in the amplitude of a
high-frequency current; this is the case of modulation.
2. The control of the motion of the charges may be such
that a high-frequency current having an amplitude which
varies at lower frequencies is modified in such a way that
only the lower frequencies remain; this is the case of

demodulation.
3. The control of the motion of charges may be such that
an alternating motion of charges is converted into a pulsat
ing or unidirectional one; this is the case of rectification.
The triode consists of a cathode, a plate or anode, and a
metallic grid placed between the cathode and anode.
These three elements may be mounted in the air, in a gas at
atmospheric pressure, in a rarefied gas, or in a high vacuum.
The cathode may be a heated metallic filament or other hot
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body capable of emitting ions, a wire maintained at high
potential in a gas so that corona forms around it, or any
other source of ions. The anode generally consists of a
metallic plate surrounding the cathode. It is charged in
such a way as to attract to it the ions emitted by the cathode,
thus causing the passage of an electric current between
these elements. The grid, as the name signifies, consists of
a wire mesh mounted between the cathode and the anode.
It is charged in such a way as to control the motion of the
ions from the cathode to the anode.
The discussion of triode theory naturally divides into two
parts. The first part deals with the properties of circuits
containing trielectrode devices, and the second part deals
with the properties of the trielectrode device itself. In the
first part, no inquiry is made into the nature of the processes
by which conduction occurs in the space between the ele
ments or into the why of the characteristic curves. The
characteristic curves of the device are experimentally deter
mined, and from these curves the conductances between
plate and cathode or grid and cathode are computed. The
properties of circuits into which such a device is connected
are then analytically determined. This part of the discus
sion discloses the characteristics which are desirable and
therefore should naturally come first. The second part
deals with the why of the characteristic curves. It is an
inquiry into the nature of the current flow from plate to
cathode or grid to cathode, an inquiry into the manner in
which the characteristics are affected by such variables as
the nature and temperature of the filament, the gas pres
sure, and the applied potentials. This second part of the
discussion discloses the principles by which trielectrode
devices may be designed to have specified characteristics.
This book is primarily devoted to the first part of the
discussion; that is, the book has for its object the develop
ment of methods and conventions which may be used to
predict the behavior of the trielectrode device in an electric
circuit or system when the characteristic curves are given.
It is only incidentally concerned with those phenomena

4
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inside the device which give rise to these characteristic
curves.

la. Some Types of Trielectrode Devices.
In the preceding section some of the forms which a trielec
trode device may take were briefly pointed out. A more
detailed description of a few of these devices will aid the
reader in going over the theory presented in the following
sections.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of an experimental
corona amplifier. W represents a wire about 6 feet long
strung along the axis of a cylindrical wire grid G. The grid
is about 1 inch in diameter. It is in turn
surrounded by a metallic cylinder P,
which will be called the plate. The plate
is about 6 inches in diameter. These
three elements are insulated from each
p
other and immersed in a gas which may
be air at atmospheric pressure. The grid
is charged by the generator Di to a
potential of about 8,000 volts above the
wire W. The high electric intensity in
Fig. i.—Corona
the vicinity of the wire causes the air to
amplifier.
ionize. This ionization of the air in the
vicinity of the wire is called a corona discharge. A posi
tive charge is placed on the plate P by means of the gen
erator D2. The magnitude of this charge is such as to raise
the potential of the plate to about 30,000 volts above that
of the wire. The charges on the plate and grid set up an
electric field which causes the negative ions to move away
from the corona wire. Most of the moving charges pass
through the openings in the grid and go to the plate,
thereby establishing a current between the plate and wire.
This current may be read on the ammeter A 2. The charges
attracted to the grid return to the corona wire through the
ammeter Ai. The current which flows between the plate
and wire may be controlled by changing the charge on
the grid. The grid is the control element in the corona
valve.
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In order to give some idea of the magnitude of the cur
rents which may be obtained in a corona amplifier, the
following representative values are written down:

Potential of grid above wire............................
7,400 volts
Potential of plate above wire.......................... 28,000 volts
Plate-to-wire current.......................................... 2 milliamperes
Grid to wire current........................................... 1 milliampere
When the potential of the grid is increased by 500 volts,
the plate-to-wire current is increased by 1.25 milliamperes
and the grid-to-wire current is increased by 0.75 milli
ampere. The changes in power in the plate-to-wire circuit
is (28,000) (0.00125) = 35 watts. The change in power in
the grid-to-wire circuit necessary to cause this change in

power in the plate-to-wire circuit is (7.9) (1.75) — (7.4) (1)
— 6.43 watts. The power changes calculated above are
given to illustrate the control action of the grid element.
Figure la is a schematic diagram of a glower oscillator.
F represents a Nernst oxide glower about 2 inches long.
A
heating current may be passed through this glower by
means of the battery Bf. G represents a wire grid placed
about
inch on either side of the glower. The grid can be
maintained at a given potential above the glower by charg
ing it from the battery Bg. P represents two metallic
plates spaced about
inch from the grid. The plates can

6
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be maintained at a given potential above the glower by
means of the battery Bp. This device operates in air at
atmospheric pressure.
The operation of the glower oscillator is as follows: The
heated oxides which make up the glower element give off
electrons. These electrons are attracted by the positive
charges on the plate and grid, and a current is established
between the plate and the glower and between the grid and
the glower. Most of the charges pass through the openings
in the grid and go to the plate, so that the current between
the plate and the glower is larger than the current between
the grid and the glower. The current between the plate
and the glower can be controlled by changing the charge on
the grid. The grid is the control element in the glower
valve.
The magnitudes of the currents and voltages used in the
operation of a glower oscillator, which has approximately
the dimensions given above, have the following representa
tive values:

Potential of grid above glower..................
85 volts
Potential of plate above glower................ 350 volts
Current between plate and glower.......... 0.43 milliampere
Current between grid and glower............ 0.04 milliampere
Change in plate-to-glower current per volt
change in plate potential = 1.25 X IO-6 amperes
Change in plate-to-glower current per volt
change in grid potential = 6.7 X 10-6 amperes
Change in grid-to-glower current per volt
change in grid potential 5X 10 ~7 amperes

An examination of the above data brings out the follow
ing important facts relative to the control of the grid over
the plate-to-glower circuit. A unit change in grid potential
produces 5.4 times as much change in plate-to-glower
current as a unit change in plate potential. The change in
plate-to-glower current due to a change of 1 volt in grid
potential is 13 times as great as the change in grid-to-glower
current due to unit change in grid potential.
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The corona amplifier and the glower oscillator were inves
tigated at the University of Wisconsin by Prof. Edward
Bennett in 1917. The corona amplifier could be made to
function as an amplifier but would not oscillate. The possi
bilities of the device, however, when immersed in gases other
than air, were not investigated. The open-air glower oscil
lator will function either as an amplifier or as an oscillator.
The three-electrode vacuum tube is by far the most
important of the triode valves. It consists of a metallic
filament similar to the filament in an ordi
nary incandescent lamp, a metallic plate
which surrounds or partly surrounds the
filament, and a wire grid interposed be
tween the filament and plate. Figure lb
is a picture of a 5-watt-power tube with
the glass container broken away. The
three elements of the tube are visible in
this picture. Figure lc is the picture of
a modern 250-watt-power tube.
Figure Id is the picture of an early twoelement tube used for a detector of radio
signals. The tube pictured on the left in
Fig. le is an early De Forest three-element
tube, and the one pictured on the right is
a tube which was in general use in radio
Fig.
1&.—Five
receiving sets about 1920. These three watt power tube
with'glass container
pictures are given because of their his removed.
torical interest.
In the three-element vacuum tube, the filament is heated
to incandescence by passing an electric current through it.
This heated filament emits electrons, and the motion of
these electrons is controlled by placing charges on the plate
and grid. A discussion of the emission of electrons by the
filament and the control of the motion of these electrons is
given in the following sections.
lb. The Emission of Electrons from Hot Bodies.
In all of the trielectrode valves described in the preceding
section, the conduction of electricity in the valve itself takes

8
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Fig. Ic.—250 watt power tube.
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place through mediums which, under normal conditions,
are very good insulators. In the last two devices the con
duction takes place because one of the three electrodes sup
plies the medium charges which may be acted upon by the
electric field set up by the charges on the other two elec
trodes. In the vacuum tube the element which supplies
the charges to the evacuated space is the heated metallic
filament. It is the purpose of this section to discuss in an
elementary way the main features of
the emission of electrons from heated
metals.
According to the electron theory of
matter, each atom of an element con
sists of a positively charged attract
ing center, called the nucleus, about
which revolve one or more negative
charges called electrons. The aggre
gate charge of the electrons is equal
to the net positive charge of the nu
cleus. By reason of the interactions
between adjacent atomic systems,
some electrons may temporarily es
cape from the control of the attracting
nuclei. Such electrons behave like
Fig. Id.—Early two ele
ment tube.
free negatively charged gas corpus
cles in the interstices between the
atoms until they again become attached to some atomic
system. It is estimated that air contains from 1,000 to
5,000 free electrons per cubic centimeter, while the number
of free electrons in copper is thought to be of the order of 1019
per cubic centimeter. Like gas molecules, these free elec
trons have a random velocity of thermal agitation which is
a function of the temperature of the body.
The free electrons move readily in the interior of a sub
stance but at the surface of a body they experience a very
large force which tends to keep them within the body. In
Fig. 2, AA represents the surface of a metallic conductor
in a highly evacuated space. The curve C represents the

10
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variation with distance of the surface force which tends to
keep electrons within the body. This curve is not drawn to
scale. Actually it falls practically to zero in a very short

Fig. Ie.—Left, early DeForest 3 element tube.

Right, receiving tube, 1920.

distance out from the body. The area under this curve out
to any distance b represents the work which must be done
on an electron to move it from the surface of the conductor

11
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to b against the surface forces. Let this work measured in
joules be represented by Wi. Let the mass of an electron
in gram-sevens (107 grams) be represented by m and let its
thermal velocity in centimeters per second at the surface A A
be represented by v. Then if
f/mv2 = Wi,

the electron will be brought to rest by the
surface forces at a distance b from the con
ductor and then will be attracted back into
the conductor, provided
is less than the
total area under the curve C. Let the total
area under the curve C represent an amount Tig. 2.—Surface
of work equal to W joules. Then if an elec- force on electomstron is to overcome the surface forces completely, it must
have a thermal velocity at the surface A A such that
mv2 > W.

The work which must be performed in order to move 1 cou
lomb of electrons out through the surface of a metal into
evacuated space against the surface force is called the elec
tron affinity of the metal. Since this work is measured in
joules, the dimensions of the electron affinity are the same as
those of electromotive force (joules per coulomb), and elec
tron affinities are given in volts. The electron affinities of
a few of the pure metals are given below.
Metal

Electron affinity
in volts

Metal

1
Tungsten................
Platinum................
Silver........................

4.52
4.4
4.1

Thorium................
Sodium...................
' Potassium.............

Electron affinity
in volts

3.4
1.82
1.53

The velocity which an electron must have in order to
escape from a piece of tungsten into evacuated space can
now be calculated. The charge on an electron is 1.591
X IO-19 coulombs. The mass of an electron is 9 X 10-28

12
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grams. The velocity must be such that the kinetic energy
of the electron is equal to the electron affinity of the tung
sten multiplied by the electronic charge in coulombs. The
kinetic energy of an electron in joules is

y2(^ X 10-28)10-te2 = 4.5 X 10-3te2
In order to escape from the tungsten, the velocity of the
electron in centimeters per second must be

(4.52)(1.59 X 10-19)p
4.5 X 10-35

1.26 X 108 centimeters per

second.
The velocity which an electron must have in order to escape
from the thorium into a vacuum is
v

. V4.52.

1.26 X 10s = 1.09 X 108 centimeters per second.

It is thus evident that electrons escape more readily from
thorium than from tungsten, and this accounts in part
for the use of thoriated filaments in modern vacuum
tubes.
At ordinary temperatures but relatively few electrons
have the requisite velocity to escape through the surface of
a metal. When the metal is heated to a high temperature,
however, it would lose electrons at a rapid rate if reactions
did not enter to put a stop to the loss.
After one electron has escaped through the surface, the
metallic body is left with a net positive charge so that the
next electron to escape through the surface must overcome
in addition to the surface force the attraction of the posi
tively charged body and the repulsion due to the electron
which has already escaped. As electrons continue to escape
from the body, an electrostatic field is built up which ulti
mately drives electrons back into the body at the same rate
as they leave it. A heated metallic body is thus surrounded
by an atmosphere of electrons, and a dynamic equilibrium
exists between the body and the atmosphere of electrons such
that electrons leave and reenter the body at the same rate.
If the temperature of the body is raised, the equilibrium is
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destroyed and the density of the atmosphere of electrons
around the body increases until a new equilibrium condition

is reached.

lc. Thermionic Currents through Evacuated Space.
In Fig. 2a, A represents a heated metallic plate in a
vacuum. Let the plate A be maintained at zero potential
by connecting it to ground. This heated plate is sur
rounded by an atmosphere of electrons so that close up to
the plate an electron is repelled by this atmosphere towards
the plate. In this same region a positive charge would be
acted on by a force directed away from the plate. If dis
tances are taken as positive when measured away from the
plate, then the potential gradient close up to the plate must

Fig. 2a.—Potential distribution near
heated plate.

Fig. 2b.—Potential distribution be*
tween hot plate and charged cold plate.

be negative. Further, the potential at the plate and at
distances far removed from the plate must be zero. The
curve which gives the potential as a function of the distance
must have some such shape as that shown by Fig. 2a.
Let a cold plate be placed adjacent to the hot plate and
let this cold plate be maintained at a potential of E volts above
the hot plate by means of the battery B. The new arrange
ment is shown schematically in Fig. 2b. If the potential
of the cold plate is not too high, the potential distribution
in the vicinity of the hot plate has the same general
shape as shown in Fig. 2a. In the case under consider
ation, however, the potential must have the value E at the
cold plate. The potential distribution between the two
plates must have the general shape shown by the curve in

14
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Fig. 2b. The main feature of interest about this curve is
the negative potential gradient to the left of the plane aa
and the positive potential gradient to the right of the plane
aa.
In the region to the left of this plane the electrostatic
force on an electron is directed towards the hot plate while
to the right of this plane the force on an electron is towards
the cold plate. That is, for an electron to reach the cold
plate, it must be emitted from the hot plate with enough
kinetic energy to carry it past the plane aa against the elec
trostatic forces which are directed towards the hot plate in
the region to the left of this plane.
Let the negative potential of the plane aa be represented
by e, and let the charge on an electron be represented by q.
Then if an electron is to reach the cold plate, it must be
c

Fig. 2c.—Mechanical analogue of electrical conditions in Fig. 2b.

emitted from the hot plate with such a velocity that
mv„2 is at least equal to eq, in which vn is the component of
its velocity which is perpendicular to the plate AA. By
velocity of emission is meant the velocity which the elec
tron has after overcoming the surface forces of the hot metal
plate.
The conditions necessary for an electron to pass from the
hot plate to the cold plate in Fig. 2b are somewhat analogous
to the conditions necessary to slide the block B of Fig. 2c
over the hill ACD from A to C when friction is neglected.
For the block to reach D it must be started from A with at
least enough velocity to carry it to the top of the hill C.
Upon passing the top of the hill, the force of gravity acts in
such a way as to move the block from C to D. If the ele
vation of the point C is h centimeters above A, then the block
must leave A with a kinetic energy at least equal to hmg in
order to reach D,
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Electrons are emitted from the hot plate with velocities
ranging from zero up to high values, but only those elec
trons having a kinetic energy greater than eq can reach the
cold plate. These negative charges moving from the hot
plate to the cold plate constitute, under our conventions, a
current from the cold plate to the hot plate through the
evacuated space.
If the potential of the anode C is increased, the maximum
negative potential e becomes smaller. There will then be
a greater number of electrons emitted with the requisite
kinetic energy eq to reach the cold plate, and the current
will increase. Similarly, lowering the potential of the
anode causes e to increase and the current to decrease.
When the potential of the anode becomes so low that the
kinetic energy required to reach the plane aa is greater than
that possessed by any of the emitted electrons, the space
current falls to zero. Any further reduction in the anode
potential has no effect upon the space current. When the
anode potential is increased to a value which makes the
minimum potential e between the plates equal to zero, all
of the emitted electrons reach the cold plate, and the
strength of the space current cannot be made larger by
increasing the anode voltage. It can, however, be increased
by increasing the rate at which the hot plate emits electrons.
The rate of emission of electrons by the hot plate can be
increased by increasing its temperature. The current
which flows when all of the emitted electrons reach the cold
plate is called the saturation current. The saturation cur
rent is a function of the temperature of the hot plate.
By making use of assumptions and arguments drawn
from the kinetic theory of gases, Richardson has deduced
the following equation for the saturation current between
the heated plate and the cold plate:
J (amperes per square centimeter

of hot plate) =

a^/T e ”

in which a and b are constants, characteristic of each metal,
and T is the absolute temperature of the hot plate.
The rate of emission of electrons from a hot metallic body
is greatly affected by the presence of gas surrounding the
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body and the condition of the emitting surface. Thus oxy
gen has the effect of greatly reducing the emission from
platinum, and the presence of thorium as an impurity in
tungsten greatly increases its electron emission at a given
temperature.

Id. Energy Relations.
In Fig. 2b the cold plate C is maintained at a potential of
E volts above the hot plate A by means of the battery B.
The statement that C is maintained at a potential of E volts
above A is equivalent to the statement that the forces of
the electric field perform E joules of work on each coulomb
of negative electricity transferred from A to C. If q repre
sents the negative charge on an electron in coulombs, the
work done by the forces of the electric field upon each elec
tron as it passes from the hot plate to the cold plate is Eq
joules. In a perfect vacuum, the motion of the electron is
unrestrained and the work Eq must be transformed into
an increase in kinetic energy of the electron. If the veloc
ity of emission is neglected, then on reaching the cold plate
the electron must have a velocity such as to satisfy the
equation
y^mv2 = Eq

The velocity which an electron has acquired when it reaches
the cold plate then is
l2Eq

«(centimeters per second) =

Now the ratio of charge to mass for an electron is 1.768 X
1015 coulombs per gram-seven. Therefore the velocity
which an electron has when it reaches the cold plate, neglect
ing the velocity of emission, is
«(centimeters per second) = 5.95 X 10’’E^

If the potential of the cold plate above the hot plate is 1,000
volts, an electron reaches the cold plate with a velocity of
1.87 X 109 centimeters per second.
Upon reaching the cold plate, the electron shares its
kinetic energy with the molecules and electrons of the cold
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plate; that is, the work done on the electron by the electrical
forces in the region between the plates is converted into heat
energy at the cold plate.
In power tubes the electron bombardment is sufficiently
great to heat the plate to incandescence. Tubes which
handle large quantities of power are built so that the plate
forms part of the container. This allows the plate to be
cooled by immersing it in water.

2. Characteristic Curves of the Two-element Vacuum Tube.
A circuit which may be used for studying the manner in
vacuum between a heated
which the current through

Fig.

3. — Connections for obtaining
characteristics.

Fig. 3a.—Characteristic curves of two
element tube.

metallic filament and a cold plate varies with changes in cold
plate potential and filament temperature is shown in Fig. 3.
F represents a metallic filament which may be heated to a
high temperature by passing a current through it by means
of the battery Bi. This heating current will be called the
filament current. Its magnitude may be read on the
ammeter A/. P represents the cold plate. It may be
maintained at any desired potential (between limits) higher
or lower than that of one end of the heated filament by
means of the battery B2 and the potentiometer D. The plate
potential, that is, the potential of the plate relative to one
end of the filament, may be read on the voltmeter V. The
plate current, that is, the current which flows from the plate
to the filament, may be read on the ammeter Ap.
If the filament temperature is maintained constant, at a
value Ti, the plate current is given as a function of the plate
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potential by a curve such as abc of Fig. 3a. This curve
shows that the plate space current increases with increases
in plate potential until the voltage Ei is reached. Poten
tials in excess of this produce substantially no further
increase in plate current. If the filament temperature is
increased from Ti to T2) the plate current is given as a func
tion of the plate voltage by the curve ade. For a filament
temperature T3, which is still greater than T2, the current
voltage curve is adf. These curves all have the same gen
eral shape. At the higher filament temperatures the satura-

Fig. 4.—Characteristic curves of two element tube.

tion current has higher values and is reached at higher
values of plate potential.
The curves given in Fig. 3a indicate that there is a range
of plate potentials for which the plate space current is prac
tically the same for the three temperatures Ti, T2, and T3.
The curves of Fig. 4 give the plate current as a function of
the filament temperature for three plate potentials. For
temperatures less than Tif the current is substantially the
same for the three plate potentials considered. Over the
portion AB of the curve OAB, the plate current is prac
tically independent of the filament temperature. The
curves for the other plate potentials show the same charac
teristic flattening out at the higher filament temperature.
The general features of the conduction of currents in the
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two-element vacuum tube as shown by the curves of Figs.
3a and 4 are in agreement with those given in the theoretical
discussion of Secs. Id and le.

3. Characteristic Curves of the Three-element Vacuum
Tube.
It was pointed out in Sec. lc that the présence of elec
trons in the region between the cold plate and the hot plate
shown in Fig. 2b cause the potential to take on a maximum
negative value in the vicinity of the hot plate. Due to the
fact that electrons are emitted from the hot plate with a
large range of velocities, the current between the two plates
depends upon the maximum value of this negative poten-

Fig. 5.—Circuit for obtaining characteristics.

tial. Now the value of this maximum negative potential
may be controlled by placing a wire grid between the two
plates and controlling the magnitude of a charge placed on
this grid. Since the grid is closer to the hot plate than is
the cold plate, a given potential impressed on the grid will
have more effect upon the potential in the vicinity of the
hot plate than will an equal potential impressed on the cold
plate. Since the area of the wires comprising the grid can
be made small compared to the area of the cold plate, the
electrons can pass readily through its meshes to the cold
plate. This grid may be used to control the current which
flows between the two plates.
The circuit shown in Fig. 5 may be used to study the rela
tion between the potentials applied to the grid and plate
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and the resulting plate and grid currents. In the circuit of
Fig. 5, F represents a metallic filament which can be heated
by passing a current through it. The grid is represented by
G.
It can be maintained at potentials above or below the
potential of^one end of the filament by means of the bat
tery Ba and’the potentiometer P„. The current which flows

from the grid to the filament and plate can be read on the

Grid Polen+ial inVol+s

Fig. 6.-—Characteristic curves for a 100 watt power tube.

ammeter Ag. This current will be called the grid current.
The potential of the grid above that of one end of the fila
ment can be read on the voltmeter Eg. This potential will
be called the grid potential. P represents the cold plate.
The plate current, that is, the current which flows from the
plate to the filament and grid can be read on the ammeter
A p.
The plate can be maintained at potentials above that
of one end of the filament by means of the battery B3 and
the potentiometer Pp. The plate potential can be read on
the voltmeter Ep.
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Fig. 7.—Characteristic curves of 100 watt power tube.
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With this circuit, data for the following sets of character
istic curves can be obtained. The first set consists of curves
which give the plate current as a function of the grid poten
tial for specified values of plate potential. Figure 6 gives
such a set of curves for a 100-watt-power tube. The second
set of curves gives the grid current as a function of the grid
potential for specified values of plate potential. Such a set
of curves for a 100-watt-power tube is given by Fig. 7. A
third set of curves which sometimes is very useful is a set
showing the plate current as a function of the plate poten
tial for given values of the grid potential.
An examination of Figs. 6 and 7 brings out the following
facts: The grid current is much smaller than the plate
current; it may be reduced to zero by applying a negative
potential to the grid. The change in plate current for a
given change in grid potential is much larger than the
change in plate current due to an equal change in plate
potential. These properties give the triode its important
amplifying characteristics.
In order graphically to represent the plate current as a
function of the plate and grid potentials when the filament
temperature remains constant, a three-dimensional domain
must be used. In this three-dimensional domain the plot
of the functional relation between the plate current and the
plate and grid potentials would give a surface called the
characteristic surface of the triode for the given filament
temperature. The equation of this surface cannot be writ
ten down, but Van der Bijl has shown that it has the form
fp

“1“ ^p)

4. Conventions.
Before we proceed to a quantitative treatment of triode
circuits, it is essential that a set of conventions be adopted
so that an interpretation can be placed upon the analytical
work. The conventions to be used in this treatment of
triode circuits are given below.
The elements of the thermionic vacuum tube or triode
now under consideration are a heated cathode F, an anode
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or plate P, and a third electrode G, interposed between the
cathode and the anode. In most of the circuits to be dealt
with, these three elements are connected through auxiliary
apparatus to a common point or bus. Therefore all cir
cuits will be represented in a manner similar to the one
shown by Fig. 8. All potentials of tube elements will be
expressed relative to the common bus.
By the grid current we shall mean the current flowing
through the evacuated space from the grid to the filament
and plate.

By the plate current

we shall mean the current

flowing through the evacuated space from the plate to the
filament and grid.
In the consideration of circuits the following, conventions
will be adopted:
1. For convenience in specifying directions an arrow will
be drawn in an arbitrarily selected direction along each
branch of the network. The direction indicated by the
arrow will be called the arrow direction in that branch.
2. Any symbol placed on the diagram to represent the
current in a given branch will be understood to represent the
algebraic value of the current in the arrow direction along
the branch. (This convention is nothing but a rapid and
precise method of defining the symbol.)
3. Any symbol placed on the diagram to represent the
electromotive force of specified forces in a given branch will
be understood to represent the algebraic value of the elec
tromotive force in the arrow direction along that branch.
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(The known electromotive forces of batteries or generators
are usually indicated by writing the numerical value on the
diagram with separate polarity marks to indicate directions.)
4. Any symbol, as q, placed on the diagram to represent
the charge in a condenser will be understood to represent
the algebraic value of the charge on that electrode which
receives positive charge when the current in the arrow direc
tion along the branch is positive. In other words the sym
bol q is so defined that the following relation exists between
q and i, when i represents the current in the arrow direction
along the branch:
.

dq

* = + di

or

« = + I idt

5. The magnetic flux-linkage of a given circuit will be
represented by the symbol (+A). A positive numerical
value will be assigned to (A) if the linkage of the circuit is
the same in direction as that which would be caused by the
flow of current in the arrow direction in that circuit.
6. The mutual inductance between two circuits will be
represented by the symbol (+M). A positive numerical
value will be assigned to M if a current in the arrow direction
in circuit 1 gives rise to a flux-linkage in circuit 2 which is
in the same direction as the flux-linkage which would be
caused by a current in the arrow direction in circuit 2.
7. The mutual elastance between the condensers in two
circuits will be represented by the symbol (+Sm). A posi
tive numerical value will be assigned to Sm if the segrega
tion of charge resulting from the flow of current in the arrow
direction in circuit 1 gives rise to a potential difference
between the plates of the condenser in circuit 2 of the same
sign as that which would be caused by the segregation
resulting from the flow of a current in the arrow direction in
circuit 2.
8. The arrow direction in the grid and plate spaces will
always be taken so that the arrow points from the
grid to the filament and from the plate to the filament,
respectively.
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9. The e.m.f. of resistance in the arrow direction is
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—Ri,

or in complex notation — RI.
10. The e.m.f. of self-inductance in the arrow direction

is

dz
~L-^

or in complex notation

—jwLI.

11. The e.m.f. of mutual inductance in the arrow direcdi

tion is — Mw or in the notation of the complex algebra
dv

—jwMI.

The sign of

M

is to be determined from conven

tion 6.
12. The e.m.f. of capacitance in the arrow direction is
5
1 fj.
•
i
•
I
fl
—
lat, or in complex notation —
13. Complex quantities will be designated by boldface
Roman capital letters. The absolute value of these com
plex quantities will be designated by the same letter
in italic capitals.
14. The instantaneous value of quantities which vary
with the time will be represented by symbols printed in

lower-case italic type.

4a. Definition of Triode Constants.
Consider the circuit of Fig. 8. Let the
tube in this circuit have the characteristic |
curves given in Figs. 6 and 7. Let the potentials of the battery in the grid circuit and the e
generator in the plate circuit be adjusted so
o
that operating conditions are represented on
the curves of Fig. 6 by the point o. That
Fig. 9. j
is, the generator D maintains the plate at a
potential of 600 volts above the negative end of the fila
ment, and the battery in the grid circuit maintains the grid
at a potential of 20 volts above the negative end of the fila
ment. There is a continuous current of 40 milliamperes
flowing in the plate circuit. This current is represented
in Fig. 9 by the horizontal straight line marked 40 X 10-3
amperes. The plate space current as a function of the
time is given by the equation
Ipp

(amperes) = 40 X IO-3

(1)
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The point o will be called the operating point on the char
acteristic surface of the tube, or for short, the operating

point.
Now let the alternator A in the grid circuit be started.
Let this alternator deliver a terminal voltage given by the
equation
eg = 10 sin at
(2)
The total grid potential is then given by the equation
egt

= 20 + 10 sin

(3)

at

That is, the grid potential varies from 10 to 30 volts, while
the plate potential remains constant at a value of 600 volts.
From the curves of Fig. 6 it is found that the plate cur
rent has a value of 30 milliamperes when the grid poten
tial equals 10 volts. It has a value of 50 milliamperes
when the grid potential is 30 volts and the plate potential
is 600 volts. That is, the plate current varies from 30
to 50 milliamperes.
Over the range of variable grid potentials under considera
tion a straight-line relation exists between the grid potential
and the plate current. If the capacitances between the
tube electrodes are neglected (the effects of these capaci
tances are treated in detail in Chap. VIII), experience has
shown that changes in plate current follow changes in grid
potential without appreciable time lag. It follows, there
fore, that the plate current is given by the equation
ipt

(amperes) = (40 + 10 sin

at) 10_3

(4)

This current is represented in Fig. 9 by the curve marked

Ipt*
The variable part of the plate current is
ip

(amperes) = 10 X IO-3 sin

at

(5)

This current is represented in Fig. 9 by the curve marked ip.
The ratio of the variable plate current to the variable
grid potential is
10 X 10-3
Ip
10-3
(6)
Gcp
10
9g
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That is, the ratio of the variable plate current to the vari
able grid voltage is a constant. It is equal to the slope of
the 600-plate volt curve of Fig. 9 at the operating point o.
Let the triode under consideration be any triode. Let
the operating point be so chosen that the characteristic
surface in its vicinity is substantially a plane. Let a
variable potential eg be applied to the grid. Let the plate
potential be constant. The potential eg may be any func
tion of the time, but its maximum value must be such that
the plate space current varies only over the portion of the
characteristic surface which is substantially a plane. The
ratio of the variable plate current to the variable grid poten
tial is a constant independent of the time. That is,
y = Gap

(7)

"g

The constant Gcp is the slope of the characteristic surface
at the operating point measured in a plane for which the
plate potential is constant. On a set of characteristic
curves such as the ones given in Fig. 6, Gcp is the slope of the
curve of constant plate potential which passes through
the operating point. The slope is to be measured at the
operating point.
Since the constant represented by Gcp is the ratio of a
current to a potential, it has the dimensions of a conduct

ance. It will be called the controlled conductance of
the plate by the grid, or, for short, the controlled plate
conductance.
That is to say, the controlled plate conductance (symbol
is defined to be equal to the ratio of the variable com
ponent of the plate current to the variable component of
the grid potential when the plate potential remains constant.
The defining equation of the controlled plate conductance is

Gcp)

GMmhos) -

(8)

From considerations analogous to those used in defining
the controlled plate conductance, let the following defini
tions be made:
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The plate conductance (symbol Gp) is defined to be equal
to the ratio of variable component of the plate current to
the variable component of the plate potential when the grid
potential remains constant. The defining equation of the
plate conductance is
v v

ep

(volts)

’

0

'

(8)
'

The controlled conductance of the grid by the plate, or,
for short, the controlled grid conductance (symbol Gia)
is defined to be equal to the ratio of the variable component
of the grid current to the variable component of the plate
potential when the grid potential remains constant. The
defining equation of the controlled grid conductance is

ft, (mhos) = j

(10)

The grid conductance (symbol Gf) is defined to be equal
to the ratio of the variable component of the grid current
to the variable component of the grid potential when the
plate potential remains constant. The defining equation of
the grid conductance is

O, (mhos) =

(11)

In the defining Eqs. (8), (9), (10), and (11) ip, eP) ig) and
represent the variable components of the plate current,
the plate potential, the grid current, and the grid potential,
respectively. Thus the condition that the plate potential
remain constant at the value which it has at the operating
point is expressed by the relation ep = 0.
It should be realized that G„ and Gcg are not truly con
stants because, in general, a linear relation does not exist
between the grid current, the plate potential, and the grid
potential. In many cases operating points for triodes
are chosen so that both of these constants are equal to zero.
Table I gives the constants of a number of vacuum tubes
and also the constants of a typical corona amplifier and an
open-air glower oscillator.
e„
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Table I.—Triode Constants

Continuous voltages

Type

G,

G„

Epp

Egp

Ep

E,

•n

Gp

Peak
alternat
ing
voltages
i-e

Conductances in micro
mhos

250
0
5-watt VT 2......... 1,700
100-watt
highvacuum
tube 1,225
80 -0.39
250-watt
highvacuum tube 3,650
170 + 1.05
350
0
UV-200................... 1,025
56
0
UV-201...................
335
442
0
UV-201...................
60
UV-201-A..............
740 92.5
0
41
300
0
C-l 2.........................
32
C-299.......................
200
0
0
240
40
VT 5........................
C-302.......................
1,750
200
+1
Corona amplifier 2.48
0.076 —0.032
Corona amplifier
-0.013
4 0.6
Open-air glower.. 6.7
1.25 -0.045

16

34.5

240
0
2.6
0
0
0
0
4
75
0.152
0.617
0.5

200

0

50

5

6.8

500

+ 40

100

10

15.3

100
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
50

10
2
2
2
1.25
1.25
1.00
1.25
10

+ 600
20
20
40
90
60
60
50
400
2.8 X 10*
2.1 X 10*
350

+ 20
-4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.4 X 103
7 X 103
85

21.5
2.93
6
7.3
8
7.3
6.25
6.0
8.75
32.6
6.66
5.35

Problems
1. From the characteristic curves given by Figs. 6 and 7 determine the
constants Gp, Gcp, Gg, and Gcg for the following conditions:
D-c grid voltage....................................................... 20
D-c plate voltage..................................................... 500
A-c grid voltage.......................................................
10 (peak value)
A-c plate voltage..................................................... 100 (peak value)

.

Gcp

Determine the ratios ~ ■
Gp
What conclusions can you draw from this ratio?

2. In Fig. 23a, is M positive or negative and in Fig. 235, is the capacity
coupling positive or negative? Give complete reasons for your answers
based on the conventions of Chap. I,

CHAPTER II
ELEMENTARY AMPLIFIER THEORY

6. The Use of Triode Constants.
In the preceding chapter, four fundamental triode con
stants were introduced and defined. The present chapter
is essentially an introduction to the methods of applying
these constants to arrive at the properties of triode circuits.
Consider the triode circuit shown in Fig. 10. Ai and Aa
are two potentiometers. Let the characteristic curves for
the tube in the circuit be the straight lines given in Fig. 11.
Let the battery Bi have a terminal e.m.f. of 5 volts and the
battery Ba have a terminal e.m.f. of 200 volts. The point
a in Fig. 11 is located on the char
acteristic curves so that the grid
potential is 5 volts and the plate
A potential is 200 volts. This point is
J the operating point. When the po
tential across the potentiometers is
4
zero ,the plate current is given by the
ordinate
ab = 15 milliamperes.
Let
Fig. 10.
the potentiometer A2 be kept at the
zero setting, and let the potential across A i be increased to
10 volts. The new conditions in the circuit are that the
grid potential is 5 + 10 = 15 volts, the plate potential is
200 + 0 = 200 volts, and conditions in the circuit are repre
sented in Fig. 11 by the point c. The plate current has
increased from 15 to 25 milliamperes. The increment in
plate current is cd = 10 milliamperes. The following rela
tion may be written down:
cd -

-fad
ad
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is the slope of the 200-plate volt curve through the

operating point and is therefore equal to the controlled
plate conductance Gcp. The term cd is the increment in
plate current and ad is the increment in grid potential. If

A is used to denote an increment in the quantity following
it, Eq. (1) may be written as

Al pl = GcpAEg

(2)

Now let the potential of the potentiometer in the plate cir
cuit be increased from 0 to 100 volts. The grid potential
is 15 volts and the plate potential is 300 volts. The plate
current has gone up from c to f, or from 25 to 30
milliamperes. For this case we may write the relations

T
Alvl —,
àIp2 = ÂEp ^Ep

(3)
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The ratio of Alp2 to AEP is the slope of the characteristic
surface measured in a plane for which the grid voltage is
constant. It is equal to the plate conductance of the triode.
Equation (3) may then be written as follows:
Xlpi — GPAEP

(3a)

The total increment in plate current due to both potentiom
eters is
Alp = ag = de + cf
aIp

= Alpi + Al P2 = GcpAEg + GPAEP

(4)

In Eq. (4) Gcp is calculated at the point a of Fig. 11, and
is calculated at the point c. If the characteristic curves
are straight lines, however, these two conductances are
independent of the points where the calculations are made
and Gcp and Gp may be calculated at the operating point a.
Now replace the potentiometers shown in Fig. 10'by
alternators so that the circuit under consideration is the
one shown in Fig. 12. Let the characteristic curves of the
tube in the circuit of Fig. 12 be the straight lines shown
in Fig. 11. Bi delivers a terminal e.m.f. of 5 volts and B2
delivers a terminal e.m.f. of 200 volts so that a is again the
operating point. Let the terminal e.m.f. of the alternator
in the grid circuit be equal to 10 sin wt volts, and let the
terminal e.m.f. of the alternator in the plate circuit be
Gp
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zero. Under the conditions stated above, the plate poten
tial has a constant value of 200 volts while the grid potential
varies periodically from —5 to +15 volts. That is, opera
tion takes place along the 200-plate volt curve from h to c.
The plate current is composed of two parts, a continuous
current of 15 milliamperes and a sine current having a
peak value of ac = 10 milliamperes. In Fig. 13, the
steady grid potential is represented as a function of the
time by the line marked Egp. The total grid potential is
represented by the curve marked egt. The steady com
ponent of the plate current is represented by the line
marked Ipp. The total plate cur
rent is represented by the curve T
marked iPa- In Fig. 13a, the vari- i
able component of the grid poten
tial is represented by the sine wave
labeled eg. The variable compon
ent of the plate current is repre- j

sented by the curve marked

ip\.

£

The ratio of i„i to eg is, by defini
tion, equal to the controlled plate
conductance; so we may write

|
s

iPi = Gcpeg =

Ucp10 sin

at

(5)

Now let the alternator in the grid circuit be stopped and
let the alternator in the plate circuit deliver a terminal
e.m.f. equal to 100 sin at volts. The grid potential remains
constant at +5 volts while the plate potential varies
periodically from 100 to 300 volts. In Fig. 11, operation
takes place from k to e, and the plate current varies from 10
to 20 milliamperes. In Fig. 13 the continuous plate poten
tial is represented by the line marked Epp. The total
plate potential is represented by the curve labeled ept.
The total plate current is represented by the curve marked
ipt2.
In Fig. 13a, the variable component of the plate
potential is portrayed by the sine wave marked ep and the
variable component of the plate current is given by the
sine curve labeled ip2. The ratio of ip2 to ep is, by definition,
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equal to the plate conductance.
write the equation
ip2 = GpCp

We may, therefore,

= GplOO sin

at

(6)

Now let the alternator in the grid circuit deliver a ter
minal e.m.f. equal to 10 sin at, and let the alternator in the
plate circuit deliver a terminal e.m.f. equal to 100 sin at.
When the grid potential has a value of — 5 volts, the plate
potential is equal to 100 volts, and when the grid potential
has a value of 4-15 volts, the plate potential is equal to
300 volts. On the curves of Fig. 11, operation takes place
from m to f and the plate current varies periodically from
0 to 30 milliamperes. The total plate current is repre
sented in Fig. 13 by the curve marked ipt. In Fig. 13a the
variable component of the plate current is represented by
the sine wave marked ip. Because the characteristic curves
of the triode are straight lines, the curve ip is the sum of the
sine curves ip i and ip2. We, therefore, may write the equation
Ip =

d-

ip2 = efxcp

4-

CpGp

(7)

In Fig. 13, Igp represents the steady grid current at the
operating point, and iBti represents the total grid current
when the grid alternator is running and the plate alternator
is stopped. The curve marked igt2 represents the total grid
current when the grid alternator is stopped and the plate
alternator is running. The current curve igt2 is shown 180
degrees out of phase with iBtt because, in general, the grid
current decreases when the plate potential increases; that
is, Gcg is generally a negative number. The curve marked
igt represents the total current when both alternators are
running. In Fig. 13a, the curve marked iBi represents the
variable component of the grid current when the plate
alternator is not running. The ratio of i„ i to eB is, by defini
tion, equal to the grid conductance. We may, therefore,
write the equation

%i =

Ggeg

= ^10 sin

at

(8)

The curve marked ig2 represents the variable grid current
when the grid alternator is not running. The ratio of iBi
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to ep is by definition, equal to the controlled grid conduct
ance. We may, therefore, write the equation
%2 =

Gcgep

= G^lOO sin

wt

(9)

The variable component of the grid current when both
alternators are running is given by the equation
ig — GgCg -|- GcgCp

(10)

Equations (7) and (10) apply rigorously only when the
characteristic curves of the tube under consideration are
straight lines. Operating points can generally be chosen
so that Eq. (7) applies very closely. Equation (10),
however, gives only an approximation to the actual vari
able grid current.

Fig. 13&.

Fig. 13c.—Variable components of plate potential,
grid potential and plate current. Gcp = 4GP.

Let the e.rn.f. of the batteries Bi and B2 of Fig. 136 be
adjusted so that the operating point lies in a region A
of the characteristic surface over which a linear relation
exists between the variable components of the plate cur
rent, the grid potential, and the plate potential. Let a
variable potential eg be applied to the grid while the plate
potential is kept constant. This variable grid potential
may be any function of the time provided only that its
maximum variation is limited so that operation takes place
only over the plane region A of the characteristic surface.
The variable component of the grid potential is represented
by the curve marked e„ in Fig. 13c.
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Because of the manner in which the controlled plate con
ductance was defined, the variable component of the plate
current is given by the relation
(10a)

iPi = Gcpeg

This current is represented in Fig. 13c by the curve marked

Now, let the grid potential be maintained constant but
let a variable potential represented by ep be applied to the
plate. This variable plate potential may be any function of
the time provided only that its maximum variation is limited
so that operation takes place only over the plane region A
of the characteristic surface. The variable component of
the plate potential is represented in Fig. 13c by the curve
marked ep. Because of the manner in which the plate con
ductance was defined, the variable component of the plate
current is given by the relation
(10b)

iP2 = Gp6p

This current is represented in Fig. 13c by the curve marked

Now let the variable potential eg be applied to the grid
and the variable potential ep be applied to the plate.
Because linear relations exist between the plate current, the
grid potential, and the plate potential over the region of
the characteristic surface to which operation is confined, the
variable plate current is given by the equation
ip

ipi

d-

ip2

GCpCg

d-

Gpep

(11)

This current is represented by the curve marked ip in Fig.
13c. The curve ip is obtained by adding the curve ipy to
The variable grid current is given approximately by the
equation
ig
Ug^g d~ GCg@P
(12)

Equations (11) and (12) are fundamental to the whole
theory of triode circuits. Their application will be illus
trated in the sections which follow.
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6. The Simple Amplifier.
The elements of the simple amplifier circuit are shown
by Fig. 14. The device supplying the power to be ampli
fied is represented by the alternator A. The device in which
the amplified power is to be utilized is represented by the
resistance
in the plate circuit. The batteries Di andZ)2 are
adjusted so as to bring the tube to a desirable operating
point. The questions to which we seek the answers are
these:
1 . What is the expression for the power amplification?
2
.- Under what condition do we obtain maximum power

amplification?
3. What is the expression for the

maximum amplification?
4. What is the expression for the

voltage amplification?
5. Under what conditions do we ob
tain maximum voltage amplification?

6. What is the expression for the
maximum voltage amplification?
In asking these questions we have
introduced the two new terms, power

Fig. 14.—Simple amplifier
circuit.

amplification and voltage amplification.
By power amplification is meant the

ratio of that part
of the power expended in the output element Rp which is
controlled by the alternator A to the power supplied by the
alternator.
By voltage amplification is meant the ratio of the alter
nating voltage across the output element Rp to the voltage
of the alternator.
Before we can apply the theory developed in Sec. 5 to
answer these questions, we must fix conditions so*that

operation takes place over characteristic curves which are
essentially straight lines. Let the plate current-grid volt
age characteristics be given by the curves of Fig. 6. Then
if we choose some such point as o for an operating’point
and limit the variations in grid and plate potentials so that
operation is confined to the space inclosed by the dotted
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line abcde, we may use Eq. (11) to obtain the variable plate
current. Let the grid current-grid voltage characteristic
curves be given by Fig. 7. The operating point already
chosen is +20 volts on the grid and +500 volts on the plate.
Except for very small variations in potentials the curves
are not straight lines in the vicinity of this point. We can
remedy this condition in two ways: first, we can change the
operating point so that the grid potential always remains
negative, second, we can insert a resistance (Rg, Fig. 14)
across the alternator terminals. The conductance of this
resistance should be about ten times the grid conductance.
It should be noted that the grid conductance and the resist
ance Rg are in parallel with respect to the alternator A.
We have now cleared the way so that the questions asked
at the beginning of this section can be answered. In the
treatment of amplifiers given in this chapter, the capaci
tances between triode elements are neglected. These
capacitances are taken into account in the treatment of
amplifiers given in Chap VIII, and the degree of approxi
mation of the equations developed in the present chapter
are discussed there. It can be pointed out, however, that
if the external impedances are much smaller than the inter
nal capacity reactances of the triode, then the equations
about to be developed give a close approximation to actual
conditions.
Let the terminal e.rn.f. of the alternator be \/2Eg sin wi.
Then the variable component of the grid potential is given
by the relation
eg = VZEg sin at
(13)

The only variation which can take place in the plate
potential is that due to the variable plate current flowing
through the resistance Rp. The variable component of the
plate potential is given by the relation
eP =

—Rpip

(14)

Upon substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) in Eq. (11), we
obtain for the variable component of the plate current
ip = \/2GcpEg

sin

at — GpRpip

(15)
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Solving for

we obtain

iP,

■\/2GCpEg
Ip

1 +

sin

(16)

at

RPGp

Let the continuous plate current be represented by
Then the total plate current is
iPt

=

Ipp + ip

=

(17)

sin

Ipp +

J. I

Uptjp

Since this current must flow through the resistance
total average power expended in this resistance is

Up,

the

T

T
j'Rpipidt =

o

IPp.

1

o

C2x/2RPIppGcpEg

o

p

, 1 C 2GlpE2gRp
+ Tj (1 + RpGpy sin2
o

sm

atdt

GfpEIRp
P t — Rplpp +

(1 +

RpGpy

(18)

Of the power given by Eq. (18), the amount RPIPP is
expended whether or not the alternator is present. The
second term of Eq. (18) must therefore give the power
expended in the output resistance due to the presence of
the alternator in the grid circuit. The power output may
then be written as
G^Rp

p

0 ~ (f +

RpGpy

(19)

With the resistance around the grid alternator, the con
ductance between alternator terminals is equal to the actual
grid conductance plus the conductance around the alterna
tor. In the work which follows, Gg will represent the total
conductance of the two parallel paths with respect to the
alternator unless the contrary use of Gg is specifically stated
to be used.
Upon substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) in Eq. (12), we
obtain for the variable component of the grid current
ig = Y2GgEg

sin

at — GcgipRT

(20)
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Substituting Eq. (16) in Eq. (20) there results
M2GC-pEgRpGcg

Ig

1

+ y/^Efig

RpGp

sin

wt

(21)

From the usual alternating-current theory, the power
supplied by the alternator is equal to one-half of the product
of the peak value of the current by the peak value of the
potential. That is, the power input supplied by the alter
nator is given by the 'equation
GcpGcgRpEg
Pi = E2
gGg

1 -|-

(21a)

RpGp

The power amplification is given by the ratio
GlpRp

Po

Pi ’

(1 +

RpGpflGg + GgGpRp- GepGegRp)

(22)

The value which the resistance Rp in the plate circuit
must have in order to lead to maximum amplification of
the power may be determined by taking the derivative of
the amplification with respect to Rp, equating the derivative
to zero, and solving the resulting equation for Rp. The
value which Rp must have in order that the power amplifica
tion may be a maximum is found to be
Rp

(For maximum power amplification) =
_____ 1

(23)

~~ (MU
Gp Gg

Upon substituting the value of Rp as given by Eq. (23)
in Eq. (22), we obtain the expression for maximum power
amplification.

Maximum power amplification =
p2

^cp

.mui
Gp Gg

(24)

J

If we examine the table of triode constants, we find that
the term^—
can ™ mos^ cases be neglected in com
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parison with unity. Under these conditions the following
very close approximations may be written :
Rp

(For maximum power amplification) =

(25)

G2

Maximum power amplification = ^^g

(26)

The voltage across the output resistance due to the pres
ence of the alternator in the grid circuit is
Cp

pt p
\/2EaGCpRp

1 -|-

sin

RpGp

(27)

wt ■

The alternator voltage is of course given by Eq. (13); so
the voltage amplification is
GepRp

Voltage amplification = — =
Cg

A

j

„

JAijfj'p

= v
A

(28)
+ Gp

p

By inspection we see that maximum voltage amplifica
tion occurs when Rp —
The value of this maximum
voltage amplification is
G

Maximum voltage amplification =

Op

(29)

When the conditions for maximum power amplification
are satisfied, Rp has the value given by Eq. (25). Sub
stituting this value in Eq. (28), we find that the voltage
amplification at maximum power amplification is
Voltage amplification at maximum power amplification =

That is, it is just one-half the maximum possible value.
The maximum voltage amplification of a tube is represented
by the symbol
This symbol is called the amplification
constant of the tube. In our notation
Gcp

M = ZY
Op

(31)
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That is, n is the value of the voltage amplification with
infinite impedance in the plate circuit.
We are now in a position to see what properties a triode
should possess in order to be a good amplifier. From Eq.
(26) we see that in order to obtain large amplification the

ratios

and

should be as large as possible.

The

latter of these two ratios can usually be made large by
operating the tube with such a large negative potential
that the variations in grid potential never cause the grid
to become positive. Therefore, the magnitude of the
amplification constant is a good criterion of the value of a
tube as a power and as a voltage amplifier.
In most communication work it is essential that the out
put of an amplifier be an exact magnification of the
input. In the analytical work above, we have assumed
the characteristic curves to be straight lines and we have
found that a sine wave of input voltage gives a sine wave
of current and voltage in the output circuit. Now any
impressed wave form can be broken up into a series of sine
and cosine terms and, if the triode has straight lilies for
characteristic curves, then each sine and cosine term in the
input circuit would lead to a magnified sine or cosine term
in the output circuit. The output would then be an exact
magnification of the input. Thus for distortionless ampli
fication a tube should have characteristic curves which are
essentially straight lines over the operating region. Operat
ing points for straight amplifiers should always be chosen
so as to fulfil as nearly as possible this condition.
In order to obtain a curve for the power amplification of
a triode which holds for all tubes as a function of the output
resistance, let us set
Rp

= kg

(26a)

If Gcg is taken equal to zero, the expression for the power
amplification takes the form
G2
CPRP
p “ Gg(l + RpGpy

G2
cpk
GPG„(1 + ky

/ G2
CP \(
4k
\
\4GgGj\(l + ky)
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By the use of Eq. (26), this becomes
Ap =

A

(1 +

k)2

pm

(266)

In the equation A pm stands for the maximum power ampli
fication of the triode. Curve 1 of Fig. 14a shows the

manner in which the power amplification varies with the
output resistance. The ratio of power amplification to
maximum power amplification (Ap to Apm) has been plotted
as ordinates, and values of k have been plotted as abscissas.
This curve shows that as we increase the output resistance,
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the power amplification rises rapidly to a maximum. This
maximum occurs when the output resistance is equal to the
reciprocal of the plate conductance. As the output resist
ance is increased beyond this point, the power amplifica
tion falls slowly to zero. The adjustment of the output
resistance for maximum power amplification is not a critical
12.
one, as Rp may vary from (0.5)^- to
without causing

the power amplification to vary by more than 11 per cent
from

the maximum value.

For a 201-A tube,

=

10,800 ohms. The output resistance may therefore vary
from 5,400 ohms to 21,600 ohms without causing the power
amplification to differ by more than 11 per cent from the
maximum value.
If Rp is again represented by Eq. (26a) and this value is
substitued in Eq. (28), we obtain for voltage amplification
the equation
.

_ /

k

\GCp _ /
k
Gp “ \1 +

Av “ U7¥k)

\

(28a)

Curve 2 of Fig. 14a shows the manner in which the volt
age amplification varies with the value of the output resist
ance. The voltage amplification approaches its maximum
value asymptotically as the value of the output resistance
is increased. If the voltage amplification is to be within 10
per cent of its maximum value, then
k

-

. < must equal 0.9

or k must equal 9; that is, the output resistance must equal
nine times the reciprocal of the plate conductance. For
the radiotron 201-A, Rp must equal 9 X 10,800 = 97,200 ohms
if the voltage amplification is to be within 10 per cent of
the maximum obtainable value. It is very seldom feasible
to obtain values of voltage amplification much greater than
0,9 of the maximum possible value with a pure resistance in
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the output because of the high voltage which this necessi
tates for the plate or B battery. The plate space current
of the 201-A tube at the usual operating point (70 volts on
plate) is about 3 milliamperes. The drop through a resist
ance of 97,200 ohms would be 292 volts so that to maintain
70 volts on the plate would require a battery voltage of 362
volts. To obtain a voltage amplification equal to 0.95 of
the maximum value, Rp would have to be 19 X h This

'Jp
would be a resistance of 19 X 10,800 = 205,000 ohms for a
201-A tube. To maintain 70 volts on the plate of the tube
would require that the B battery voltage equal (205,000)
(0.003) + 70 = 685 volts. In practice it is common to
use about 100,000 ohms in the plate circuit of voltage ampli
fiers and to use a 130-volt B battery. This reduces the
plate potential of a 201-A tube to about 36 volts.

7. Straight Amplifier Circuit in Which the Utilization Device
is Not a Pure Resistance.
In many cases the utilization device, that is, the power
receiving device in the plate circuit, contains both resistance
and reactance. We therefore proceed to discuss the case in
which the impedance in the output circuit has both resist
ance and reactance. The circuit under consideration is
the same as the one shown by Fig. 14 with the one excep
tion that Rp is replaced by a device having a resistance Rp
and a reactance Xp.
Here, as in the case considered before, the potentials and
currents consist of steady components upon which are
superimposed sine waves of potential and current. The
steady components and the alternating components can be
treated separately and the final results obtained by super
position. Since we are primarily interested in the alternat
ing components of potentials, currents, and powers, these
components only will be treated. These alternating currents
and potentials will be treated in the usual way by means of
the complex algebra.
Let the terminal e.m.f. of the alternator in the grid cir
cuit be taken as a reference vector. Let its r.m.s. vector
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value be represented by E. Let the impedance in the plate
circuit be represented by Z. That is,
Z =

(32)

Rp + jXp

Then the alternating plate voltage is

.

Ep = -Zip

(33)

The alternating plate space current is

I? =

GcpE — IpZGp

(34)

The alternating power expended in the utilization device is

F2G2 7?
Po = Rprp =

(36)

If the controlled conductance of the grid by the plate is
neglected, the expression for the grid current becomes
U = EG,

(37)

The power furnished by the alternator is

(38)

Pi = E2Gg

The expression for the power amplification then is
GipRp

Po _
P,

Gg((l+RpGpy + X2
pGi]

Upon inspecting Eq. (39) and making use of the informa
tion gained in our study of the amplifier with a pure resist
ance in the output circuit, we see that the amplification will
be a maximum when
Xp

= 0 ;

Rp

= p

(40)

When the reactance Xp is fixed at some value, the best
value for Rp is found by taking the partial derivative of
Eq. (39) with respect to Rp, equating this derivative to
zero and solving for Rp. Upon carrying out these opera
tions, we find that for maximum power amplification, Rp
should have the value
Rp

= ^X2 +

I

(41)
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One important case arises in which the utilization device
can be designed so as to have a constant ratio of effective
resistance to reactance. For this case Xp = pRp. To
find the value of Rp which will make the power amplifica
tion a maximum, we set Xp = pRp in Eq. (39) and take the
partial derivative of Eq. (39) with respect to Rp, equate
this derivative to zero, and solve for Rp. The best value
for Rp is found to be

RGpVl
P ’ + ?P2---

(42)

Upon substituting Eq. (42) in Eq. (39), we obtain for the
maximum power amplification:
Gc

Maximum power amplification =----------------- -------------- - (43)
2G7U1 + VI + p2]
When there is reactance in the output circuit, the volt
age amplification is found as follows: Substitute Eq. (35) in
Eq. (33) and obtain the expression for the plate alternating

voltage.
E’ =

<«>

The voltage amplification is
Ep_
GcpZ
E
1 + ZGP

GCp

_

1
rp

k

, r
“I

}

P

The voltage amplification is seen to be a maximum when
oo. The maximum value of voltage amplification is
again found to be

Z =

G

Maximum voltage amplification =

Gp

=

p

(46)

8. Multistage Amplification.
When the amplification which can be secured with one
triode is not great enough to accomplish the desired
magnification of the input power, the output of one tube is
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connected to the input of a second and the output of the
second to the input of a third and so on until as many
tubes are used as is feasible. This is called multistage
amplification.
There are a number of ways of connecting triodes so as
to obtain multistage amplification. Most of these, how
ever, are based upon two fundamental methods. We will
proceed to discuss briefly these two methods. The first
method may be called direct impedance coupling. A threestage amplifier employing this coupling is shown schemati
cally by Fig. 15. The power to be amplified is supplied by

the alternator A; Zi and Z2 are impedances built up in any
manner whatsoever with the one requirement that they
permit the passage of a direct current through them.
Z3 represents the impedance of the utilization device.
It, also, must permit the passage of a direct current through
it. The various batteries must be adjusted so that each
tube comes to a desirable operating point. The amplifica
tion through the system is easily obtained from the equa
tion developed in preceding sections.
The impedance in the first plate circuit is the impedance
of Zi and the second grid conductance in parallel; that is,
ZPi

1

2" +

GB2
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The voltage amplification through the first tube is
obtained from Eq. (45). Let this voltage amplification
be represented by Ai; that is,

The voltage on the second grid is

E„2 = EAi

(48)

The impedance in the plate circuit of the second tube is
Zp2 = y

------

(49)

+ Ggi

The voltage amplification through the second tube is
2 " 1 +

Zp2Gp2

(50)

The voltage on the third grid is

Ea3 = A2Eb2 = A1A2E

(51)

The power expended in the third grid space is
Pit = Eg3Ggs = (A^E)^

(52)

It should be recognized that the Ai and A2 defined by Eqs.
(47) and (50) are complex numbers and that the Ai and A2
appearing in Eq. (52) and in all of the following power equa
tions are the absolute values of the voltage amplifications
as defined by Eqs. (47) and (50). From Eq. (39) the power
amplification through the third tube is
---------------------- ___________________ /kqx

3 “ 6U(i +

R&M2 +

The power expended in the utilization device is
Po = PnA3

= E2A\A2AoM

(54)

The power furnished by the alternator is
Pi = E2Ggl

(55)

The power amplification through the system is
£ -

(56)
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The maximum amplification is obtained in this system

when

Zi, Ggi, Z2,

to Gpi, and
R3 =

Crp3 .

and Gg3 are such that A is small compared

is small compared to Gp^ and when X3 = 0 and
Under these conditions,
/Y2

Ai

= gi;

A2

= M2;

A3 =

¿tCrgiCrpi

The limiting value of the power amplification in a system
such as Fig. 15 then is
S

= Bl

ZY2

(57)
ZY2

ZY2

^cP^cp2^c p3
~ ^G^Gp^i

(58)

The second method of connecting tubes so as to obtain
multistage amplification is by means of impedance correct-

p
Fig. 16.—Transformer circuit.

Fig. 17.—Equivalent generator circuit.

ing transformers. Before discussing this case, we will make
a few remarks about the transformers. Consider the cir
cuit shown by Fig. 16. Upon applying Kirchoff’s law to
the primary circuit we obtain

E -

Rih - jXAi - jXmI2

= 0

(59)

From the secondary circuit we obtain
—jXmIi — (R

+ Æ2)I2 —

j(X

+ X2)I2 = 0

(60)

jXmh

(R + R2) +j(x + x2)

(61)
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Substituting Eq. (61) in Eq. (59) there results

E -L

,
X2
m(R + R2)
1 + (R + Ri)2 + (X + Xi)2

। ■ y_____
X^(X + Xj)___ 1 1 _
(R + Ri)2 + (X + X2)2)j

+ jlX1

°

Now the term within the square brackets of Eq. (62) is
the impedance of the system measured from the generator
terminals A and B. So far as the generator is concerned,
the system of Fig. 16 is replaceable by the one of Fig. 17 in
which
n _ p
ae - Ky +

X

<_________ X^(R + Ri)_______
+ R^ + ÇX + Xi)2

- X__________ + X2)
e

1

(R + Ri)2 + (X + Xi)2

Let the coefficient of magnetic coupling k between pri
mary and secondary be defined by the equations :
M = k-y/LyLi

Xm — kVXyXi

(65)

Substituting Eq. (65) in Eqs. (63) and (64), we have
k2XyXi (R + Ri)

+ (R + R^ +

_

+

(00)

k2XyXi(X + Xi)

[r +

R2y + (X + Xi)2

Equations (66) and (67) are the general relations giving
the effect on the impedance between a pair of terminals of
inserting the transformers. Thus if we remove the trans
formers and join the terminals A to G and B to D,
the impedance between the terminals AB is Z = R + jX.
Upon inserting the transformer, the impedance is given by
Eqs. (66) and (67). We now lay down the following defini
tion : An ideal transformer is one in which
1. The coefficient of coupling k is substantially equal to
unity.
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2. The open circuit reactance of the secondary winding is
very great compared to any impedance which will ever be
placed across it.
3. The resistance of the secondary winding is very small
compared to R and that of the primary winding is small
compared to Re.
When these conditions are fulfilled, Eq. (66) simplifies as
follows:
1. k = 1.
2. The denominator of the fraction becomes substantially
equal to X2.
3. Rg can be dropped in comparison to R.
4. Ri can be neglected in comparison to the fraction
which follows it.
We then have
Re = ~^R = ^R
(68)
A2

A2

Equation (67) simplifies as follows:
Y — Y
e
1

— ^tXa(X + Xa)

(X + A2)2
X + Xa

Thus we have very closely
Xe = ^X

(69)

X

The ratio

a2

is called the ratio of impedance transforma-

tion from the secondary into the primary. It is equal to
the square of the ratio of voltage transformation.
A two-stage transformer coupled multistage amplifier is
shown schematically by Fig. 18. The device supplying the
power to be amplified is the alternator A. This alternator
has a resistance of Ra ohms and delivers a voltage whose r.m.s.
value is E. The problem considered here is that of getting
maximum power expenditure in Rp. The alternator A will
deliver maximum power to the system when the apparent
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resistance across its terminals is equal to
(68) we write
D

_ ^1

D

_

Zte — zio —

Ra.
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From Eq.

I

V"
A 2 iTpl

Or the transformer should have an impedance transforma
tion ratio given by the relation

(70)

For maximum power delivery to the second grid we know
that the apparent resistance in the first plate circuit should
be

h

so we write

Upl

(71)
For maximum power amplification through the second
tube we have from Eq. (25)
1
(72)
p
ri

'J p2

When the conditions of Eqs. (71) and (72) are fulfilled, the
power amplification through the first tube is, from Eq. (26)
Poi

G2
CPi

Pn

4GglGpl

The power output of the first tube is all expended in actu
ating the second grid so the power input to the second tube is
p

_ p
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The amplification through the second tube is

Pm =
Pi2

GM
4Ge2Gp2

The total amplification is
/ C2pi
Y
GM \
Pi ~ \4GB1GpJ\4GB2Gp2)

Po _

If there are n tubes in the chain and if their amplifications
are Aj . . . An, the amplification through the chain when
designed in accordance with Eqs. (71) and (72) is
= (AMA2)

.

.

. (A„)

(74)

The amplification which can be obtained by the use of
ideal or approximately ideal transformers is far in excess of
that which can be obtained by straight impedance coupling.
If many stages of amplification are to be used, great care
must be employed in the wiring, and each stage must
be shielded by inclosing it in a metal-lined box. If this is
not done, some energy from the output gets back into the
input and is reamplified through the system. If the ampli
fication is great enough, this leads to a sustained oscillation
in the system commonly called singing.

9. Manner in Which Alternating Power Is Derived from
Source of Continuous E.m.f.
In the treatment of amplification which has just been
given, we found that alternating power was delivered to the
utilization device in the plate circuit. Now in the plate or
output circuit there was no source of alternating power;
hence this alternating power must have been derived from
the storage battery in the plate circuit. It is the purpose
of this section to show just how this alternating power is
obtained from the storage battery.
Consider again the simple amplifier circuit shown by Fig.
14. Before the alternator A in the grid circuit is started,
the various currents and voltages are given as functions of
time by the full lines of Fig. 19. The equations of the lines
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representing the plate current and voltage before the alter
nator is started are
ip — Ipp

(fB)

ep = Epp

(76)

The power delivered by the plate battery is
PdiCptp

(77)

E ppi pp

This power is expended in heating the plate.
After the alternator is started, the currents and voltages
are given by the dotted lines of Fig. 19. The equations for
the plate current and voltage now are
ip — Ipp + V2Ip

ep =

EPp — x/2Ep

sin

sin

(78)

at

(79)

at

Fig. 19.—Potentials and currents in simple amplifier circuit.

The power expended in heating the plate now is

Phi ~

Cpip

Epplpp

y/2Eplpp

+ VZEppIp

sm

sin

at

at — 2EpIp

sin2

at

(80)

The average power consumed in heating the plate is
1 fT

Ph = y I

Cpipdt = Epplpp — Epip

(81)

Equations (77) and (81) show that the power used in
heating the plate after the alternator is started is less by the
amount Eplp than before the alternator was started. Now
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the average current through the storage battery remains fixed
at the value Ipp so the battery furnishes the power EPPIPP
both before and after the starting of the alternator. The
amount of power EPIP is available for use in the output ele
ment. This is, of course, the amount of alternating power
which we found was delivered to the output resistance Rp of
Fig. 14 in our treatment of amplification. We thus see
that the alternating power is drawn from the energy which
would be used in heating the plate if the alternating cur
rents and voltages were not present. When a large power
tube ceases to deliver alternating power, the plates become
very hot and may even melt unless precautions are taken to
prevent it.
The physical reason why less energy is expended on the
plate after starting the alternator than before, while the
total average power delivered by the plate battery remains
the same is this: The total charge transferred from the
filament to the plate over any complete number of cycles is
the same as the total charge transferred in the same interval
of time before the alternator in the grid circuit was started.
Before the alternator is started, all of this charge is trans
ferred while the potential difference has the value Epp. If the
total charge is Q the energy expended on the plate before the
alternator is started is QEPP. Now the action of the grid is
such that after the alternator is started, a greater part of Q is
transferred from plate to filament when the potential differ
ence is lower than normal than is transferred when the poten
tial difference is higher than normal. This, of course, leads to
less energy expenditure on the plate. Thus the action of the
grid in holding back the charges when the plate potential is
high and permitting the charge to pass when the plate
potential is low accounts for the fact that alternating power
is made available for use in the output or plate circuit.

10. Conditions Which Must Be Fulfilled by Triode Cir
cuits in Order to Obtain Alternating Power from Sources
of Continuous E.m.f.
Let us now generalize our problem and ask what condi
tions in general must be fulfilled by triode circuits in order
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that alternating power may be obtained from sources of
continuous e.rn.f. Figure 20 shows a general triode circuit.
The box A contains auxiliary circuit elements, such as coils,
condensers, resistances, and generators. The specific ques
tion asked here is this: What conditions must the appara
tus in the box A fulfil in order that alternating power may
be fed into it from the storage battery or direct-current
generator D?
We consider here only the alternating
components of the currents and volt
ages. These will be treated by the use
of complex algebra.
Take the grid voltage as the reference
vector. No matter in what manner
this voltage arises, its representation in
complex notation is E„, as it is the refer
ence vector. No matter what gives
rise to the plate voltage, it may be represented as
Ep =

Ep + jEp

(82)

The alternating plate current then is
Ip =

EgGcp

+ EpGp

= EgGcp + EPGP + jE'pGp

(83)

Now it is to be particularly noted that, under our conven
tions, the plate voltage is the potential of the plate above
the bus, or it is the potential impressed across the plate
filament space. Therefore the power product of plate cur
rent times plate voltage is the power expended in heating
the plate. The alternating power expended in heating the
plate, therefore, is
Ph = Ep(EgGcp + EPGP) + (E^

(84)

Now, assuming straight-line characteristics for the triode,
the power supplied by the battery D is the same whether or
not there are alternating voltages on the plate and grid.
If the battery then is to supply alternating power to the box
A, less power must be expended in heating the plate after
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the application of the alternating potentials than before;
that is, the alternating power expended in heating the plate
must be negative or there must be a power output instead
of a power input. The power, then, as given by Eq. (84)
must be negative. For this power to be negative Ep must
be negative and
EpEgGcp > (EpyGp + (E'P)2GP

(85)

The physical meaning of these conditions is best obtained
by referring to Fig. 21. Figure 21 is a general vector dia
gram for a triode when functioning so as to give an alternat
ing power output. Eg represents the grid voltage. E’P

represents the real part of the plate voltage.
S'a

We found

ep

Fig. 21.—Vector diagram for a triode.

that E'p must be negative; that is, it must be opposite in
phase to Eg and it is so drawn on the diagram. Ep may be
either positive or negative. Ep, of course, represents the
total plate voltage. The plate current as usual consists of
two parts, one in phase with the plate voltage EPGP and one
in phase with the grid voltage EgGcp. The total plate cur
rent is the vector sum of these two. For the tube to func
tion as a generator the total plate current must be more
than 90 degrees out of phase with the plate voltage. This
condition is brought about by causing the plate and grid
voltages to have components 180 degrees out of phase and
by adjusting these voltages so that the plate current is
controlled more by the grid than by the plate. We thus
see that, due to the grid control of the plate current, the
plate current can be made to increase while the impressed
plate potential is caused to decrease. The plate space thus
functions as a generator of alternating power.
As a simple example of the theory presented here, let the
box A contain simply the two alternators as shown by Fig.
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12. If power is to be fed into A2, we must set the
alternators A i and A2 so that their voltages are out of phase
with respect to the bus by more than 90 degrees. This ful
fils the condition that Ep should be negative. Now if the
plate current is in phase with the grid voltage, it will be 180
degrees out of phase with the plate voltage, and the triode
will function as a generator. To cause the plate current to
follow the grid voltage rather than the plate voltage, we
must satisfy the inequality
cp

Ep _

Ea2

Eg

EAl

As approximate conditions for
a triode to function as a genera
tor we lay down the'following:

1. The plate and grid voltages
must be more than 90 degrees
out of phase.
2. The ratio of the plate alter
nating voltage to the grid alter
Fig. 22.
nating voltage must be less than
the voltage amplification constant of the tube.
These conditions are approximate only in that the
inequality to be satisfied, instead of being as simple as stated
in condition 2 is given by Eq. (85). Equation (85) reduces
to condition 2 when E” = 0, that is, when the grid and plate
voltages are exactly 180 degrees out of phase.
As another example of the use of these generalized power
relations, consider the radio receiving circuit shown by
Fig. 22. If the circuit is highly oscillatory so that I is
large compared to any other currents present, we have
approximately
Eg

Ep = —jwMI

For Ep to be 180 degrees out of phase with Eg, M must be
negative, or the coils must be wound as shown in the figure.
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Also
Ep _ jaMI _ M
Gcp
K - jaLeI
Lg < Gp

Thus for the tube to function as an amplifier, M must be
negative, and the relation in Eq. (87) must be fulfiled.
Problems
3. Suppose that the characteristic curves of the triode in Fig. 12 are given
by Fig. 6. Let the alternator in the grid circuit deliver the voltage 30 sin w/
and let the alternator in the plate circuit deliver the voltage —200 sin at.
The reference point is as usual the common bus. Let the voltage of the grid
battery be 20 and that of the plate battery be 500. Plot the total plate
voltage and the total grid voltage. From the characteristic curves plot on
the same sheet of paper the total plate current for one complete cycle of the
alternators. Derive the plate current by a point-to-point method from the
curves of the tube.
Does the plate alternator act as a generator or as a motor, and what
power does it give out or absorb? State the arguments by which you arrive
at the answer to the questions.
4. Given a simple amplifier circuit with a pure resistance in the plate
branch such as the one shown by Fig. 14. The triode is a radiotron UV-201,
whose constants are given in the table of triode constants. Plot curves with
values of plate resistance as abscissa and values of power amplification and
of voltage amplification as ordinates. Is the adjustment for maximum
power amplification a very critical one? About what relation must Rp

1

bear to @ in order that the voltage amplification may be within 5 per cent
of the maximum possible value?
5. Given a three-stage impedance-coupled amplifier such as the one
shown by Fig. 15. The tubes are UV-201 radiotrons the constants of which
are given in the table of triode constants. What is the limiting value of the
power amplification as Z,, and Z2 are made larger and larger and when Z3
is assigned the best possible value? What is the best possible value of Z3?
6. A two-stage impedance-coupled amplifier is to be designed to amplify a
band of frequencies starting at 200 cycles and ending at 2,000 cycles. The
coupling element consists of a pure reactance having the inductance L.
If the power amplification over the above band of frequencies is not to vary
by more than 2 per cent, what is the minimum value that can be assigned to
L? The tubes are 201 radiotrons. The last tube has a pure resistance in
the plate circuit.
7. Given a three-stage transformer-coupled amplifier such as the one
shown by Fig. 18. The generator delivering the power to be amplified has a
resistance of 2,000 ohms. The tubes are UV-201 radiotrons whose constants
are given in the table of triode constants. Wanted the ratios of the trans
formers Ti, T2, and T3 and the value of the resistance RP so that maximum
power will be delivered to Rp. What is the value of the power amplification
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through the system? How does this value compare with that obtained
with the impedance-coupled amplifier?
8. Draw the circuit of Fig. 24 with the correct direction of plate winding
so that the tube will feed power into the alternator circuit. Show by means
of a vector diagram and the generalized power relations why you have drawn
the winding as you have.

CHAPTER III
RESISTANCE NEUTRALIZATION

11. Introduction to the Notion of Resistance Neutraliza
tion.
We now proceed to discuss those phenomena in triode
circuits which are most strikingly described and most effec
tively treated as the phenomena of resistance neutraliza
tion. That is to say, the unique property of the circuits
about to be studied is that the triode is associated with them
in such a way as to lower the apparent resistance of some
branch or branches of the network. In the mathematical

Fig. 25.

treatment of these circuits, terms enter the equations which
and the resistance term
may be made equal to zero or even may be made negative.
In this chapter the effect of resistance neutralization upon
a simple series circuit will be worked out in detail, and the
conclusions arrived at will then be used in the discussion of
some triode circuit phenomena.
Before proceeding to a general treatment of resistance
neutralization, we will first see how naturally we are led to
describe certain triode circuit phenomena by assigning new

subtract from the resistance terms,
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constants to a circuit associated with the triode. This will
be done by a preliminary treatment of the circuit shown in
Fig. 25. In treating this circuit it will be assumed that the
grid is operated at such a continuous potential that Gcg
— Gg = 0 ; that is, we assume that the grid current is negli
gibly small. Only the alternating components of currents
and voltages will be considered, and these will be repre
sented in the usual way by means of complex numbers.
Upon applying Kirchoff’s e.rn.f. law to circuit 1, we
obtain

E -

Rih - EEh + ^ - EMPIP

= 0

(1)

wL 1

The alternating plate voltage is

Ep =

(2)

—j(wMPh + aLplp) — Rplp

The alternating grid voltage is

Eo =

(3)

-jaMgh

The alternating plate current is

Ip - EAP +

(4)

EpGp

Upon substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) in Eq. (4), we obtain
Ip = jw[ — MgGcph — (Afpli -Jip “

Let

D

1 +

Xi

(5)
, .

R„GP + ELPGP 11

w

represent
1 +

and

LPh')Gp\ — RpGfLp

_ Ei —MgGcp — MpGp]

T

RPGP

(7)

— KCL

(8)

represent

Upon substituting Eqs. (6), (7), and (8) in Eq. (1) there
results

E -

+ jXY - ^JEL-M^p-M^Gp
XZ “।

= 0

(9)

J (tiJj p\JT p

Upon rationalizing Eq. (9), we obtain
dtÌd

E

llj«!

^hD

D, +

4-

+
•Xy

f

A 1 + D2 +

pG ph

\

SL2G2)

= 0

(10)
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Where

h

represents
Mp(-MgGcp - MpGy

(11)

Equation (10) is of the form
E - IZ = 0

The effective impedance of circuit 1 after it is associated with
the triode is thus seen to be the bracketed term of Eq. (10).
Associating the triode with circuit 1 in the manner shown by
Fig. 25 changes the steady-state resistance from
XhD
R!

to Bl- D2 +

and its steady-state reactance from
y . y .
XLpGph__
W Ai -p D2 +
It is evident that the effective resistance of the circuit
will be lowered if h is a positive quantity. Now h is a posi
tive quantity if Mp and Mg have opposite signs and if
|Af9<?cp| is greater than [MPGP\. Thatis, the coupling must

be as shown in Fig. 25 and the circuits so proportioned that
|MeCrCJ>| > \MPGP\ if the triode is to lower the effective resist

ance of circuit 1. These conditions are identical with the
conditions laid down in Sec. 10, Chap. II, as necessary for
the triode to feed power into circuit 1. We can see this in
the following way: If the current Zi is large compared to the
plate space current, then from Eqs. (2) and (3), Ep
= —jaMpIi and Eg = —jaMgIi.
These voltages will be
180 degrees out of phase if Mg and Mp have opposite signs.
Also
\Ep
'\Eg

and

_
“

Mp
Mg’

if
'M0Gj > \MPGP\,

then
\EgGcp\ > \EPGP\.

Now we can describe the action of the triode on circuit 1
of Fig. 25 by stating that it lowers the effective resistance
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and changes the reactance by the amounts shown by Eq.
(10) provided we understand just what this change in resist
ance and reactance means. The effect of a change in react
ance on a circuit is for the most part familiar, but the effect
of lowering the resistance of a circuit is not so well known.
After discussing the complete solution of the differential
equation for the circuit of Fig. 25, the general theory of
resistance neutralization will be developed so that it may
be used in future discussions of triode circuits.

Ila. Complete Equations for Fig. 25.
It is shown in Appendix B that if the triode circuit
is designed to keep the reactive term low, a very close
complete solution of the differential equations of the system
is given by the following equations:
The current in circuit 1 is
____________ E___________

COS (wt — T — X) +

Id cos pt

V(R1 - 07%)2 +
Ri—^h

+ \CiPEcd + -I¿j sin pt e

(12)

The counter electromotive force of the condenser Ci is

ec =-------- —

wCyVÇRi -

iicd COS pt

------ = cos

+ X2
n

I

—

\ p

“l

~

“I Ri-^h
sin pt €
2Li

(13)

In these equations the symbols have the following

meaning:
The alternating voltage impressed in circuit 1 is expressed
by the equation e = E cos (wt — r), in which time is meas
ured from the instant of switching in the voltage.
t is the interval in radians from the moment of switching
to the first positive peak of the impressed e.m.f.
X is the angle of lag of the permanent current behind the

impressed e.m.f. = tan-1
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Xn

is the net reactance

= wLt------ 77
(J)L

E
Id = Io -

7 COS

TI

TA

c

(t

1

+

w2LpGph

+ X)

Ecd = Ec0 — —cos

1 x
^'X
(t + X — Q)

(

\

Z

is the net impedance = VCRi — w2^)2 +

/

Xn

— _A
~
wl 1

X

Ac —

P

VL^

_____ —______

ß =

y DLi

-4-

RtLPGp

Ri — ß2h
2M

a

These equations are identical in form with the equations
for the start of an alternating current in the circuit with the
neutralizer omitted. The only difference is that for the
circuit without the neutralizer, R must be substituted for
Ri — w2h

and

Ri — ß2h.

Xj substituted for

Xn,

and -|PL1

written for

Giß.

differs little from

This latter substitution is legitimate if

ß

üT-

12. Conditions Necessary for Resistance Neutralization.
Consider the series circuit shown by Fig. 26. Let B
represent a device feeding power into the circuit. B may
have any voltage characteristic whatsoever. Let A be
a device which introduces into the circuit a voltage which
is directly proportional to and in phase with the current in
the circuit (eA = Niu, N > 0). Then the device A produces
an effect which will be called pure resistance neutraliza
tion. The effect is termed pure resistance neutralization
because if the resistance Ri and the device A were enclosed
in a box D with two terminals e and f brought out, the box
would act in all respects like a resistance of magnitude
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The truth of this proposition is indicated by the
following general argument. When a current flows through
Ri, a voltage arises across Ri which is directly proportional
to the current but in phase opposition to it. A introduces
into the circuit a voltage proportional to the current but
in phase with it. A thus acts just the opposite of Ri,
and the box D should act as a resistance of magnitude
Ri — N.

Ri - N.
Boz D

The proof of the proposition is
very simple. It consists of the
comparison of the differential equa
tion of the circuit of Fig. 26 with
the differential equation of the
same circuit with A not present.
If the voltage of A is given by the
relation

Fig. 26.

(14)

= Nfa

then Kirchoff’s voltage law applied to the circuit of Fig.
26 gives the equation
- ii(Ri - N) -^ = 0

eB -

(15)

c

dt

When A is not present in the circuit, the differential equa
tion is
eB -

- iiRi

dt

- Q1 = 0

(16)

o

Equation (15) is sufficient to portray the relations in
the circuit of Fig. 26 under all conditions, and Eq. (16)
is sufficient to portray the relations in this same circuit
when A is not present. Now Eq. (15) is the same as Eq.
(16) if we replace Ri in Eq. (16) by Ri — N. That is,
any solution of Eq. (16). becomes a solution of Eq. (15) if
Ri is replaced by Ri — N.
Therefore under all conditions
and for all types of applied voltages, the box D of Fig.
26 acts as a resistance of magnitude Ri — N.

13. Power Relations.
In the circuit of Fig. 26 let the device B represent an
alternator delivering a sine electromotive force whose root
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mean-square value is E. Let Xn represent the net react
ance of the circuit. Then, in the steady state, the current
flowing in the circuit is

I = ___________ ?___________ = ________ E______
\
I ■

(17)

/

(18)

____ E

V(R -Ny + xi

If 0 represents the phase angle between the alternator
voltage and the current in the circuit, then the power deliv
ered by the alternator B is
Pb = EI

cos 0

cos 0 = —-=h=—.

(19)
(20)

V(R -NY + X2

P =

& ~ N)E"
(R - NY + X2

b

(2D
v

7

If the voltage of the neutralizer is Eo = NI, then since
this voltage is in phase with the current, the power fur
nished by the neutralizer is
Pa = EaI = NI2

(22)

Equation (22) is the general equation for the power which
must be furnished by a device which lowers the resistance
of a circuit by the amount N. Upon substituting the value
of I from Eq. (18) in Eq. (22), we obtain for the power
furnished by the neutralizer
NE2
Pa = (R~- NY +X2

(23)

The total power delivered to the resistance is
Pt = RP = (R- N'Y +

(24)

It will be seen that Pt = Pa + Pb as it should.
If the resistance neutralizer is not present in the circuit,
the power delivered by the alternator is

P = __ PE2

Po

R2 + XI

/25)
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Let the regenerative amplification due to a resistance
neutralizer be defined to be the ratio of the total power
delivered to the circuit with the neutralizer present to the
total power delivered to the circuit without the neutralizer.
The regenerative amplification then is seen to be

regenerative amplification =

Pt _
Po

R2 + X2
(R - X)2 + X2

(26)

If the circuit is resonant to the frequency of the alternator
voltage, the expression for the regenerative amplification
becomes

regenerative amplification at resonance =
R2

(R-N)2

Let the ratio

R—N
R

be represented by

(27)
(28)

y

This ratio y will be called the reduction factor of the neu
tralizer when associated with the particular circuit. It is
the factor by which the total resistance of the circuit must
be multiplied in order to obtain the reduced or net resist
ance. In terms of the reduction factor the regenerative
amplification at resonance is

regenerative amplification at resonance = 0^

(29)

If the circuit is dissonant to the alternator frequency to
such a degree that Xn is large compared to either R or R —
N, then the regenerative amplification becomes
X2

regenerative amplification off resonance = V = 1 (30)
n

A comparison of Eqs. (29) and (30) brings out in a striking
way the selective amplification due to a resistance neutral
izer. This property of a resistance neutralizer has an
important application in radio reception and will be taken
up in detail in connection with the selective properties of
circuits associated with resistance neutralizers.
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Some important power ratios are as follows:
Pa -

Pb

N
R - N

Pi

R

Pb

R - N

y

(31)

_ 1
y

(32)

Pb _ /R - N\
R2 + X2
(
R
)(R-N)2 + Xl

(33)

Po

Pa _ N

B2 + X2

Po

R (R — N)2 + X2
n

Pi

B2 + X2
(B - N)2 + X2

Po

(34)
(35)

For the case in which the circuit is resonant to the alter
nator frequency, these power ratios reduce to the following
forms. These ratios also apply to the direct-current case.

Equation (31) shows that if y is less than 0.5, the neutrali
zer must furnish more power than the generator, while if y
is greater than 0.5, the generator furnishes more power than
the neutralizer. In good radio circuits y is always much
less than 0.5. Hence in these circuits the triode furnishes
by far the greater share of the power.
If the circuit is resonant to the impressed frequency, Eq.
(38) shows that the neutralizer causes the generator to
deliver more power than it would if the neutralizer were
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not present. If the circuit is so much detuned that
large compared to R, then Eq. (33) becomes
U

(for off resonance) =

2 0

p

=

y

Xn

is

(41)

2V

That is, the neutralizer causes the generator to deliver less
than it would deliver if the neutralizer were not
present. If Fig. 26 is the antenna circuit of a radio receiv
ing set, then the voltage of B is the voltage induced in the
antenna by impinging electromagnetic waves, and we see
that the neutralizer causes the waves to deliver more power
at resonance and less power off resonance than these waves
would deliver if the neutralizer were not present. .

power

14. Departures from Pure Resistance Neutralization.
If the device A introduces into the circuit of Fig. 26 a
steady-state voltage given by the relation
Eo = Mx -

jXJi

(42)

then it is evident that, in the steady state, the box D will
act as a resistance of magnitude Rx — N in series with a
reactance of magnitude Xa. All of the equations which
have been developed will still hold if Xn is understood to
include Xa. That is, if X„ is given by the relation
= aL — —q + Xa

(43)

may be either a positive or a negative quantity. If the
circuit were resonant to the impressed frequency before the
introduction of the neutralizer, it will have to be retuned
after the introduction of the neutralizer if resonance is still
desired. A great majority of the triode circuits when used
as neutralizers introduce in the circuits voltages as expressed
in Eq. 42. Thus for the circuit of Fig. 25 we see from Eq.
(10) of Sec. 11 that
Xa

NhD
N ~ D2 + a2L2G2

y

.
.
(44)

_

62 LpGph
" D2 + a2L2G2

}
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In order to gain some idea of the relative magnitude of
these terms the constants of an experimental set-up assem
bled from ordinary laboratory coils and condensers will be
given. For this particular set-up which is the circuit of
Fig. 25 the constants were as follows:

=
=
Gcp =
Rp =
Lp =
Lg =
Li =
Mp =
Mg =
Ci =
ar =
Rg =
ar =
Ri

Gp

80 ohms
200 X 10-6 mhos
3,000 X 10-6 mhos
5.13 ohms
3,350 X 10-6 henrys
172 X 10-6 henrys
20,320 X IO-6 henrys
3,000 X 10~6 henrys
432 X 10-6 henrys
1.4 X 10-9 farads (antenna)
1.875 X 105 radians per second
1.16 ohms
3.515 X 1010

For this circuit we then find that
D

h

= 1.00102
= 0.0158
= 2.1 X 10-9

For this circuit then D2 + a2LpGp may for most purposes
be taken equal to unity. This will be done in the following

equations:
N = a2h

= 74 ohms
+9.23 ohms.

Xa = a2LpGph =

15. Conditions Necessary for Triode Circuits to Function
as a Resistance Neutralizer.
Since a resistance neutralizer must furnish an amount
of power equal to Nl}, it is evident that one set of conditions
which the triode circuits must fulfil in order to function
as a resistance neutralizer is the same as those neces
sary for power output. These conditions were developed
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and discussed in Sec. 10 of Chap. II. They are restated
here in order to bring together in one section the conditions
necessary for resistance neutralization. The conditions
necessary for the tube to make power available in the
output circuit are as follows:
1. The grid and plate variable potentials must have
components 180 degrees out of phase.
2. If the root-mean-square value of the grid voltage is
Eg and if the component of the plate voltage which is 180
degrees out of phase with the grid voltage is Ep and the
component of the plate voltage 90 degrees out of phase with
the grid voltage is E'p, then
EpEgGep must be greater than (E^^Gp + (E'pYGp
(46)
If, as is generally the case, E" is small compared to Ep
this condition simplifies to ■

■Eig

must be less than

(47)
vFp

These conditions, however, are not sufficient for resistance
neutralization because the power fed into the circuit whose
resistance is to be neutralized must vary directly as the
square of the current in that circuit. For convenience in
reference let the circuit in which resistance is to be neutral
ized be designated as circuit 1. Now the resistance-neu
tralizing voltage introduced into circuit 1 by the triode
must be controlled by the plate space current because this
is the current with which the output power of the triode is
associated. Since this resistance-neutralizing voltage must
be proportional to the current in circuit 1, the plate space
current must be controlled by the current in circuit 1.
This requires that in the last analysis the grid and plate
alternating potentials shall be controlled by the current in
circuit 1.
Let us put these conditions in mathematical form. Let
the resistance-neutralizing voltage be designated by Ea.
Then if this voltage is controlled by the plate space current,
we may write
EB = (pi + jp2)IP

(48)
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where pi and p2 are scalar constants depending upon the cir
cuits used. If the grid and plate voltages are controlled
by the current in circuit 1, we may write

E, = (Fx + JUOR
EP = (Ur d-j^l!

(49)
(50)

where Fi, V2, Ult and U2 are real constants depending upon
the circuits under consideration. But

Ip =

EeGcp

-f-

EpGp

= Ii[(Fi +

JV2)Grp + (ID + jU2)Gp]

(51)

Upon substituting Eq. (51) in Eq. (48), there results

Eo = (pi + jp2)[(Ui + JWp + (U) + jU2)GP]h
= 14 [(p^ - p2V2)GCp + MM - p2U2)(?p]
+ j[(PiV2 + pMQGep + (P1U2 + p.U^J}

(52)
(53)

Equation (53) is the same form as Eq. (42), and upon
comparing these two equations we write
N

= [(piUi -

Xa =

p2V2)Gcp + (pM) - p2U2)Gp]

— [(P1V2 +

PiVijGcp

H-

(piU2

+ p2Uj)(7p]

(54)
(55)

If the triode functions so as to feed power into circuit 1,
as given by Eq. (54) must be positive, and the conditions
stated are sufficient to insure that the triode functions as a
resistance neutralizer.
In order to illustrate the equations which have been used
in this section, we shall apply them to the circuit of Fig. 25.
From Eq. 1, Sec. 11, we see that the voltage introduced into
circuit 1 by the plate space current is
N

Eo =

—jwMjffp

Upon comparing this with Eq. (48), we write

Pi + jpz = -juMp
= 0; p2 = -wMp

Pi

(56)

(57)

Upon comparing Eq. (49) with Eq. (3) of Sec. (11) we write

Ui +JF2 =
V,

= 0; U2 =

-vM,

(58)
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To obtain the values of Ui and U2 for this circuit, we
must write the plate voltage in terms of the constants of the
circuit and the oscillating current Ii. Upon substituting
the value of Ip from Eq. (6) in Eq. (2) of Sec. 11, rational
izing and collecting term, we obtain

EP =

(
|

RpXhLpGp — XhLpD
~ (D2

ahRpD -|- XhL^Gp

ly

(59)

Upon comparing Eq. (59) with Eq. (50) we write

Ui
u2

RpXhLpGp — XhLpD

ahRpD + XhL2
pGp .
(D2 + XL^MP +

(60)

(61)

If the values of U, V, and p as given by the above equa
tions are substituted in Eq. (54) we obtain the expression
for N as given by Eq. (44).

16. Expression for N Obtained from the Power Relation.
In a great many of the circuits which fulfil the conditions
for resistance neutralization, the plate and grid voltages are
substantially 180 degrees out of phase and nearly all of the
power output of the triode is used in neutralizing the resist
ance of the oscillating system of circuits associated with
the triode. For these circuits it is possible to derive a very
simple expression for N. This expression for N will be
useful in many discussions, and from it the approximate
value of N for a great many circuits can be written downqn
terms of the circuit constants.
We have shown that the plate space current is given by
the relation

Ip =

EgGcp + EPGP

If the grid voltage is taken as the reference vector and if
the plate voltage is 180 degrees out of phase with the grid
voltage, the above expression can be written as
Ip — EgGCp — EpGp

(62)
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The alternating power output is
P = EpIp = E p(EgGCp — EpGf)

(63)

If Eq. (50) is divided by Eq. (49), there results

Ep _
E„

Ui + jUa = U ¿0!

V A 9a

V, + jVa

(64)

Let
U-8-f)
y

—

0 j Ul

=

8 ze

0

—

Ü2

(65)

= 9

Then

(66)

Eg

and
Ep

_

(67)

Eg~5

Equation (63) may now be written in the form

(68)

P = E2
p(-fa - q\

\ Ô

/

Now the power furnished to the oscillating circuit by the
neutralizer has been shown to be equal to NI\. If all of
the power output of the triode goes into the oscillating cir
cuit, we may write
P = NI2 = E2(-fa - Gp}
(69)
\ 6

/

But from Eq. (50) the plate voltage is proportional to the
current in the oscillating circuit, i.e.,
Ep =

UA 0[li

Ep = Uh

(70)

Upon substituting Eq. (70) in Eq. (69), there results
fa - G

(71)

As stated at the beginning of this section, one use for Eq.
(71) is found in obtaining approximate expressions for N for
certain resistance neutralization circuits. This merely
requires that we find the value of U and of 8 for the par
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ticular circuit for which A is desired. As an illustration
consider again the circuit of Fig. 25. If the voltage induced
in the plate circuit by the oscillating current 11 is large com
pared to the plate voltage due to the plate space current,
we may write
E p = wM PI i

from which we see that for this circuit
(72)

U = aMp

■ The alternating grid potential is given by the equation
Eg = aMgli

The expression for 5 then is

«- Lg
r = y
Mg

P3)

Upon substituting Eqs. (72) and (73) in Eq. (71), there
results
/M
N = a2M^G
ip - GP\
}

= a2Mp(MgGcp - MpGp)

= a 2h

(74)
(75)

In Eq. (74) Mp and Mg stand for the absolute values of the
mutual inductances. The equation is valid only when Mp
and Mg have opposite signs, because Eq. (71) is valid only
when the plate and grid voltages are 180 degrees out of
phase.
The exact expression obtained for N at the beginning of
this chapter was

w2W)

A " D2 + u2L2Gp

If, as is generally the case,

p2

near^y eQual

to unity, the approximate expression obtained so easily
from Eq. (71) is very nearly correct.
As another example of the use of Eq. (71), consider the
circuit shown by Fig. 27.
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If the circuit is resonant to the generator frequency, Iy
will in general be large compared to I p so that I2 very nearly
equals —Iy. If the choke coils around the condensers do
not appreciably affect the plate and grid voltages, we have

Ep

2k

E„

wCg

wC p

Wv p

(76)

At

The plate and grid voltages
are thus seen to be 180 degrees
+ out of phase.
J

Ep _ Co _ ,

Fig. 27.

C

Eg - Cp- 5
G

Therefore if V < yr the triode will lower the resistance
Op
xTp
of the circuit.
From Eq. (76)
U =

Therefore from Eq. (71),

N

J.
wCp

for this circuit is given by

(77)

17. Variation of N with the Amplitude of the Current in the
Oscillating Circuit.
In the treatment of triode circuits which has been given
so far, operation has been confined to plane portions of the
characteristic surface of the triode. The equations which
have been derived are correct only for this condition. If
the portion of the characteristic surface over which opera
tion takes place is but slightly curved, the equations given
above apply very closely to actual conditions if the conduct
ances are calculated at the operating point. In some cases,
however, notably in the generation of sustained oscillations,
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operation takes place over curved portions of the character
istic surface. A rigorous solution of the triode circuit prob
lem under these conditions requires that the equation of
the characteristic surface be written down either in finite
form or in the form of an infinite series. Solutions based
on an infinite series expression for the characteristic sur
face of a triode are very valuable for obtaining certain types
of information. These solutions, however, are somewhat
cumbersome to handle and do not give a simple picture of
the operation of the triode when it is functioning as a gen
erator of sustained oscillations. In the treatment given in
this and a few of the following sections, we shall assume that
Eq. (71) is valid even when operation takes place over por
tions of the characteristic surface which are curved, provided
that the conductances Gcp and Gp are allowed to become
functions of the amplitudes of the alternating plate and grid
potentials. The justification for making this assumption
is threefold: First, it leads to a simple picture of the action
of a triode oscillator. Second, it enables one to calculate
very closely the performance of a triode oscillator when
operation does not take place over portions of characteristic
curves which show pronounced saturation. Third, the
treatment based upon the assumption that Eq. (71) is valid
suggests the determination of some general experimental
curves from which the performance of oscillators can be cal
culated with reasonable accuracy.
In Eq. (71), the circuit parameters U and 3 are independ
ent of the amplitude of the current in the oscillating circuit.
N varies only because the conductances Gcp and Gp are taken
as functions of the amplitudes of the alternating grid and
plate potentials. This section will be devoted to a discus
sion of the variation of N with the amplitude of the current
in the oscillating circuit or to the variation of N with the
amplitude of the alternating plate potential. In order to
have the curves which we are about to derive independent
N

of any circuit, we shall plot

instead of

N

as a function of

the amplitude of the plate alternating potential.
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If we divide both sides of Eq. (71) by
N
G
lj2=
f -Gv

U,2

there results

(78)

In deciding upon a method of determining the conductances
and GP, the fact should be kept in mind that there is no
exact way of determining them, because in the derivation
of Eq. (78) these conductances were assumed to be con
stants. We shall therefore demand of the method which
we adopt, first, that it be a simple one and, second, that it
give fairly accurate results when operation takes place over
portions of the characteristic curves which do not show a
pronounced flattening out on either side of the operating
point. The method adopted is to use the slope of the secant
line connecting the extreme points of operation as illus
trated below.
Let the characteristic curves for the triode under discus
sion be the curves of Fig. 6. Let the operating point be
chosen where the steady plate potential has a value of +500
volts and the steady grid potential has a value of +40 volts.
Let the plate potential remain constant at 500 volts and
introduce into the grid circuit an alternating potential hav
ing a peak value of 5 volts. The grid potential then varies
from 35 to 45 volts along the 500-volt plate potential curve.
The controlled plate conductance will be taken as the slope
of the secant line connecting these points; that is, the value
assigned to Gcp when the alternating grid potential is 5 volts is
Gcp

Gcp =

1,060 X 10-6 mhos

Now let the peak value of the alternating grid potential
take on successively the values 10, 15, 20, 25 ... 60
volts, and obtain values of the controlled plate conductance
for each of these potentials. Upon plotting values of Gcp
as ordinates and values of peak alternating grid potentials
as abscissae, curve A of Fig. 28 is obtained.
Now using the data given by the curves of Fig. 6, plot a
curve between plate current and plate potential when the
grid potential has a constant value of +40 volts. If the
grid potential is maintained constant at a value of +40
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volts, and an alternating potential having a peak value of 50
volts is impressed on the plate, operation takes place along
the curve described above from 450 to 550 volts. The
plate conductance for an alternating plate potential of 50

volts will be taken as the slope of the secant line connecting
these points. Curve B of Fig. 28 was obtained by assign
ing a succession of values to the amplitude of the alternat
ing plate potential and taking the slope of the secant line
as described above in each case. This curve gives Gp as a
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function of the peak value of the alternating plate poten
tial when the grid potential is +40 volts.

Now let us assign the value 6 to 3 (the best value for o
will be discussed in connection with the generation ofsus-
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tained oscillations), and use Eq. (78) and the curves of Fig.
N

28 to plot a relation between

and

Ep

(peak value).

A point on this curve is obtained as follows. Let Ep be
taken as 200 volts. Then since 3 = 6, Eg = 20% = 33.3
volts. From curve A of Fig. 28, Gcp = 1,030 X 10~6 when
Eg = 33.3.
Gp = 72.5 X 10-6 so that when the peak value

of

Ep

= 200, then
~
U2
\ o

The complete

N
y2

- 72.5^) X 10-6 = 9-92 X 10-\
/

curve for 3 = 6 is given by curve

A

of
N

Fig. 29.

Curves

B

and

C

of the same figure give the

curve for values of 5 equal to 2 and 8, respectively.
The curves of Fig. 29 are independent of any circuit and
are therefore general curves of the triode when operating at
the point Epp = 500; Egp = 40.
To derive the N vs. Ep curves from the curves of Fig. 29
it is only necessary to know the value of U for the particular
circuit under consideration and to multiply the values of
N
jp

'

by

U2

to obtain the values of

Thus for the circuit

N.

of Fig. 25 we have shown that U = uMf. The N vs. Ep
(peak value) curve for this circuit when w = 1.8 X 105 and
Mp = 4 X 10~3 as derived from curve A of Fig. 29 is
curve B of Fig. 30.

18. Power Output Curves.
N

When the p2 curves of a tube are available, it is a very
simple matter to obtain the power output curves, for
p = NI2; I
n

_ N w2 _ NEp

* —

—

(Peak value)

/7QX

2U2

As an illustration of the use of Eq. (79) in plotting power
output curves, let 3 = 6 and let the

N
jy

curve be curve

A
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of Fig. 29.

When the peak value of the alternating plate
N

voltage is 200, we find from the curve that

X 10-5.

= 9.92

Substituting in Eq. (79), there results
P = (9.92) (10-)® = 1.98 watts

Calculated curves between power output and peak alter
nating plate voltage for three values of 3 are given by
Fig. 30. These curves give the total alternating power
made available for use in the system external to the tube
when the plate and grid alternating voltages are substan
tially 180 degrees out of phase.

19. Direct Experimental Determination of

N

Curves.

In predicting the performance of a triode as a generator of
N

sustained oscillations, it is necessary to have the
curves for high plate and grid alternating voltages. It
is impossible to run characteristic curves of large power
tubes at high plate and grid voltages because of the heating
of the plate. Furthermore, as pointed out in Sec. 17, the
N
y2

curves calculated from the characteristic curves are not

very accurate for values of alternating plate and grid poten
tials which cause operation to take place over portions of the
characteristic curves which show a pronounced saturation.
It is therefore desirable to devise a method for experimen
tally determining these curves. The heating of the plate
can be eliminated by using circuits which decrease the power
expended on the plate. The power expended on the plate
will be decreased if alternating potentials are impressed on
the plate and grid which are 180 degrees out of phase and of
such relative magnitude that
EP _
GCp
Et~ 5< Gp'

If the power output is then read on a wattmeter while Ep
and E„ are varied in such a manner as to keep 3 constant,
we can plot directly power output curves similar to those
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given by Fig. 30.

curves can be obtained from

The

these power curves by making use of Eq. (79), for
N
U2

2P

Ep

---(peak value)

TT2 = VT/

1----- (80)

The actual circuit used to obtain such a set of power
curves is shown by the circuit of Fig. 31. This same figure
N

sheet gives the power output curves and the

curves for

three values of 6. The tube used was a 250-watt power tube,
and operation took place about a point where the continu
ous plate voltage was 1,000 and the continuous grid voltage
was zero. Since a peak alternating plate potential of
1,200 volts was reached, the maximum total plate potential
was 2,200 volts and the maximum grid potential was 200
when 5 was equal to 6. The maximum point which it was
possible to reach on the static characteristic curves for this
same tube without melting the plate was a plate potential
of 900 volts and a grid potential of 80 volts.

CHAPTER IV
THE

TRIODE

AS

A GENERATOR
OSCILLATIONS

OF

SUSTAINED

20. Conditions Leading to the Generation of Sustained
Oscillations in Triode Circuits.
In the preceding chapter the general theory of resistance
neutralization has been discussed in detail. It is the
purpose of this chapter to apply the theory developed in
Chap. Ill to a discussion of the operation of triode circuits
when used to generate sustained oscillations.
Consider a simple series circuit consisting of an induct
ance, a capacitance, a resistance, a resistance neutralizer,
and a switch. Let the switch be open and the condenser
be charged so that the potential between its terminals is
Ec.
The differential equation for this circuit is Eq. (15)
of Sec. 12 in which eB = 0. The equation for the current
which flows in the circuit immediately after the switch
is closed is obtained by solving this equation subject to the
conditions that the condenser voltage is Ec and the current
is zero when time is zero. From analogy with the known
solution of Eq. (16) of Sec. 12, we write

ii =

’Ec .

Sin

/ 1

I

ßt €
(R

c

2L

- X)2
4L2

LC

(1)
(2)

If R is greater than N, Eq. (1) is the ordinary equation
of a damped sine wave as shown by Fig. 32. As N
approaches R the damping becomes less and less, and when
N — R, the damping is zero and the current has the form
shown by Fig. 33. When N is greater than R, the expo
nential term becomes an amplifying factor and the oscilla
tions continually grow in amplitude as shown by Fig. 34.
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The conclusions arrived at above may also be obtained
from energy considerations. The energy stored in the
circuit at the moment of closing the switch is ^CE^.
The power expended in the resistance is Ri2.
The power
fed into the circuit by the neutralizer is Ni2. The net
power drawn from the original power storage
is
therefore equal to (R — N)i2. If R is greater than Ni,

the energy of the system is dissipated and the amplitude
of the oscillations decreases with the time. If R = N,
the energy transfer from the capacitance to the inductance
and back again remains constant and the amplitude of the
oscillations remains constant. If N is larger than R, more
power is fed into the circuit than is dissipated in the resist
ance, and the energy of the electrostatic and the magnetic
fields continually increases. Therefore the oscillations
must grow in value, since the energy of the magnetic field
is yLi2.
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21. Amplitude of the Oscillations.
The case of importance in the generation of sustained
oscillations is the case for which N is initially greater
than R. The oscillations start to build up as shown by
Fig. 34. As the current in the oscillating circuit grows
in amplitude, so also do the plate and grid voltages if the
neutralizer is a triode. This requires that operation take
place over an increasing area of the characteristic surface
of the triode. When the amplitude of the oscillating cur
rent reaches a certain value, N commences to decrease
with an increase in the amplitude of the oscillating current.
When the oscillations grow to such a value that N and R
are equal, the power supplied to the circuit is just equal
to the power dissipated, and the oscillations remain fixed
at this amplitude.
We can determine just what this amplitude will be from
the

N
y2

curves developed in Chap. III.

Let

R

be the

total resistance of the system referred to the oscillating
circuit, and let the system be such that the plate and grid
alternating voltage are substantially 180 degrees out of
phase. Further suppose that the value of U and of 3
are known for the system and that the

N
y2

curve is available

for the value of 5 which obtains in the system.
alternating plate voltage will then build up until

The

R
N
y2 = y-2

N

This value can be read from the jp curve.

Then since

EP

(peak value) = U (h peak value), the r.m.s. value of the
oscillating current will be given by the relation

h

(r.m.s.) =

Ep (peak)
^2y-

(3)

As an example of the method of determining the ampli
tude of the oscillations, let the triode be the 100-watt tube
whose characteristics are given by the curves of Fig. 6.
Let the steady plate voltage be 500 and the steady grid
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voltage be +40.

Then its

curves are given by Fig. 29.

Let the oscillating system be the circuit of Fig. 25 with the
alternator removed. Let the constants of the circuit be
such that its natural angular velocity is 1.8 X 105 radians
per second. Let Mp = 4 X 10-3 and Mg = 6.66 X 10-4
M

henrys.

Then

= 5.19 X 106.

6 =

= 6,

U = aMp

= 7.2 X 102,

U2

If the resistance of the system referred to
R

the oscillating circuit is 51.9 ohms, then
From the curve of Fig. 29 for which

= 10~4 mhos.

S =

6, we see that

N

= IO-4, the peak value of the alternating plate

when

potential is 200 volts. Upon applying Eq. (3) we find
that the r.m.s. value of the current in the oscillating circuit
1 will be 200 divided by v/2(7.2) X 102 = 0.196 amperes.

22. Stability of Operation.
N

curve for the case under discussion be curve

Let the

A

of Fig. 29. It is evident that if the effective resistance R of
the oscillating system referred to the oscillating circuit 1
R

is such that

is greater than 1.05 X 10-4, any disturbance
R

in the system will be damped out, since this value of ^2
N

is greater than any possible value of

and R —

N would

R

always be positive.

For any value of

greater than 9.5

X 10-5, the oscillations would be unstable, as any slight
change in the value of the tube or circuit constants would
cause the oscillations to vary over a wide range in order to
R

keep

R = N.

When

is less than 9.5 X 10-5, operation
R

will be stable.

For instance if

= 6 X 10-5 mhos, the

oscillations would build up until the peak value of the plate
alternating voltage reached 475 volts. The resistance or
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circuit constants could vary so that

ranged from 2 X

10-5 to 8 X 10-5 without causing an inordinate change in the
amplitude of the oscillations. The operation of the triode

on its

N ■

curve is in some respects similar to the operation

of a shunt generator at points on its magnetization curve.
If operation is at a point around the knee of the curve, any
variation from the operating point sets up reactions which
oppose the change, and the operation is stable.
In the case under discussion, if operation is taking place
N

about the point

D

and the oscillations grow larger,

becomes less, R — N becomes positive, and the amplitude
of the oscillation is diminished. If on the other hand the
amplitude of the oscillation decreases in value,

N .
y2 increases,

becomes negative, and the amplitude is restored to
the value for which R — N = 0. A consideration of the
above discussion will show that stable operation takes place
R — N

N

over those portions of the

curve which have a large

negative slope.

23. Power Output.
When the amplitude of the oscillations has been obtained,
the power output of the triode generator is readily obtained
because
P = NI2 = RI2
!
(4)

where R is the equivalent resistance of the system referred
to the oscillating circuit.
The power output curves for a triode functioning as a
generator of sustained oscillations are the same as those
developed in Chap. Ill, Sec. 18. Such a set of curves is
given by Fig. 30. These curves show that the power
output depends upon the value of the plate alternating
potential and upon the value of 3. As we have seen before
in the discussion of the amplitude of the oscillations, the
R

plate alternating potential depends upon the value of
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Therefore the power output for any given operating point
depends upon the values of R, U, and 8.
If the value of 3 is fixed and if we have a power output
N

curve and a p^ curve for this value of

8,

it is an easy matter

R

to find what value to assign to p^ for maximum power
output. The value of the plate alternating potential for
maximum power output can be read off from the power
R

N

curves.

Then the value of p^ = p^ which will cause the

plate potential to build up to this value can be obtained
from the p^ curve.

As an example let triode be the 100 watt power tube and
N ■

let operation take place at such a point that its p^ curves
are given by Fig. 29 and its power output curves by Fig. 30.
Let 8 = 6. Then from the power output curve, the peak
value of the alternating plate potential for maximum power
N

output is found to be 445 volts.

From the p^ for 3 = 6, we

find that the oscillations will build the plate potential up to
R

445 volts if p^ = 7.6 X 10-5.

the one shown by
the constants are
then U2 = 5.19 X
oscillating circuit
^^)U2 = (7-6 x

If the oscillating system is

Fig. 25 with the generator absent and if
those given in Sec. 21 of this chapter,
106, and the equivalent resistance of the
for maximum power output must be
10-5)(5-19 x 105) = 39-4 ohms.
N

The results obtained using the p^ curves obtained by the
N

wattmeter method give more accurate results than the p^

curves derived from the characteristic curves using values
of the conductances equal to the slopes of the secant lines.
This is particularly true for the lower values of 8. In this
N

case a review of the methods of calculating the p^ curves
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will show that at the higher plate and grid alternating
potentials, the value assigned to Gcp is generally too low,
and the value assigned to Gp is too high. This reduces the
calculated power output to a value which is lower than the
one obtained in oscillating systems.

24. Conditions for Maximum Power Output and Effi
ciency.
The general equation for the power output of a triode has
been shown to be
P = HEpIp

0

(5)

where Ep is the peak value of the alternating plate potential
Ip is the peak value of the alternating plate space current,
and 0 is the angle between the plate current and the plate
voltage. For maximum power output cos 0 should equal
— 1. This requires that the plate and grid voltages be 180
degrees out of phase and that EgGcp is larger than EPGP.

This follows from the discussion of Sec. 10, Chap. II.
When these conditions are fulfilled, Eq. (5) shows that
maximum power output obtains when the plate voltage and
plate current have the largest feasible variation. Now the
peak value of the plate alternating voltage should not
exceed the continuous voltage applied to the plate, nor
should it be of such a value as to make the total plate poten
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tial fall much below the total grid potential during the nega
tive half cycle of the plate alternating voltage; for when
these conditions obtain, but few electrons can reach the
plate and the conditions are as shown by Figs. 35 and 36.
In the positive half cycle of the plate current wave the cur
rent decreases to low values or even to zero just where it

/X

/

f\
/ \

\

Æ C. Plate Volts ¡000
PeakA.C.Plate VoPs 280
Peak A.C.Orid Volts 28

J V v

D.C.Current

Time

D.C.Plate Volts 1000
A.C Plate Vo Its !137Peak
A.C.&ndVo/ts !13.7 Peak

■D.C Plate Current

I ime
230 Watt Power Tube

Oscillograph

Fig. 37.—Oscillograms showing effect of increased plate voltage on plate current.

should have large values, and if the conditions are bad
enough, the total plate current may fall to zero. This con
dition might lead to high efficiency by lowering the input
from the direct-current battery or generator supplying the
plate space power, but it would so decrease the alternating
power output as to render it unworthy of much considera
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tion. Figures 35 and 36 have been sketched roughly from
a consideration of the number of electrons which could reach
the plate. The actual plate space current curves of Fig. 37
bring out this condition very strikingly. These curves were
sketched on the oscillograph tracing table. The circuit used
is shown on the curve sheet. The plate and grid voltages are
180 degrees out of phase. In the first curve the minimum
value of the plate potential is 1,000 — 280 = 720 volts, and at
the same instant of time the grid voltage is 25 + 20 = 45,
so the total plate voltage is always far above the total grid
voltage, and the alternating plate space current is substan
tially a sine wave. In the second tracing the total plate
potential falls to 1,000 — 852 = 148 volts and the grid
potential at the same instant of time is 85.2 + 20 = 105.2.
The plate space current wave is just commencing to have a
dip in the positive peak. In the third tracing, the total
plate potential falls to 1,000 — 1,137 = —137 volts, and as
predicted the plate space current falls nearly to zero just
where its maximum value should come for high power out
put. Because of these conditions the peak value of the
alternating plate potential must be limited to 0.9 or less of

the continuous plate potential.
The negative peak of the alternating plate current can
not exceed the continuous plate space current. Operating
points are generally so chosen that saturation limits the
positive current peak to the same value. Therefore in most
cases the peak value of the alternating plate space current
is limited to the value of the continuous plate current. If
it is desired to keep the plate space current approximately
sinusoidal, the limiting value of the power output would be
P

(limiting value, sine-wave operation) =

^Epplpp

(6)

The power input to the plate space is
P

(input to plate space) =

Epplpp

(7)

The limiting value of the plate space efficiency with sine
wave operation is

= 50
Epplpp

cent

(8)
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This is the limiting value of the efficiency and seldom can
be reached in practice with sine-wave operation.
It was stated above that the peak value of the plate space
current was in general limited to the value of the continuous
plate space current. While this is true, its r.m.s. value can
also be made to approach this same value by making the
wave rectangular in form. If the plate voltage is a sine
wave as is generally the case, then only the first harmonic of
the current wave contributes to the power output. If Ipp
is the continuous plate current and if the alternating plate
current is rectangular, the peak value of the first harmonic

41
—■ If the peak value of the plate
7T
alternating voltage is taken equal to the continuous

of the current wave is

plate voltage, the maximum power output is

The
7T

input to the plate space is as usual
value of the plate space efficiency is
^p^100
Tt L ppi pp

EPPIPP.

The limiting

= 63.8 per cent

=

(9)

7T

This efficiency does not take into account the losses in the
grid-filament space or the power required to heat the
filament.
We have seen that the power output will be a maximum
when Ep and Ip have the largest possible values. Now as
far as the alternating grid voltage is concerned, Ip will have
the largest possible value when Eg is as large as feasible.
The value of Eg is limited by the following considerations:
1. The total grid potential may not exceed the voltage
which causes flashover between the grid and filament.
2. The grid alternating voltage may become so high that,
during the negative half cycle of the plate voltage, the total
plate potential falls below the total grid potential.
3. The losses due to the grid conductance may become
excessive.
4. The distortion due to a rectangular plate current wave
may in some cases be objectional.
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Condition 1 is self-evident and needs no further amplifi
cation.
When the triode is operating as a generator, the grid has
its maximum total potential at the same instant of time when
the total plate potential is a minimum. If the plate potential
falls much below the grid potential, the plate current wave
has a dip in its positive half cycle as shown by Fig. 36.
This leads to a decrease in power output if it is very marked.
The condition shown by Fig. 36 can be overcome by lower
ing either the plate or the grid alternating potentials or
both. If the grid alternating voltage is already so high that
the plate current wave is flat topped, the power output will
be lowered less by decreasing the grid alternating voltage
rather than the plate alternating voltage, because when this
condition obtains, the first harmonic power component of
the plate current decreases slowly with a decrease in grid
alternating voltage.
Conditions 3 and 4 will not be discussed further in this

section.
Let us now assume that we have assigned the largest
feasible value to the grid alternating voltage. What value
should we assign to the plate alternating voltage, that is,
to 5, in order to obtain maximum power output? When
the grid and plate voltages are displaced by 180 degrees,
we have shown that the power output of a triode is given by
P = \Ep\EOiGcp — \Ep\2Gp

- 21^
The output will be a maximum when
dEp

= 0
u

This occurs when

!Bpi = ^W
or when

(10)
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Now the peak value of the plate alternating voltage should
never exceed the continuous plate voltage nor should the
value of the plate alternating voltage be such as to cause
the total plate potential to fall much below the total grid
potential during the negative half cycle of the plate voltage.
Subject to these two limitations the plate voltage should be
as near the value given by Eq. (10) as possible. The value
of 3 then should be such that when the grid voltage has
the largest feasible variation, the plate voltage has a value
as near to that given by Eq. (10) as the limitations stated
will permit. The best values of R and the circuit constants
R

are such that p2 has a value that will give to

Eg

the largest

R

feasible variation.

This value of p2 is
R

_

N _ Gcp

u2

“ F2 “ V "

„

(12)

where GCP is taken for the largest feasible value of Eg.
is taken for the corresponding value of Ep = oEg and 8
is fixed by the considerations already discussed.
The material given in this section serves merely as a
general guide in the designing of oscillating circuits and aids
in obtaining an understanding of what is taking place in
Gp

N

the circuits.

For more accurate work the p2 curves and

power curves should be used as shown in Sec. 23. For
large power tubes the experimental curves discussed in Sec.
19 of Chap. Ill lead to the most accurate design of oscil
lating systems when the theory of Sec. 23 of this chapter
is applied.

25. Frequency of the Oscillations.
Let us consider that we have an electrical system in the
ith branch of which there is situated a resistance neutralizer.
Let the impedance of the system referred to this branch
be A, + jBi. If a frequency can be found for which this
impedance is zero, the system will generate sustained oscilla
tions at this frequency. Now the term A, will be of the
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The total losses in the system will be
The power furnished the system by the neutralizer
will be Nil2. Therefore when Ai = 0, aj2 = NJ}, and

form

at — Nt.

aj}.

all of the losses in the system are supplied by the neutral
izer as they should be, Bi must also be zero, for the total
impedance must be zero, since nowhere in the system is
there an applied voltage having the same frequency as the
oscillation. For the simpler systems, the frequency of
the oscillations will be very near to the natural frequency
of the main oscillating circuit.
As an example consider again the circuit of Fig. 25.
From Eq. (10), Sec. 11, we see that the impedance of the
system referred to the oscillating circuit 1 is
4

I

d

p

a2hD

At + jBi

_

1 I __ a^LpGph ] ziqx
wCi
D2 + w2LpG2J

This system will oscillate so that both the real and the j
terms disappear. The real term will disappear when R i
= N in accordance with the theory discussed in the pre
ceding sections of this chapter. The actual frequency of
oscillation will be such as to make the j term also disappear.
The third quantity, however, in the j term is, as has been
shown, generally small compared to the other two terms;
so the frequency of oscillation is nearly the same as the
frequency which will reduce wLi------ L to zero, namely.

2tt\/L1C i

26. Operation of Oscillator Tubes in Parallel.
The system to be considered in this section is shown sche
matically by Fig. 38. The plates of the two tubes are
connected directly together and so also are the two grids.
The box A represents any combination of circuit elements
arranged into an oscillating system. Since the grids are
tied directly together, the potential of both grids is the
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same. As before, the grid alternating potential will be
represented by the symbol Eg. The plate alternating
potential is represented by the symbol Ep. The plate and
grid potentials are assumed to be 180 degrees out of phase.

Now the total power supplied to the box A is equal to
the power output of tube 1 plus the power output of tube
2, or
P — Eplpy + Epi p2

(14)

By the aid of Eq. (68) of Sec. 16, this power may be written
in the form
P = El

(15)

If essentially all of this power goes into the oscillating
system, we may write as in Sec. 16
P = Nil =

N _
U2

r/N\
/NX
\U2)y

/NX

/NX

(16)

(17)

+ \U72

That is, the value of p2 for the two tubes in parallel corre

sponding to any alternating plate voltage
value of

N
y2

Ep

is equal to the

for tube 1 corresponding to the plate voltage
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N

Ep

plus the value of

for tube 2 at this same plate voltage.
N

In other words, if we have an

vs. Ep

and a corresponding curve for tube 2, the

curve for tube 1
N
y2 vs. Ep

curve

for the two tubes in parallel is obtained by adding the

ordinates of the curves for the two tubes. When the

N
y-2

curve for the two tubes in parallel is available, the theory
of Secs. 17 to 25 applies for obtaining the amplitude of the
oscillations, the conditions for maximum power output,
and the frequency of the oscillations for the two tubes
operating in parallel.
In changing from an oscillating system employing one
tube to one which employs two tubes, there are some
interesting things to be observed. Let us suppose that the
single-tube oscillator has been so proportioned as to give
R

maximum power output, and let us further suppose that
for this system is equal to

D.

Now let a tube identical to

the first one be connected in parallel in the circuit.

The

y2

for maximum power will now be 2D, and therefore in order
to obtain maximum power from the two tubes in parallel,
either R or U or both, will have to be changed in order to
R

make p-2 equal to

2D.
N

As an illustration, let the

curves and the power output

curves for each of the tubes under consideration be given
by Fig. 31. Let the oscillating system be the circuit of
Fig. 25 with the alternator removed. For this circuit U =
M
aMp

and 5 =

If 3 = 6, we find from the power curves

of Fig. 31 that the maximum power output of 81 watts
occurs when the peak alternating plate potential is equal
N

to 850 volts.

From the

curves on this same figure sheet,
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N

we find that the value of

must be equal to 2.3 X IO-4 m

order to have an alternating plate voltage equal to 850.
R

Then since

N

must equal py we write
D

must equal 2.3 X IO-4
in order to obtain maximum power from the single-tube
oscillator. Now if a tube identical with the triode already
in the circuit is connected in parallel with the first tube,
the curves for the two triodes in parallel are obtained by
doubling all of the ordinates of the curves of Fig. 31. If
the second tube is connected into the circuit without making
any other changes, we have
N
R
U2 = bAM2

N
y2

eQuaIs 2.3 X 10~4

for the two tubes in parallel will have this value when

the peak alternating plate potential has a value of 975 volts.
The power output of the two tubes in parallel as obtained
from the curves of Fig. 31 will be 2 X 55 = 110 watts.
If we double the resistance in the circuit, however, or if we

decrease

Mp

and

Mg

by the factor —then

= — = 46 x

iq-4

and the alternating plate potential (peak value) will build
up to 850 volts and the power delivered to the system by the
two tubes will be 2 X 81 = 162 watts.
Problems

9. In the circuit shown by Fig. 26, the device B is an alternator delivering
the voltage eB = ^2 cos at. The constants of the circuit are as follows :

L = 2 X 10-3 henrys
C = 2 X 10-9 farads
R = 10 ohms

a. Calculate the natural angular velocity a, and the natural frequency J,
of the circuit.
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b. Calculate the power delivered to the resistance with the neutralizer
absent when
(1) to = a>r
(2) co = (1.05)60,
(3) What is the ratio of the power Pr delivered to the resistance at
resonance to the power Pd delivered to the resistance when co = (l.O5)co,?
c. The neutralizer A is now introduced into the circuit. The voltage
introduced into the circuit by the neutralizer is eA = 9.9ii. Calculate
the following:
(1) The power supplied by the generator when u = ar
(2) The power supplied by the neutralizer when co = co,
(3) The total power supplied to R when co = co,
(4) The value of the reduction factor y
(5) The regenerative amplification
(6) The total power supplied to R when w = (1.05)wr
(7) The ratio of P, as given by item (3) to Pd as given by item (6)
(8) The ratio of the power supplied by the neutralizer to the power sup
plied by the generator when ui = ar
(9) The power supplied by the generator when co = (1.05)w,
(10) The ratio of the power supplied by the generator with the neutralizer
out of the circuit to the power supplied by the generator with the neutralizer
in the circuit when
(a) co = co,
(6)
= (1.05)co,
Give a brief discussion of the results obtained in this problem.
10. Work out and discuss the equations for the circuit shown by Fig. 39.
In the discussion state the conditions under which resistance neutralization
is obtained. Show by means of a
vector diagram that these condi
tions correspond to the conditions
necessary for the triode to feed
power into the circuit. (Use It as
a reference vector and for the pur
pose of obtaining the plate voltage
on the diagram consider Zs = — I,.)
By what amount does heating
the filament change the effective
resistance of the circuit? By what
amount does heating the filament
change the effective reactance of
the generator circuit?
Show by means of a vector dia
gram that if Ii is large compared to
Ip and if the ratio of reactance to
resistance in each coil is large, then
the resistances of both coils may be thought of as part of the resistance in
the alternator branch without appreciable error.
11. From the characteristic curves for the 250-watt tube given by Fig. 40,
derive the following curves:
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(a) Peak alternating plate voltage as abscissa and Gp as ordinates
(b) Peak alternating grid voltage as abscissa and Gcp as ordinates

(c) Peak alternating plate voltage as abscissa and

as ordinates for val

ues of 3 = 10, 8, and 6.
The continuous plate voltage equals 700 and the continuous grid voltage
equals plus 20.
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12. If in any circuit the 250-watt tube is generating sustained oscillations
when operating at the same point as given in problem 11, plot values of
alternating plate voltage as abscissa and values of power output as ordi
nates for values of 5 equal to 10, 8, and 6.
13. The circuit used for generating sustained oscillations is the circuit of
Fig. 39 with the alternator removed. The circuit constants are:
La = 0.002 henry
M = 0

Lr = 0.016 henry
C = 10-8 farads

What is the value of 3? of i/? What is the frequency of the oscillating
current? What should be the equivalent resistance of the load and coils in
order to obtain maximum power output? What is the value of this maxi
mum power? What will be the amplitude of the current in the oscillating
circuit, of the grid alternating voltage, of the plate alternating voltage when
the resistance for maximum power is in the circuit ? Will the oscillations be
stable? The tube data are given in problem 11.

14. Work problem 13 using the

N

curves and the power output curves

given in Fig. 31. . What changes should be made in the circuit constants if
two tubes are operated in parallel when the curves of each tube are the
curves given in Fig. 31?

CHAPTER V
BEHAVIOR OF RADIO RECEIVING SYSTEMS TO SIGNALS
AND TO INTERFERENCE

27. Steady-state Properties of a Simple Series Antenna
Circuit Associated with, a Pure Resistance Neutralizer.
By the steady-state properties of a system of circuits
we mean the behavior of the system to applied alternating
voltages of constant amplitude and frequency after these
voltages have been applied for so long a time that
the currents everywhere in the system have reached
their ultimate (steady-state) values. In this sec
tion we have under consideration the simple series
antenna circuit shown by Fig. 41. This circuit
consists of an antenna which has an effective capa
citance to earth C in series with an inductance L, a
wasteful resistance Rw, a detector whose resistance
is Rd, and a resistance neutralizer which reduces the
effective resistance of the circuit by the amount N.
Fig. 41.
We fix our attention on two of the transmitting sta
tions which are inducing voltages in the receiving antenna.
We wish to receive energy from one of these stations and to
receive just as little energy as possible from the other.
The station from which we wish to receive energy will be
called the correspondent station and we will designate its
frequency by fc. The other station will be called the
interfèrent station. We will denote its frequency by fi.
We will assume that both of these stations are continuous
wave stations and that their keys have been held down and
will be held down for an indefinitely long time. Let each
station induce the r.m.s. voltage E in the receiving antenna.
If Zc represents the impedance of the receiving antenna
circuit to the correspondent frequency, the current which
107
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flows in the detector due to the correspondent station is

L =

(1)
Lc

The power delivered to the detector due to the correspond
ent waves is
Pc = PcRd =

(2)

The current in the circuit due to the interfèrent waves is

L =

y

(3)

The power delivered to the detector due to the interfèrent

waves is
Pi = I}Rd =

(4)

Let

the steady-state selective coefficient of a radio
receiving system against waves of any interfèrent fre
quency fi be defined as the ratio of the steady-state power
delivered to the detector due to waves of the correspondent
frequency fe to the steady-state power delivered to the
detector due to waves of the interfèrent frequency fi when
both waves induce the same voltage in the antenna. The
steady-state selective coefficient of the simple series antenna
circuit then is

If the circuit is resonant to the frequency of the corre
spondent station, then
Zc = Rw

S. - f

4-

Rr

H-

Ra — N = Rt — N = Rn

(6)
(7)

In some discussions it is convenient to have the steady
state selective coefficient expressed in terms of the time
constant of the circuit and the per cent detuning of the
interfèrent station. Let the resonant angular velocity of
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the circuit be wc and the angular velocity of the interfèrent
waves be wc(l + pd). Then the reactance of the circuit
to the interfèrent frequency is
Xi = wcL(l + Pd) — Z1

,

4

(1 +

x—7,

pd)wcC

But
r

1

Therefore
Xi = WCL{

X

1 +

pd —

.

-------P*)/

(1 +

But

1 +

Pd

- 77— = 1 +
1 + pd

Pd

- (1 -

Pd + • • • ) = 2pd

(approximately) (8)
if Pi is small compared to unity. Therefore when the
interfèrent frequency differs by only a few per cent from the
correspondent frequency, the steady-state selective coeffi
cient becomes
«R2
n + AMPÌL2 _
, 24L2
----------------- RI--------------- 1 + ^R2
Sc

= 1 +

w2 p2T2

(9)

In Eq. (9) Tc represents the time constant of the circuit.
Since the second term of Eq. (9) is in general large com
pared to unity, it is evident that the steady-state selective
coefficient of a simple series circuit associated with a pure
resistance neutralizer varies as the square of the time
constant. Now

4L2

_

(Rw + Rr+ Rd-N)2 “

4L2

M^n)2

(10)

Equations (9) and (10) bring out in a striking manner the
increase in the steady-state selective coefficient of a simple
series circuit which may be obtained by associating a pure
resistance neutralizer with it. Thus if R = 100 and N{ =
99 ohms, the presence of the neutralizer increases the
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steady-state selective coefficient by the factor (100)2 =
10,000.
In actual communication systems we are not dealing with
steady-state phenomena, and it will be shown in later sec
tions that there is an upper limit for Tc which cannot be
exceeded and still have satisfactory reception of signals. A
detailed discussion of this point is deferred to later sections.
It can be stated, however, that for many classes of signals
this limit for Tc is so high that it is hard to obtain without
resistance neutralization. In these cases the resistance
neutralizer can be used to great advantage in increasing
the selective properties of the simple series receiving circuit.
It has been shown in Chap. Ill that the regenerative
amplification at resonance due to a resistance neutralizer is
ri

regenerative amplification =
(Rt

— A)2

(11)

If Rt = 100 ohms and N = 99, the presence of the neutral
izer increases the power due to the correspondent station
by the factor 10,000. The theory of Chap. Ill shows that
the amplification of power from dissonant frequencies is
nearly unity. Equation (25) of Sec. 13 shows that the
neutralizer would cause the waves of the correspondent
station to deliver 100 times as much power as they would
deliver if the neutralizer were not in the circuit. The neu
tralizer multiplies the power delivered by the correspondent
waves by the factor 100, thus bringing the total power
multiplication up to 10,000.

28. Application to Triode Circuits.
In Chap. Ill it was pointed out that triode circuits seldom
function as pure resistance neutralizers. If the resistance
neutralization, however, varies slowly with the frequency
and if the reactance introduced into the circuit by the neu
tralizer is small, then the theory of pure resistance neutral
ization needs but little modification to be applicable to these
circuits. As an example of a vacuum tube circuit which ful
fils these conditions, we will take the circuit of Fig. 25. Let
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the condenser be the antenna of a radio receiving circuit
and let the generator represent the voltage induced in the
antenna by the impinging waves. The following constants
will be assumed for the tube and circuit:

=
=
Ll =
Ri =
Lp =

Gcp

Gp

= 40 ohms
= 10-3 henrys
Mp = 10-4 henrys
Mg = — 2 X 10-4 henrys
Xc = 943 meters
wc = 2 X 106 radians per
second

1,025 X IO-6 mhos
350 X 10-G mhos
10~3 henrys
61 ohms
5 X 10-4 henrys

Rp

Lg

Let the interfèrent station be detuned by 3 per cent. The
equations for the circuit under consideration are given in

Sec.

11.
M =

Values at resonance:

= 2 x 106

h = M P( — MgGcp — MPG^

D

w^G}

= 10-4[(l,025 X 10-6)(2)10-4 - (350) 10-10] =
1.7 X 10-11
= 1 + RpGp = 1.014
= 0.1225
Nc = D2 + a^G^ = 59,93 °hmS

= TE+EfLyG; = 20,7 ohms

= 2(106)10-3 = 2 X 103
If the reactance of the circuit is to be zero to the correspond

ent station, then
dcLi------ +

C

20.7 must equal zero

= 2.474 X 10-10 farads

The power delivered to the detector at resonance is
E2

■

c ~ (61 - 59.93)2

E2Rd

d

1.145
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Values off resonance:
a = ac — 0.03ojc
a^Gp

= 0.115

Nt

= 56.33

Xa{ = 18.85
Xi = ajj!

Zi

- A + 18>85 = 124.7

= V(Bt

- NY + x'i

= 124.7

’ The power delivered to the detector due to the interfèrent
waves is
p _ E2Râ
‘ (124.7)2

The steady state selective coefficient is

The regenerative amplification is
,.
rfi
,.
/
Rt
Y
regenerative amplification = I „------- ) = I
\2Li — jv /

/ 61 y
) =
\i.v/y

3.25 X 103
The steady-state selective coefficient without the tube to a
station detuned by 3 per cent would be, from Eq. (9),

& = 1 + (4 X 1012)(3 X 10-2)2

(4)IO“6

= 5.3

The triode thus increases the steady-state selective coeffi
cient against a station detuned 3 per cent by the factor
2,559.

29. Effect of Resistance Neutralization upon the Power
Which Can Be Abstracted by an Antenna from Impinging
Waves.
If resistance neutralization is not resorted to, the value
of the detector resistance which will make the delivery of
power from sustained waves to the dectector a maximum is
Rd = Rr + Rw

(12)

where Rd represents the equivalent series detector resist
ance, Rr the radiation resistance of the antenna with which
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the detector is associated, and Rw the wasteful resistance of
the antenna circuit. Let us seek the expressions for the
optimum values of Rd with resistance neutralization under
the conditions stated in the following problems.
Problem 1.—A given antenna has at a given frequency a
given radiation resistance Rr and a given wasteful resist
ance Rw. It is desired to deliver the maximum possible
power to a utilization device (detector) having an undeter
mined resistance Rd. A resistance neutralizer is available
which will operate reliably (steadily) to reduce the total
resistance Rt (or Rd + Rw + Rr) to a net resistance Rn,
which is y decimal parts of the total resistance; that is, by
the use of the neutralizer
Rn = y(Rd + Rr + Rw)

(13)

What value should be assigned to the detector resistance Rd
to make the power delivered to it a maximum when waves
of resonant frequency impinge upon the antenna?
The antenna current caused by an electromotive force
of r.m.s. value E of resonant frequency is
E

E

Rn

y(Rd + Rr + Rw)

The power expended in the detector is
‘

P

1

E2Rd___

= PRd = ________
y\Rd + Rr + Rw)2

The value of Rd which makes the power P a maximum,
as found by equating the derivative of P with respect to Rd
to zero and solving, is

If

Rd

Rd = Rr + Rw

(12)

Rn = 2y(Rr + Rw)

(14)

E2
Pt = ly2(Rr + Rw)

(15)

has this value,

and

Problem 2.—In the problem above, no lower limit was
placed upon the value of the net resistance, and in satis
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fying the conditions for maximum power the net resistance
was reduced to 27(7?, + RD- But suppose this low net
resistance results in a circuit time constant which is of
prohibitive length. In other words, let it be assumed that
it is not permissible to reduce the net resistance Rn below a
specified value Rm. Under these limiting conditions the
value assigned to Rd must be such as to make Rn or y(Rd +
Rr + RD not less than Rm.
That is, Rd must not be less
than (but may be greater than)
~ - (Rr

+ RJ

7

If y -

(Rr + RD

> (Rr + RD,

or if y" >

2(Rr + RD,

the value which must be assigned to Rd in order to limit the
net resistance Rm (or the time constant) as specified above
is as follows:
Rd = — - (R. + RD

(16)

7

This is greater than the value for maximum power delivery.
Rm

On the other hand, if — <

assigned to

Rd

2(Rr + RD,

the value to be

is the optimum value specified in Eq. (12).

R

If —— = 2(Rr +

RD,

this optimum value makes the net

7

resistance Rn just equal to the lower limit Rm for the net
resistance, or gives to the time constant the maximum per
missible value.
R

If — <

2(Rr + RD,

this optimum value makes the net

7

resistance Rn greater than the lower limit Rm, or has the
effect of making the time-constant shorter than the
maximum permissible value.
Problem 3.—Now suppose the problem is not that of
making the power delivery to the detector a maximum, but
the problem is to make the selective coefficient against a
sustained wave detuned station a maximum. What is the
optimum value for the detector resistance?
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We limit the discussion to the general case in which the
interfèrent station is sufficiently dissonant (2 to 5 per
cent) to make the net reactance of the antenna to the dis
sonant frequency large in comparison with its net resist
ance. From Eq. (9) it is seen that the selective coefficient
of the antenna against an interfèrent electromotive force
which is detuned by a given percentage from the given reso
nant frequency of the antenna is substantially proportional
to the square of the time-constant (Te) of the antenna. The
selective coefficient is independent of the value of the
detector resistance, except as the detector resistance may
affect the value of the time-constant. It then we are deal
ing with an antenna of given height and capacity, the
time-constant of which may not be permitted to exceed a
specified value, such as 0.01 second, two cases arise:
Case I.—If the sum of the radiation and the wasteful
resistance of the given antenna is so large that y(Rr + Ra)
by itself is greater than the resistance Rm which corre
sponds to the maximum permissible time-constant, then
the maximum selective coefficient will be obtained if the
detector resistance is allowed to approach zero. The
power delivered to the detector at the resonant frequency,
however, is a maximum when Rd = (Rr + Rw), and the
power decreases to zero as Rd approaches zero.
Case II.—If y(Rr + Rw) is less than Rm, the value of the
selective coefficient is fixed by the value assigned to Tc (or
to Rm), and is independent of the value assigned to Rd,
provided that y(Rd + Rr + Rw) is made equal to Rm.
Before the advent of the resistance neutralizer all anten
nae fell under Case I. By the proper use of neutralizers
all antennae may be made to fall under Case II. The
question which now arises is this: If the maximum selec
tive coefficient possible by the use of a single tuned circuit
has been obtained by satisfying the relation
y(Rd + Rr + Rw) = Rm

(17)

in which Rm is the resistance which gives the maximum
permissible time-constant, what further conditions should
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be satisfied to make the power delivered to the detector
resistance at the resonant frequency a maximum? Two
subcases arise under this Case II.
Subcase A.—In this case we have a given antenna whose
dimensions are not to be changed. The only thing which
may be varied is the detector resistance Rd. Since in this
case the values both of Rm and of the selective coefficient
are fixed by the assignment of a value to the time-constant,
and since, at resonance, Rm alone determines the flow of
current per volt induced in the antenna, and since the
power delivered to the detector is
/ E\2
P = pRd = i
\Rd

(18)

\lvm/

we may formulate the following rule:
To obtain from a given antenna the maximum power
consistent with a specified time-constant (or selective
coefficient), the detector resistance Rd should be made as
great as possible consistent with the stable reduction of the
total resistance to the net value Rm which is fixed by the
specified time-constant.
Subcase B.—In this case the problem is to determine the
proportions which the antenna itself should have in order
to deliver the maximum power (consistent with the specified
time-constant) to a detector when the antenna is used with
a neutralizer having a fixed resistance reduction factor y.

Let

capacity of the antenna
inductance of the antenna circuit
fT
frequency of the correspondent station
Tc
desired time-constant
Rm
net resistance for the specified time-constant
h = height of the antenna network in centimeters
s = velocity of light, 3 X 1010 centimeters per
second
Po = permittivity of air 8.85 X 10-14 farad-centi
meters
Fm = peak value of the electric intensity at the
antenna in volts per centimeter
Co

Lo

=
=
=
=
=
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The expression for the power delivered to the detector is
_ (FmK)2Rd

“

(19)

2Rm

To obtain the maximum selective coefficient the value
assigned to Rd must satisfy Eq. (16); that is, Rd must equal
— (Rr + Rw)

(16)

In the subsequent discussion the value of the ratio
Rr + Rw

~~R~

will be represented by

k

(20)

and k will be treated as a constant. It should be recog
nized that this is not strictly correct but is an approxima 
tion only.
Substituting the value of Rd from Eqs. (16) and (20) in
the equation for the power, it becomes
P =

(21)

An expression for the value of the minimum permissible
net resistance Rm in terms of the antenna constants and
specified time-constant may be arrived at as follows:
,

T

1

rr,
c

-

=

______ 1____

Rm

2AfTCQRm

1

from which

o______ 1___
m “ M2frC0Tc

(22)

That is, the value of Rm is fixed by Tc, Co, and fr.
In any antenna with an extended capacity area at a
height h, the expression for the radiation resistance may be
written
160tt2A2 _ Mh2/?
(23)

~

X2

" 3s3po
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Substituting the values of Rm and Rr as expressed in
Eqs. (22) and (23) in Eq. (21), we have the following equa
tion for the power delivered to the detector when the
antenna capacity, the detector resistance, and the reduction
factor 7 are so related as to give the specified selective
coefficient:
P - (F3s3pf_

If the radius of the antenna network is so great as com
pared with the mounting height that the capacity is approx
imately expressed by the parallel plate formula, namely,
„
Poa
C°-1T

(25)

the following equation results from the substitution of the
value of Co from Eq. (25) in Eq. (24):

383“

P =

(25«)

To find the antenna height or the antenna area which
will make the power a maximum, we take the derivatives
of P with respect to h or to a respectively, equate the deriva
tives to zero, and solve the resulting equations. Upon
doing so, it is found that the antenna should be so pro
portioned that
h

_ SkiMf,

'

3s3po

2vfrPoayTc

That is, the values assigned to

h

or to

k
a

J

must be such that

— = 2(kRr)

(27)

7

in which case
Rd

will equal

kRr

or

Rr + Rw

(28)

Equation (26) may also be written in the form
3s3

ah = M-+yTJ!

(29)
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On the other hand if the antenna network is so high
that its capacity is approximately expressed by the formula
for an elevated circular disk, namely,
Ca

= 8p0 J-

(30)

V 7T
the following equation results from the substitution of this
value of Co in Eq. (24):
P -

Upon taking derivatives of this value of P with respect
to h and a, equating to zero and solving, it is found that
the antenna should be so proportioned that
1

_
~ 3s3p0

That is, in this case also the values assigned to
must be such that
= 2(&Br)

1
h

and to

}
a

(27)

Equation (31) may also be written in the form

3s3
= i2&+OVr

Equations (29) and (32) give respectively the dimensions
which antennae of the parallel-plate type and the elevated
disk type must have to permit of the maximum power
delivery to the detector, and the maximum selective coeffi
cient against detuned frequencies, which is possible with
the given resistance ratio k, reduction factor y, time-con
stant Tc, and frequency fr. These equations express, not
exactly, but only approximately, the optimum relations
between the antenna dimensions and the four quantities
k, y, Tc, and fr.
They are valid only for antennae of the
usual proportions found in high-power practice, that is,
for antennae whose greatest length is short (one-eighth
or less) in comparison with the wave length.
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The total power delivered to the detector associated with
a simple series antenna is
p

Qg)

_

If
Rd = (Rr + Rw) ~ kRT

(12)

Eq. (19) may be written
h^F2

P' = 3M

<33’

Of the total power PT, the amount PB abstracted from the
impinging wave is
p _ h2F™
± B " SykR,

and the amount

PA

(34)

supplied by the neutralizer is

/1
\T2

IX

h2F™

Y/ SkRr

(35)

By substituting the value of the radiation resistance from
Eq. (23) in Eq. (34), the following expression is obtained
for the power which is abstracted from the impinging waves
and delivered to a detector resistance proportioned for
maximum power as in Eq. (12):
Q

Pb =

(36)

In the paper referred to above, the factor (sX2) (^PoFm)
is shown to represent the power flowing across a wave
length square at the receiving station. Therefore the
greatest power which can be delivered to a detector by an
antenna from impinging waves is
3
IQirky

times the power flowing across a wave-length square at the
receiving station.

In this same paper the factor

factor of the antenna.

was termed the abstractive

With a neutralizer associated
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directly with the antenna the expression for the abstractive
factor A/ of the antenna becomes

Equation (37) shows that the power abstractive factor
of any existing antenna can be increased by associating with
the antenna a resistance neutralizer, but it should be
remembered that the increase in abstractive factor is
accompanied by an increase in the time-constant of the
antenna. If then the antenna circuit without the neutral
izer has the longest time-constant which is permissible at the
sending speed (for example 0.01 second at 30 words per
minute), increased power from the waves can be obtained
only by increasing the dimensions of the antenna. This
may readily be seen by examining the expression giving the
proportions which an antenna of the parallel-plate type
must have for maximum selective coefficient, namely,
Eq. (29).
3s3
ah =

IG^kyTJi

(29)

From this it is seen that if k and fr are fixed, and if Tc is to
remain constant, the volume under the antenna must be
proportional to the reciprocal of the reduction factor of the
neutralizer.

30. Introduction to the Method to Be Used in Arriving at
the Actual Behavior of Receiving Circuits to Signals and
to Interference.
The behavior of a radio receiving system to signals and to
interference depends upon the transient state properties of
the system. It is often a difficult problem to arrive at the
transient-state properties of a system, whereas the formula
tion of the steady-state properties is a relatively easy mat
ter. It is the purpose of the next few sections of this
chapter to develop a relatively simple but effective way of
answering some of the questions which arise in dealing with
the effects of both signals and interference upon radio
receiving systems when the steady-state properties of the
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system are known. It is the purpose of this section to
establish a viewpoint which will be an aid in obtaining an
understanding of the following sections.
Figure 42 shows an alternator delivering a sinusoidal
voltage and feeding a transformer on open circuit through a
long Une A. Parallel to this line there is another line B
which may be a telephone circuit. We wish to find the
Trans former

Fig, 42.

effect of line A upon line B. We will suppose that line A
is a low-tension line so that the electrostatic effects can be
neglected. The current in line A is the magnetizing current
of the transformer and therefore this current has the form
shown by Fig. 43. This current can be broken up into the
two sine waves shown by Fig. 44 and a number of smaller

components of higher frequencies which have not been
shown. One of these sine waves has a frequency of 60
cycles per second and an amplitude 1. The other has a

frequency of 180 cycles per second and an amplitude of

If the mutual inductance between the lines is represented by
then the voltage induced in line B is composed of the
following two parts. Part one is a sine voltage having a
M,
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frequency of 60 cycles per second and an amplitude of
2?r60ZM volts. Part two is a sine wave having a fre
quency of 180 cycles per second and an amplitude of 2tt180-

If the amplitude of the 60-cycle voltage is represented
by E, then the amplitude of the 180-cycle voltage is %E.
We can forget all about line A then, if in line B we introduce
two alternators. One alternator has a frequency of 60

cycles per second and delivers a voltage of amplitude E.
The other alternator has a frequency of 180 cycles per
second and a voltage of amplitude %E. These generators
must have zero impedance. The effects of line A upon
line B can be calculated by considering the system shown
by Fig. 45.
The scheme used above for finding the effect of line A on
line B is the one used in the following sections of this chapter

Fig. 45.

for finding the manner in which a voltage induced in the
antenna affects the receiving system. The voltage induced
in the antenna is replaced by a group of alternators having
the correct voltages and the correct frequencies. The
receiving system will then be represented schematically as
shown by Fig. 46. The generators are assumed to have no
impedance and serve only as a device to fix the attention
on a sine wave of voltage having a given frequency and
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amplitude. Use is made of Fourier’s expansion in order
to obtain the frequency and voltage of each alternator.
Since the time interval in the expansions will be taken from
minus infinity to plus infinity, each of the alternators will
have been in the circuit for an infinitely long time. From
this fact it follows that the response of the system to tran
sient electromotive forces may be arrived at from a knowl
edge of the steady-state properties of the system.

Fig. 46.—Schematic diagram illustrating the replacement of voltages induced in
a receiving antenna by alternators.

31. The Generators Which Replace the Voltage Induced
in a Receiving Antennà by an Interrupted Continuouswave Transmitting Station.
The voltage induced in a receiving antenna by an inter
rupted continuous-wave telegraph station is assumed to
have the form shown schematically by Fig. 47. In this

Fig. 47.—Voltage assumed to be induced in a receiving antenna by an I.C.W.
transmitting station.

figure 2T represents the total time interval of the signal and
the following space; 2qT represents the signal time interval;
and 2pT represents the space time interval. Thus p + q
are two such fractions that their sum is always unity. In
order to simplify the calculations it will be assumed that
there are a complete number of cycles of the operating
frequency in the time intervals qT and pT. Under these
conditions if the operating frequency is represented by
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the voltage induced in the antenna is represented

/o =

from

t = — co to i = + co
by the series
e(0 =

mid*

X am

(38)

~T~

m=1

in which

„

p
Wit
lor y, =

mir

for -ÿ

m27r2
w

= Bq

' *

2w

E . .
am = j, (sin mpir

fl a

(39)

qUT

(40)

a

That is, the voltage of the mth generator is given by Eqs.
(39) and (40). The generator having the largest voltage is
the one having a frequency the same as the operating
frequency fa of the transmitting station. The frequency of
the mth generator is, from Eq. (38),

_ 1 /mir\ _ m
•'m “ 2ir\T / “ 2T

,
.
^41'

That is, the generators in the receiving circuit which replace

the induced voltage are spaced

cycles apart.

The value

of T depends upon the speed of signaling. At 30 words per
minute, T = 0.05 second. At 150 words per minute T =
0.01 second. Thus the speed of signal transmission deter
mines the frequency spacing of the generators.
Let mo represent the m which gives the operating fre
quency, f0Then
m0 = 2Tf0

(42)

m = m0 + n = 2Tf0 + n

(43)

Let
n

= 0, ±1, ±2, ±3 • • •

±^Tf-v

* For the derivation of these equations see Appendix A, Part I.
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If the signal sent out is a Morse dot and the interval
between signals is the Morse dot interval, then
p = q

(44)

= 0.5

In Eq. (39)

sin

mpn =

sin

= 0 if

m

= ± 1 if

is even

m

is odd

Upon substituting these results and Eq. (43) in Eq. (39) and
remembering that a = 2irf, we obtain

(45)

2

(46)

From Eq. (42) it is evident that m0 will always be an even
number. It follows, then, since mo + n must be odd, that
n will be an odd number.
Thus we write

n = 0,±l,±3,±5 • • • +» _(2r/0_
For all of the important frequencies1 ;

TV

Jo

d

(47)

is small compared

to unity, and Eq. (46.) may be simplified to
E

(48)

nir

We have now arrived at the following information relative
to the generators which replace the induced voltage in the
receiving antenna. The generator having the highest
voltage is the one having a frequency equal to the operating
E

frequency

fo-

The voltage of this generator is

As we

pass to generators having a frequency less than/o, the first
onfe we come to has a frequency/0 —
E

has a voltage of —•

This generator

3
The next has a frequency of /0 —

1 See Appendix A, Part I,
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E

and has a voltage of

OTT

and so on down the line.

generator having a frequency higher than

which has a frequency/0 + 2^'
•

,

E

tor is also — •

f0

The first
is the one

The voltage of this genera-

The next one up the frequency scale has a

frequency equal to

3
f0 +

and has a voltage equal to

E

and so on. These facts are brought out in a striking manner
by the curve of Fig. 48. This curve is plotted with the
ratios of the absolute value of the generator voltage to E
as ordinates and with values of n as abscissas. Values of
n are used as abscissas in order to make the curve hold for
all speeds of transmission. To convert the abscissa scale
to generator frequencies, use is made of the relation
Generator frequencies =

f0 +

Zrl

(49)

At 30 words per minute this relation becomes

Generator frequencies

lOn

(50)

+ 50n

(51)

= f0 +

At 150 words per minute it becomes
Generator frequencies =

f0

Thus a generator having a given ratio of voltage to E is
five times as far removed in frequency from the operating
frequency at a transmitting speed of 150 words per minute
as at a transmitting speed of 30 words per minute. This
fact, as we shall see later, has an important bearing upon the
design of the receiving system and also upon the amount of
interference created by the transmitting station.
The desirable frequency-response characteristics of the
interrupted continuous-wave receiving system can now be
arrived at. If the system were to pass currents having the
operating frequency /o, and were to eliminate currents of
all other frequencies, a continuous tone would be heard in
the receivers, and the dots and spaces could not be distin
guished from each other; that is, no signals would be
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the same wave form as the induced voltage (Fig. 47). This
latter condition would lead to the distinguishing of the
signals, but the system would have no selectivity against
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interference. The best circuit then would be one which
passed just enough frequencies to make the signals distin
guishable and eliminated all others. Let us assume that
in order to make the signals distinguishable, the receiving
system must respond freely to all generators having a volt
age greater than or equal to r decimal parts of the voltage
of the generator whose frequency is f0. That is, the system
must respond freely to all generators having a voltage equal
tE

to or greater than y

Now the generator whose frequency

is fo ± 2y kas a voltage equal to —•
/E\ 2
\ nTir/E
nT

We therefore write

T

2
is the odd number closest to —

(52)

The receiving system, therefore, must pass a band of frequencies

y

wide centered on the frequency Jo.

Let us define an ideal receiving system as one which has
the following properties:
1. A radiation resistance Rr.
2. No wasteful resistance.
3. It acts as a pure resistance of magnitude 2Rr to freTh

quencies lying in the range f0 + 2y'

4. Currents having frequencies lying in the range shall
be passed on to the detector either without attenuation or
else with a uniform amplification.
5. Currents of all other frequencies shall be eliminated
before reaching the detector.
A system having the above properties is called an ideal
system because it represents the best possible frequency
selection system for receiving I.C.W. signals through inter
ference. This ideal system can be approximated only more
or less imperfectly in practice; but any actual receiving sys
tem, basing its selectivity upon frequency selection should
be made to fulfil as closely as possible the conditions stated.
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The band of frequencies which the receiving system must

pass freely is

nT

•

Now both

nT

and

T

are independent of f0.

So the band width is independent of the operating wave
length. nT is also independent of the speed of signal trans
mission while T varies inversely as the speed of transmis
sion. Therefore the frequency band which the receiving
system must transmit freely varies directly with the send
ing speed. Thus the transmitted band width at 150 words
per minute would be five times as great as at 30 words per
minute.
If the receiving system acted as a pure resistance of mag
nitude 2Rr to all frequencies, then during the dot interval
the r.m.s. current would be
=^~~

I

2M2Rr

d

and the average rate of useful power delivery would be
_ E2Rr _

d

8R2
r

E2

~ 8Rr

During the space interval the power delivery would be zero.
Since we have taken the space interval equal to the dot
interval, the average useful power delivery will be one-half
of that given by Eq. (54), or
E2

Pa = m

(55)

In the ideal receiving system the mean-square current in
the frequencies which are freely transmitted is

r = ^_£ri+2y 11
1
2 4B2 4 +
s2
r L

s

s = 1, 3, 5, .

.

.

_

J

nT

The average useful power delivered by the generators in
the band of frequencies/0 ±

1S

(57)

+
L

S
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The ratio of the power actually utilized by the ideal receiver
to the power available in the waves is therefore

Pa4
P

2y 11
TT2 S2

(58)

Calculations indicate that if nT = 3, the intervals and the
dots will be easily distinguishable. Under these conditions
the ratio of the power utilized in the ideal circuit to the
power available becomes

p
p. -

r1 + X
2 / 1 + 1\"
s)J - °-9

(59)

With the above value of nT the ideal system would pass
freely a band of frequencies lying between fo — 30 cycles
per second and f0 + 30 cycles per second at 30 words per
minute. At 150 words per minute the band passed would
be between f0 — 150 cycles per second and/0 + 150 cycles
per second.

Fig. 49.—Voltage assumed to be induced in a receiving antenna by a spark
transmitter.

32. Spark Telegraphy.
The voltage induced in a receiving antenna by a spark
transmitting station is assumed to have the form shown
schematically by Fig. 49. The operating frequency is

Jo =

In most spark systems the damping is such that

the voltage dies very nearly to zero in the interval of time
T when aT > 3.
Under these conditions the voltage is
represented as a function of time during the interval
t = — T to t = 0 by the equation
e(t) = Et~a(t+T}

sin [«(i +T)]

(60)
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and in the interval

t

= 0 to

t

= + T by

e(t) = Ee~at

sin

(61)

wt

The voltage induced in the antenna is represented from
i = — co to i = + oo by
00

e(i) = Ao +

mirt
~T~

cos
m=1

(62)

In our scheme of replacing the induced voltage by alter
nators we find from Eq. (62) that the voltage of the alter-

nator whose frequency is

Hl

is equal to

Bm.

It is shown in Appendix A, Part II, that
closely by the equation

R

Bm

is given very

_2F__________ 1__________
A«2
12»
+ I2

“n~wT

aL2

J

+ L/oT+ruT2.
+°°

n

= 0, ±1, ±2 .

.

.

-LT

In this equation the symbols have the following meaning:
Bn is the voltage of the generator whose frequency differs

from /o by

cycles per second.

is the operating frequency of the spark transmitting
station.
E and a are defined by Eq. (24).
f0

W

T

= 2tt/o

is the time interval in seconds between sparks.

Let
N = ip

3 =

w
Jo

represent the number of sparks per second
represent the logarithmic decrement

In terms of these symbols Eq. (63) becomes
2NE__________

03

M2 +।

L

1__________

fo

.

n2N2 2

+ 7T

(64)
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The voltage of the generator whose frequency is the same
as the operating frequency f0 is
E

aT ~

NE
a

NE

~

Sfo

(65)

In order to present at a glance the way in which the
generator voltage varies with the frequency in the vicinity
of the operating frequency f0 and the effect of the logarith
mic decrement 3, the number of sparks per second N,
and the operating frequency on this variation, the curves
of Fig. 50 have been drawn. The abscissas for all curves
are values of the difference between the generator frequency
and the operating frequency (= nN). Generator fre
quencies are located only at integral values of nN divided
by N. Thus at 1,000 sparks per second one generator has
the frequency f0, and generators are located on a frequency
scale every 1,000 cycles per second above or below fo.
At 120 sparks per second generators are located on the
frequency scale at/0 and every 120 cycles per second above
or below f0. For curve 1 f0 = 10® cycles per second,
5 = 0.01, a = 8f0 = 104, N = 1,000. The ordinates for
this curve are values of the ratio of the generator voltage
to the undamped peak voltage E^ induced in the antenna.
(B \

Ordinates are values of

The voltage assigned to the

generators falls off at a fairly fast rate as the operating
frequency is departed from. The generator having a
frequency which differs by 16,000 cycles per second from
the operating frequency has a voltage 10 per cent as great
as the voltage of the generator whose frequency is equal to
the operating frequency. That is, the energy associated
with a frequency removed from the operating frequency
by 16,000 cycles per second is 1 per cent as great as the
energy associated with the operating frequency. This
curve also holds good for the conditions fo = 105, N =
1,000, 5 = 0.1, a — 8fo = 104. This fact has anjmportant
bearing on the factors which determine the frequency
energy distribution, as will be shown a little later.
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For curve 2, /0 = 108, N = 1,000, 3 = 0.1, a = 3/0 = 105.
In order to make this curve directly comparable with curve
1, the ordinates have been taken as values of the generator
voltage divided by the undamped voltage peak induced in

the antenna by case 1 when both sets of waves have the
same energy per wave train or per spark.
B

nates in this case are values of

That is, the ordiI

*

multiplied by Y~2'

* See the discussion of energy relations which follows shortly.

This
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curve is much flatter than curve 1, and the generator whose
frequency is removed from f0 by 16,000 cycles per second
has a voltage 70 per cent as great as the voltage of the gen
erator whose frequency is/o- This is a striking contrast to
curve 1 for which a = 104.
For curve 3, f0 = 106~, N2 = 120, 8 = 0.01, a = 104.
IB \

IN^
'

The ordinates for this curve are values of ( ^) y N

This

factor is used in order to compare this case with case 1 when
both waves have the same energy associated with them.
The rate at which the generator voltage falls off in this case
with the frequency is about the same as for case 1. This
curve is also valid for the conditions f0 = 10B~, N = 120,
8 = 0.1, a = 104.
These curves lead to the conclusion that the factor which
determines the rate at which the generator voltages fall off
with the frequency in the vicinity of/0isa = 3/0. The other
factors have but little influence upon the width of the band
of frequencies over which most of the energy is spread.
This is apparent upon examining Eqs. (63) or (64). When
n is small, the second term in the bracket under the radical
is small compared to the first and may be dropped without
serious error. We then have, for small values of n,
__________ EN
B

" ” Va2

+ 47T2nW2

(66)

This equation shows clearly the dependence of the band
width upon a, because the larger the value of a, the larger
must be the nN product before Bn differs much from Bo.
The ideal system for receiving spark signals has the same
properties as the ideal system for receiving I.C.W. signals,
except that the transmitted band width will be different.
In so far as obtaining a good tone in the receivers is con
cerned, it would suffice to pass only the currents of three
generators. This would result, however, in the utilizing
of only a small portion of the available energy. Let us
therefore make the band wide enough to pass the currents
* See discussion of energy relations which follows shortly.
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of all generators whose voltage is equal to or greater than t
decimal parts of the voltage of the generator whose fre
quency is /o- From Eqs. (65) and (66) we then have
~ = —,

(67)

= 7

a

Va2 + 4ir2n2
TN2

Bo

JUH

nTN = fe =

(68)

¿¡TT V 7
Since nT must be an integer, it is taken as the integer which
comes the closest to satisfying Eq. (68). nrN = fc is then
one-half of the transmitted band width.
The mean square voltage induced in the receiving antenna
by the impinging waves is, from Eq. (61),
E2 CT
m I
J. JQ

Ea =

_ Bl
“

T

sin

at]2dt

e-2a<

4w2 + 4a2

— llr

(sin

at) ( — 2a

sin

at — 2a

Since f2“' is vanishingly small when

COS at)

t = T,

we have

F2 = EV____ 1

V2
T\4w2 + 4a2/a

If

a2

«JJo
(69)

is small compared to w2, this reduces to
Ea

^2 _ NEP
4aT “ 4a

(70)

If the receiving system acted as a pure resistance of magni
tude 2Rr to all frequencies, the mean square current would
be
E}

“

4R2
r

=

NE2
4R24a

The power delivered to a detector of resistance

Rr

would be

NE2
Pa = RrPa

16a.Rr

(71)

as given by Eq. (71) represents the power available in
the waves. Since this power varies directly as E2, directly
as N, and inversely as a, it is evident that the correction
factors applied to the curves of Fig. 50 are the proper ones.

Pa
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If En represents the r.m.s. value of the voltage of the
generator whose frequency differs from f0 by nN cycles per
second, then the useful power delivered by this generator
to the ideal receiver is 0 for n greater than nr and equals
7^2

Pn = Sifor n - nT

(72)

The total useful power delivered to the ideal circuit by the
impinging waves is

(73)
The factor 2 enters the summation of Eq. (73) because
there are two generators having the voltage En. One has
a frequency of f0 + nN and the other has a frequency of
f0 — nN.
Since the maximum value of n is n„ we may use
Eq. (66) for finding the value of E„. Since Bn is the peak
value of the generator voltage E„ = f^B2, Eq. (73) becomes

_ E^N2
P ~~ ~8R,

a2 + 2S a2 + 47rW2
n =1

(74)

1

The ratio of the power utilized by the ideal receiver to the
power available is

P
p = 2aN a2 +
4

(75)

a2 + 4tt2rW2

0

If the damping exponent a of the waves has a value of 104
and if t is taken as 0.3, then the half band width as given
by Eq. (68) is
104 ______ —
yc =
= tyVH.I - 1 = 5,000 ~
(76)
Ziir

If the number N of sparks per second is 1,000, then nT = 5,
and the ratio of the power utilized by the ideal receiver to
the power available is

P = (2)107 ¿-s(l + 1.44 + 0.775 +
Po
0.44 + 0.274 + 0.184)

= 0.82

(77)
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33. The Generators Which Replace the Voltage Induced in
a Receiving Antenna by a Radio Telephone Transmitter.
The voltage of the generators which may be inserted in
the receiving system to replace the voltage induced in the
antenna by a radio telephone transmitter cannot be written
down in a general equation because these voltages depend
upon the character of the speech or music which the trans
mitter is sending out. The theory of modulation which is
developed in Chap. VII shows, however, that the voltage
induced in the antenna of the receiving system by the
telephone transmitter has a group of frequencies consisting
of the carrier frequency, an upper side band, and a lower
side band. The carrier frequency is the operating fre
quency apd determines the wave length of the transmitting
station. The upper side band consists of a group of frequen
cies having values equal to the carrier frequency plus thefrequencies of the voice or musical notes. The lower side
band consists of a group of frequencies having values equal
to the carrier frequency minus the frequencies of the voice
or musical notes. If the highest musical note of importance
is represented by fc, then in radio telephony most of the
energy in the waves is associated with a band of frequencies
2/c cycles wide centered on the carrier or operating fre
quency /o- If only a small portion of the energy is associ
ated with frequencies outside this band, then we may
replace the voltage induced in the receiving system by a
group of generators having frequencies ranging from
/o ~ fc cycles per second to/o + fc cycles per second. The
voltage assigned to a generator having a given frequency
will depend upon the nature of the speech or music which
is being received.
The ideal frequency-selection system for receiving
te ephony will have the same properties as the ideal system
described for the reception of I.C.W. signals with the excep
tion that it must transmit freely the currents due to all
generators having frequencies in the band fa — fe to f0 +
fc cycles per second. This ideal system would utilize prac
tically all of the available energy and would be distortion
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less. The highest musical note of much importance has a
frequency of about 5,000 cycles per second. Therefore for
broadcast reception, it suffices to assign the value 5,000 to
fc.
From this it follows that the ideal receiver must trans
mit freely a band of frequencies 10,000 cycles wide centered
on the operating frequency fo.

34. Voltage Induced in a Receiving Antenna by Strays.
The voltage induced in a receiving antenna by an I.C.W.,
a spark, or a telephone transmitter may be a source of
interference as well as of signals. The frequency and
voltage of the generators which may be used to replace the
voltages due to these stations have been worked out. In
order to make the discussion of interference more complete,
we proceed to discuss the voltage and frequency of the

Fig. 51.—Voltage assumed to be induced in a receiving antenna by strays.

generators which may be used to replace the voltage
induced in a receiving antenna by atmospheric strays.
There is not very much information available on the wave
form of strays. Watt and Appleton have published some
observed wave forms of strays in the Proceedings of the
Royal Society for 1923. These wave forms were sketched
from visual observations made with a Braun tube oscillo
graph. The majority of the impulses were unidirectional
in character and the time of rise and fall was about the
same. The time duration of the majority of the impulses

was of the order of

qqq second.

It is reasonable to

expect that some indication of the voltage and frequency of
the generators which replace the static voltage induced in
the receiving antenna by strays will be obtained if the wave
form of the voltage induced in the antenna by atmospheric
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strays is assumed to have the form shown by Fig. 51. It is
shown in the Appendix, Part III, that this voltage can be
represented from t = — co to i = + co by the series

e(i) =

a0 +

am

cos

m=l

(78)

J

where
(79)

a0 = PT[y2-p + yp2]

2 rr
am = +22

cos mir — cos mirP

i

w X 0

(80)

Equation (78) shows that the generators which replace
the voltage of Fig. 51 have the frequency

Hl

and voltages

given by Eqs. (79) and (80). Now the time duration of
the impulses was around 10-3 seconds in the observations
mentioned above. If the interval between impulses is
assumed to be nine times as long, we have the relations

= 9 X IO-3
1(F2
= 5 X 10-3 seconds

2qT

= 10-3,

2pT

T(2q + 2p) = 2T =
T

The frequency spacing of the generators then is

=

100 cycles. Equation (80) shows that the generators
which have the high voltages have frequencies lying in the
region from 100 to 1,000 cycles per second. That is, the
high-voltage generators have frequencies far lower than
the operating frequencies of any radio system. Since m
enters the denominator of the expression for the generator
voltages and since the m for a generator whose frequency
is 2/ is twice as great as for a generator whose frequency is
f, it is evident that neglecting the periodic variation caused
by the term in the brackets of Eq. (80), the voltage assigned
to a generator is inversely proportional to the square of
the frequency assigned to it. If we neglect the term in
the brackets, then the voltage of all of the generators which
have frequencies lying in a narrow band in the radio range
is the same, because the m for the generator at one end of
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the band differs only by a few per cent from the m for the
generator at the other end of the band.
It is not safe to follow too closely the generator fre
quencies and voltages given by the wave form of Fig. 51
because of the meager information upon which it is based.
The consideration of this wave form, however, enables us
to draw certain general conclusions as to the frequency and
voltage of the generators which replace the voltage induced
in the receiving antenna by atmospheric strays. These
inferences are as follows:
1. The voltage assigned to a generator having a high
frequency is less than the voltage assigned to a generator
having a lower frequency.
2. The voltage assigned to all of the generators having
frequencies which lie in a narrow band in the radio range
of frequencies will be about the same.
In regard to assumption 1 it may be stated that the wave
form assumed indicated that the voltage assigned to a
generator was inversely proportional to the square of the
frequency assigned to it.
If a voltage wave form having an abrupt rise, a flat top,
and an abrupt fall had been assumed, then the voltage
assigned to a generator would be inversely proportional
to the first power of the assigned frequency. Therefore, if
the indications of the Watt and Appleton observations
on the time duration of the impulses are approximately
correct, the voltage assigned to a generator will vary
inversely as a power of the frequency which lies between

1 and 2.
For the wave form assumed, assumption 2 holds good
provided the periodic variation caused by the bracketed
term of Eq. (80) is neglected. The justification for neglect
ing this term in drawing general conclusions arises from
the fact that in the actual wave form of strays, the time
duration of the impulses and the time interval between
them vary at random. This random variation would
smooth out the periodic variation indicated by the
bracketed term of Eq. (80).
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3g. The Reception of the I.C.W. Signals through Inter
ference Due to Atmospheric Strays.
The receiving system is represented schematically as
shown in Fig. 46, and we now have to consider the power
received from two groups of alternators. One group of
alternators replaces the voltage induced in the antenna
by the I.C.W. transmitting station. The other group
replaces the voltage induced in the receiving antenna by
strays. Since the voltage assigned to all the stray genera
tors whose frequencies lie in a narrow band is the same, we
will let Es be the peak value of the voltage of each stray
generator. The power delivered to the ideal receiving
system by each generator whose frequency lies within the
transmitted band is

P _ +1

(81)

“ 8Br

All other stray generators deliver no power to the detector.
If the transmitted band of frequencies extends from/o — fc
to fo + fc, and if the stray generators are spaced p cycles
apart on a frequency scale, and if f0 is taken as the location
of one of the generators, then the number of generators
2L
in the freely transmitted band is — + 1. The power

delivered by strays to the ideal receiving system is

E2s

Ps

(82)

8B,

The power received from the I.C.W. transmitting station is
given by Eq. (57). The ratio of signal power to stray power
is

P _
P, ~

(83)
S = 1, 3, 5, .

.

.

nT

Now because of the random nature of strays, one frequency
is as likely to be the location of a generator as any other;
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p

will be small compared to
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Under these con

ditions the ratio of signal power to stray power as given by
Eq. (83) will be a maximum when the smallest possible
value is assigned to nT. In the ideal system nT was taken
just large enough to permit of the distinguishing of the sig
nals. Therefore the ideal system already described is the
best possible frequency-selecting system for receiving I.C. W.
signals through stray interference. Since p is assumed

the 1 may be dropped in Eqs. (82)

small compared to
and (83) compared to

Ib

Pnc.w.
Pa
~

and Eq. (83) may be written as
E2pT 1 Tl
E2 nrL4

2 v 1
s2

tt2

#2P ri
2 y 1
L4 + TT2 %s2.

“ 2É2fc

(84)

El

In Eq. (84), — characterizes the energy level of the strays

associated with frequencies in the vicinity of the operating
frequency/0 of the I.C.W. station. This term decreases as
fo increases.
The term
4

+ -2 X A
TT2
S2

characterizes the energy level of the I.C.W. signal and its
distribution over frequencies in the vicinity of /o- The
bracketed term is the same for all I.C.W. stations but E is
dependent upon the transmitting station and the trans
mission efficiency. T characterizes the speed of signaling.
It varies inversely with the signaling speed. Thus the high
signaling speeds are more subject to static interference than
the low ones. nT alone characterizes the receiving system.
For the ideal receiver, nT has been assigned the minimum
value which will permit of the distinguishing of the signals.
Thus the ideal receiver reduces the static interference to the
lowest possible value that can be obtained with a frequency

selecting system.
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If the speed of signaling is 30 words per minute and if
nr = 3, we have for the ideal receiver

=

(o.oos)

(85)

At a signaling speed of 150 words per minute, the ratio of
I.C.W. signal power to static power will be one-fifth as

large as at 30 words per minute.

36. The Reception of Radio Telephone Signals through
Stray Interference.
In the section on telephony it was shown that for distor
tionless reception the ideal receiving system must pass a
band of frequencies running from/o — fe cycles per second to
fo + fc cycles per second where fc was about 5,000 cycles.
Under these conditions the power picked up by the system
from stray disturbances is given by Eq. (82) of Sec. 35.
Since the ideal system picks up energy only from generators
which have frequencies lying in the band which must be
transmitted, it follows that the ideal system as described is
the best possible frequency-selection system for receiving
telephone messages through stray interference. Since fe
for telephony is 5,000 4- 30 = 167 times as large as for
I.C.W. reception at 30 words per minute, 167 times as much
stray energy must be picked up in a telephone receiver as in

an I.C.W. receiver.

37. The I.C.W. Transmitter and the Spark Transmitter
as Sources of Interference.
It has been shown that the voltage induced in a receiving
antenna by an I.C.W. transmitter may be replaced by a
group of generators having the correct frequencies and cor
rect voltages. Any I.C.W. transmitting station has gener
ators with frequencies located in all frequency bands. It
has also been shown that all receiving systems must trans
mit a band of frequencies centered upon the operating fre
quency of the station whose signals it is desired to receive.
The receiving system must necessarily, therefore, pick up
energy from all I.C.W. stations which induce a voltage in
the receiving antenna. With a given receiving system the
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energy picked up from an interfèrent I.C.W. station depends
upon the difference between the operating frequency of the
interfèrent station and the operating frequency of the corre
spondent station and the manner in which the voltage
assigned to any generator which replaces the interfèrent
voltage in the receiving antenna varies with the frequency
assigned to it. The curve of Fig. 48 gives a graphical pic
ture of the dependence of the voltage assigned to any gen
erator upon the frequency assigned to the generator. From
Eq. (59) we draw the conclusion that 90 per cent of the
energy available in the waves is associated with a band of
frequencies

3

cycles wide and centered on the operating

3
frequency.

At 30 words per minute

y

has a value of about

3
60 cycles and at 150 words per minute y has a value of about

300 cycles. We thus come to the conclusions that the
energy associated with the waves of an I.C.W. transmitter is
confined to a narrow band of frequencies and the width of
this band varies directly with the signal speed. The above
statement holds true if the I.C.W. transmitter has no har
monics. If harmonics are present in the waves sent out by
the transmitter, the voltages assigned to generators having
frequencies in the vicinity of the harmonic will vary as
shown by Fig. 48 for the fundamental frequency, and any
receiving station having a transmitted band in the vicinity
of one of the harmonics will pick up an appreciable amount
of power from the transmitter.
The spark transmitter causes much more interference
than the I.C.W. transmitter. This fact is brought out in a
striking manner if the curves of Fig. 50 are compared with
those of Fig. 48. The voltage assigned to a generator falls
off slowly as the frequency departs from the operating fre
quency in the case of the spark transmitter. It is evident
from an examination of the curves of Fig. 50 and from the
discussion of Sec. 32 that the interference caused by a
spark station is dependent upon the logarithmic decrement
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times the frequency rather than upon the logarithmic decre
ment. If a = 8/o = 104, then Eqs. (76) and (77) show
that 82 per cent of the energy in the waves is associated
with a band of frequencies 10,000 cycles wide centered on the
operating frequency f0. If a = ¿fo = 105, then 82 per cent
of the energy is associated with a band of frequencies
approximately 100,000 cycles wide centered on the oper
ating frequency. This is in striking contrast to the I.C.W.
case where most of the energy is associated with a band of
frequencies 60 to 300 cycles wide. From the above discus
sion it is evident that a station operating at a frequency of
10® cycles per second and having a logarithmic decrement
of 0.01 has its energy spread over the same band width as a
station operating at 105 cycles per second and having a
logarithmic decrement equal to 0.1.

38. General Conclusions on the Extent to Which Interfer
ence Can Be Mitigated by Frequency Selecting Systems.
All sources of interference to radio reception and all
sources of signals have definite frequency spectra, and for
convenience we can replace the voltages induced in an
antenna by a group of generators having the correct volt
ages and frequencies. In order to receive signals the
receiving system must pass freely the currents due to all
generators having frequencies in a given band. This band
is centered on the operating frequency of the station from
which it is desired to receive signals.* The width of the
band is determined by the class of signals which it is desired
to receive. If the interfèrent voltages have generators
with frequencies in this transmitted band, the frequency
selection system cannot eliminate the currents due to these
generators. Since the ideal receiver as specified in this
chapter utilizes the maximum possible power from genera
tors lying within the band of frequencies which must be
passed and utilizes no power from generators which have
frequencies outside this band, it is evident that the inter
ference obtained in the ideal receiver is the minimum which
can be obtained with frequency-selecting systems. From
this it is evident that the minimum interference which it is
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possible to obtain depends upon the ratio of the voltage of
the signal generators to the voltage of the interferent genera
tors which lie in the transmitted band and upon the width
of the band of frequencies which it is necessary to transmit.
The width of the band of frequencies which must be trans
mitted depends upon the class of signals which are to be
received. Thus the necessary band width for I.C.W. sig
nals at 30 words per minute is only 60 cycles, and at 150
words per minute it is 300 cycles. The necessary trans
mitted band width for telephony is about 10,000 cycles,
and the necessary transmitted band width for spark teleg
raphy varies from 10,000 to 100,000 cycles, depending upon
the product of the logarithmic decrement times the operat
ing frequency.

Fig. 52.—Simple senes receiving system.

39. Theory of the Simple Series Antenna Circuit Associated
with a Pure Resistance Neutralizer.
In the preceding sections we have discussed the nature of
the voltage induced in a receiving antenna by signals and
by interference, and an ideal frequency-selection system for
receiving signals through interference has been described.
Let us now consider the simple series receiving circuit
shown by Fig. 52. This circuit consists of an elevated
capacity network A, a tuning inductance L, a detector
which has a resistance Rd, and a resistance neutralizer which
reduces the effective resistance of the system by the amount
N.
The circuit has a wasteful resistance Rw and a radiation
resistance Rr. The induced voltage is represented by the
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group of generators. It has been shown that the ideal
receiver should act as a pure resistance of magnitude 2Rr
to a continuous band of frequencies the width of which
depends upon the kind of signals to be received and that it
should eliminate the currents of all other frequencies. Of
course it is impossible to adjust the simple series circuit so
that it will act as a resistance to all generators whose fre
quencies lie in a given band and will eliminate the currents
due to all other generators. We will therefore tune the
circuit to the operating frequency fo and adjust the circuit
so that it approximates the ideal circuit as closely as
possible.
Let the frequency band which the ideal circuit must pass
for any given kind of signals be denoted by Bw. Thus for
the reception of I.C.W. signals at 30 words per minute, Bw
is equal to about 60 cycles; for the reception of I.C.W.
signals at 150 words per minute, Bw is about 300. For
double side-band telephony, Bw is about 10,000. For the
reception of spark telegraphy, Bw varies from 10,000 to
100,000. Now the impedance of the circuit to the genera
tor whose frequency is fo is
Zo = Rn = Rr + Rd

T-

Rw — N = yRl

(86)

The net reactance of the circuit to a generator whose
frequency is fo + a is
Xn = 2irL(f0 + a)------------------ P-------2rfoC{l + “)
\

Jo/

But since
2^°L = 2rfoC

we have
Xn = 2irL(fo

= 1 — < very closely if P < 0.05

(1 +
\

+ a) - 2VoL(l +

Jo

Jo/

Jo

Therefore we may write
Xn = 2(2irLa)

(87)
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Let us now assume that in order to have the circuit respond
to as few frequencies as possible and still give satisfactory
signal reception, the reactance of the circuit to the generator
whose frequency is

f0 +

A

must be

pRn-

If we set

a

in

B

Eq. (87) equal to

A

we have
ßRn = 2ttLBw

2L=t

(88)

ß
7T By,

Rn

J

In Eq. (88), Tc is the time-constant of the circuit. In
order to keep down interference,
should be large. If it
is made too large, however, the reception of signals will
not be satisfactory. Calculations based upon the shape
of the antenna current wave in I.C.W. telegraphy show
that when nT = 3 (B„ = 60 at 30 words per minute),
(3 cannot be assigned a value much larger than 2 if the dots
and spaces are to be discernible. For I.C.W. and spark
telegraphy we will therefore fix the upper value of
at 2.
In telephone reception the value assigned to (3 determines
the distortion. In the audio-frequency amplifier and in
the loud speakers used in radio receiving sets there is con
siderable distortion, and these systems generally discrimi
nate against the low frequencies in favor of the upper tones.
A value of 2 for (3 in telephony should not be excessive.
This point will be discussed further when we take up the
power relations in telephony. If the upper value of 0 is
taken equal to 2, then the maximum values which the
time constant of the simple series receiving circuit may
have for various classes of signals are found from Eq. (88)
to be as follows: I.C.W. at 30 words per minute,
2

Tc

(maximum value) =

tt60

= 0.0106

(89)

I.C.W. at 150 words per minute,
2

Tc

(maximum value) =

7roO(J

= 0.0021

(90)
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Spark telegraphy
Tc

a = 8f0 =

104

(maximum value) = ,

(tt)1U,UUU

Spark telegraphy
Tc

a = 8f0

= 6.35 X IO-5 (91)

= 105
...... = 6.35 X IO“6 (92)

(maximum value) = , ,

(it) 100,000

Telephony, double side-band transmission
o

Tc

(maximum value) = , .

(tf)10,UU0

= 6.35 X IO-5 (93)

In Sec. 27 it was shown that for maximum power delivery
to the detector, the detector resistance should be
Rd — Rr

4“

Rw

(94)

In a communication system it is of more importance to
satisfy Eq. (88) than Eq. (94) because Eq. (88) fixes the
selectivity of the simple series circuit at the maximum
possible value. Since Rn = Rr + Rw + Rd — N, it may
not always be possible to satisfy Eq. (94), so we write
Rd = p(Rr + Rw)

(95)

If we are dealing with an antenna circuit having a fixed
radiation and a fixed wasteful resistance associated with a
given resistance neutralizer, the value of p is fixed by satis
fying Eq. (88). Section 27 discusses the question of
designing the antenna so as to be able to assign the best
possible value, namely, unity, to p. This section should
be reviewed at this point.
In order to show the effect of the time-constant upon the
current in a circuit consisting of inductance, resistance, and
capacitance in series when excited by a voltage of the kind
which we have assumed to be induced in a receiving antenna
by I.C.W. waves, the oscillograms given by Figs. 52a
and 52b are presented. The circuits used in taking these
oscillograms are given by the figures. The voltage
impressed in the circuit for each case is proportional to
the integral of the curve marked Zi. The voltage has the
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general characteristics assumed for the I.C.W. case. The
curves marked la give the current in the tuned circuit.
The combined time duration of a dot and a space is
second. This corresponds to a signal speed of about 90
words per minute. For the case shown by Fig. 52a,

the time-constant is 0.026 second. The ratio of the maxi
mum current peak to the minimum current peak is too
small for a distinguishable signal. For the case shown by
Fig. 526, the time-constant is 0.011 second. The ratio
of the maximum to the minimum current peak is greater
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than for the previous case but is still not great enough to
permit the distinguishing of the signals by audible methods,
although the signals might be discerned by visual methods.

40. Power Relations in the Simple Series Circuit Receiving
I.C.W. Signals.
If we refer again to the curve of Fig. 48 we see that, in
the I.C.W. case, generators are located on a frequency
N

scale every/o +

cYcles where

n

= 0, ± 1, ±3, ± 5, etc.

The reactance of the circuit to the nth generator as given
by Eq. (87) then is
Xn

= 2^L

(96)

If in Eq. (88) we substitute
(97)

Bw =

and solve for L and put this value of L in Eq. (96), we find
that the reactance of the circuit to the nth generator is
(98)

Xn = flRnnT

If the r.m.s. voltage of the nth generator is represented by
then the average power delivered to the detector by the
nth generator is
En,

E2
nRd

Rl 1 + h\nT

(99)

2

From Eqs. (45) and (48) of Sec. 31, we write
El = hL for n

= o

(100)

o

=

„ for all other values of n
2n27r2

(101)

The total average power supplied to the detector then is

p =

n , 2
2RI

1___ __
/ 7? \2

\nrJ
n = 1, 3, 5, etc.

(102)
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The factor 2 multiplies the summation term of Eq. (102)
because there are two generators having the voltage given
by Eq. (101). The summation term in Eq. (102) converges
rapidly because of the presence of n4 in the denominator.
If, as in Sec. 27 we write
_ Rr + Rw

(103)

Rr

and make use of Eq. (95), we obtain
Rn = yRt = y(RT + Rw + Rd) = ykRr(l + p)

Rd = p(Rr

4~

(104)
(105)

Rw) = pkRr

Upon substituting these values in Eq. (102) there results
p _

pE2
y2kRr(l + p)2

n

1 >
8

1

1y

flOO)
7?^

2

” n2 1 + ßm
n2

= 1, 3, 5, etc.

is the reduction factor of the resistance neutralizer. If
the neutralizer were removed from the circuit and no other
changes were made, the net resistance would be Rt and the
reactance to each generator would, remain at the value
y

Xn = R„ßn

= yRtß™

nT

(107)

n7

The power delivered to the detector would be
pE2

W +

p)2

ri
1V
8 +

1

(108)

+
\

M nTl

The regenerative amplification therefore is

(109)

n

= 1, 3, 5, etc.
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If nT = 3, P =

2, and 7 = 0.01, the regenerative amplifi

cation is

regenerative amplification =
104[0.125 + 0.07 + 0.00225 + 0.00035 + • • • ]
0.125 + 0.1012 + 0.0112 + 0.004 + • • •
= 1°4k ir! = 0-82 X 10*
(110)
0.241

If the calculation of regenerative amplification were made
on the basis of the steady-state theory, we would arrive at
the value 104. The regenerative amplification of an I.C.W.
signal in a simple series circuit having the best possible
selectivity is therefore 82 per cent of the regenerative
amplification at resonance calculated on the basis of steady
state theory.
To arrive at the energy delivered to the circuit by strays,
we make use of the information obtained in Secs. 34 and 35.
It was pointed out in these sections that the voltages assigned
to the generators representing the stray voltage which
have frequencies lying in a narrow band in the radio range
will be about the same for all frequencies. Further,
because of the random nature of static, one frequency is as
likely to be a generator frequency as any other frequency.
In the discussion of Eq. (84) of Sec. 35 it was pointed out

that

characterized the energy level of the strays in the

vicinity of the operating frequency of the I.C.W. communi
cation system. That is, the mean-squared current which
would flow in the ideal circuit having a transmitted band
width Bw cycles wide and a net effective resistance equal to
Rn would be
p =

w2
* B

<1114

Because of the random nature of a stray we may take this
current as being uniformly distributed over all frequencies
in the band, and for convenience we will write
W,

= fl

(112)
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The mean-square current in the ideal circuit due to strays
then will be
r2 _ W3Bw

(113)

RI

If the circuit has reactance as well as resistance, the mean
square current due to generators having frequencies in an
elementary band df will be
W
dPs = sfdf

(n4)

The term W, will be called the energy level of the
strays in the vicinity of the operating frequency. The value
of W, might be estimated from the work of Sec. 34. The
work of Sec. 34 and other observations indicate that its
value falls off as the operating frequency of the communi
cation system is increased. The symbolism Z^D indicates
that Z is a function of the frequency. If we solve Eq. (88)
for L and put this value of L in Eq. (87), we find that the
net reactance of the simple series circuit to a frequency a
cycles different from the resonant frequency of the circuit
is

y _
An

2pRn

CL

_

1

2^yRt

—(L

The mean-square current in the circuit due to strays is
found from Eqs. (114) and (115) to be

TF,

P “

J

da

_

(1 +

^aA

\

Rw

W.Bw

4- œ

4-tan-1l/
ß \) ';
( 2J-a
j I

/
WsBw7T
WRf

(116)

The justification for summing from — oo to + oo lies in the
fact that by far the greatest contribution to the integral is
made by frequencies in the vicinity of f0 because of the
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shape of the resonance curve.
detector by strays then is

The power supplied to the

_ WsB^Rd _

fl 17^

W.Bwpir

= 2&WRM + M

8 = sKd =

1

°

The ratio of signal power to stray power is
Pt-cw- _ 2^2 [1
P.
~ WsBw. 8

_____ 1_____ Ì

■
+

” n2
n

z118x

1 + /U 2

= 1, 3, 5 etc.

By the aid of Eqs. (88) and (97), Eq. (118) can be written
in terms of the time constant of the circuit as follows:
P^ = W1

1

ly
n n2l

1

}

1 4------ 1

The effect of the time-constant on the summation term of
Eq. (119) is relatively small. If Tc were given the value 0,
the second term in the brackets would be equal to 0.125.
If Tc were assigned the value oo, the second term in the
brackets would be zero. It follows therefore that the sig
nal-stray power ratio will be a maximum when Tc is
assigned the largest possible value. That is, the signal-stray
power ratio varies almost directly with /3 and inversely with
Bp,.
Now there is an upper limit to the value which can be
assigned to ft if the signals are to be discernible and Bw is fixed
by the speed of signaling. Therefore there is an upper limit
to the signal-stray power ratio which can be obtained with
the simple series circuit, and this value is fixed by the speed
of signal transmission. If a large amount of copper were
used in the coil and if great precautions were taken to keep
down the wasteful resistance of the system, .this maximum
selectivity might possibly be obtained without the use of a
resistance neutralizer. It is far cheaper and easier, how
ever, to obtain the time-constant necessary to give maxi
mum selectivity by associating a triode with the circuit in
such a way as to lower its effective resistance.
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From Eq. (84) of Sec. 35 and Eq. (118) of this section,
the ratio of the I.C.W. signal power to the stray power for
the simple series circuit divided by the same ratio for the
ideal circuit is
Pi.c.w.

Pi.c.w.

-ù
-i-

P,
P.

(series circuit)
(ideal circuit)

3

(120)

7T

n

= 1, 3, 5 etc.

s = 1, 3, .

.

.

nT

If nT = 3 and /S = 2, this ratio has the value 0.53. That is,
it is possible to design the simple series receiving circuit so
that its I.C.W. signal-stray power ratio is 53 per cent as
great as this same ratio for the ideal circuit.

41. Power Relations in the Simple Series Circuit Receiv
ing Telephone Signals.
Let the generators which replace the voltage induced in
the receiving antenna have frequencies p cycles apart and
let the generator whose frequency differs from the carrier
frequency by a cycles have a peak voltage of Eg" volts.
The reactance of the circuit to the generators whose fre
quencies are f0 + yBw according to Eq. (88) of Sec. 34 is
$Rn = flyRt.
The power delivered to the detector by each
of these generators then is
p_______ E2Rd

cl

2B2(1 +

For distortionless reception this power should be
p

_ E2Rd

‘2 ~

2RI

The ratio of these two powers gives a measure of the dis
tortion of the circuit. This ratio is

® - fe = rrv>

<121>
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If 0 = 2, the highest important voice or musical note will
supply one-fifth as much power to the circuit as it should
supply for distortionless reception. This amount of dis
tortion will probably not be excessive. If we take all
frequencies in the band as the location of generator fre
quencies and if we represent the telephone energy level by
(122)

t

then by analogy with Eqs. (Ill) to (116) of Sec. 40, we
write
(123)

In Eq. (123),

I2

is the mean-square value of the antenna

current due to the telephone generators. The summation
limits are taken as they are because Wt<a> is assumed equal
to zero outside the band of frequencies/o ±
The
average power delivered to the detector by the telephone
signals is
Pt =
(124)

If the neutralizer is removed from the circuit and no other
change is made, the mean-square current becomes
/»+
If (without neutralizer) =
I y------ ^^2—\ da (125)

‘ I V + T“’)
ez — Hßw

The regenerative amplification then is

regenerative amplification =

<126>

If Wt^) is taken as a constant, then by analogy with Eq.
(116) of Sec. 40, we write
T2
II

I +^B„

WtBw x
_/2ß\\
y2Rf2ßtan
XB®)

i —

_ WtBw
“

0

(127)
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(without neutralizer) =

7Ät ß

tan-1

regenerative amplification =
If 7 = 0.01, and

ß

(yß)
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(128)

(129)

= 2, we have

2
regenerative amplification = l^O^yryy =
100?# = 5,510 (130)
1.1 o

The stray power delivered to the detector is given by Eq.
(117) of Sec. 40. If the telephone energy level is taken
constant over the band width Bw, the ratio of signal power
to stray power is
Pt

Pa

If

0

= 2, tan-1

Wt2,

= nT

Wa IT

tan

.

O9i'i

(131)

= (0.703)5 and
= ^(0.703)

(132)

If the stray energy level in the vicinity of the carrier
frequency is constant over the band width Bw and if the
telephone energy level is also constant over the band width
Bw, then the ratio of the telephone signal power to the
stray power for the ideal circuit is
(w)

\-i 8/ideal circuit

= W

(133)

J» 8

From this we see that the simple series circuit which cuts
the power received from the highest important voice or
musical frequency to one-fifth the value which it should
have for distortionless reception has a signal-stray power
ratio 70 per cent as large as the signal-stray power ratio
of the ideal receiver.

CHAPTER VI
TRIODE CIRCUIT EQUATIONS
In the preceding chapters, the equations for a number of
triode circuits have been developed and discussed. This
chapter will be devoted to the development and discussion
of the equations of other important triode circuits. The
equations for the alternating potentials and currents only
will be written down, but it should be kept in mind that
superposed on these alternating quantities there is a system
of continuous currents and potentials.

42. Triode with a Tuned Circuit in the Plate Branch.
This circuit is shown in Fig. 53. In deriving the equa
tions for this circuit, we shall assume that Ri includes the
resistance of the coil in the plate circuit.
This greatly simplifies the equations,

Fig. 53.—Triode with
a tuned circuit in the
plate branch.

and the results are not greatly in error
if, as is generally the case, the circulat
ing current Ii is large compared to
the plate current Ip. Gg and Gcg are
assumed to equal zero.
Upon summing currents to zero at a
there results
(1)

I2 = Il + Ip

Upon applying Kirchoff’s e.m.f. law to the generator
circuit there results
E - RJi + jXU -

jX^h

+ Ip) = 0

(2)

The plate voltage is

Ep =

-jX^h

+ Ip)

(3)

-jX^h

+ Ip)

(4)

The grid voltage is

Eg =

160
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The plate space-current then is

IP =

EgGcP

+ EPGP =

-jXm(h + IP)GCP
-jXJh + I^Gp

(5)

Solving Eq. (5) for Ip, there results
T

p

____j(X Wp + XpGf) y
1 + j(XmGCp + XpGp) 1

W

Rationalizing Eq. (6),
j(X mG cp + XpGf) + (XmGcp + XpGf)2

1 +

(XmGcp + XpGf)2

E

(7)

= 0

(8)

' Substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (2), we obtain

E - L

Ri +

1 +

(XmGCp + XpGp)2

+ j Yp — Xc
Equation (8) is in the standard form, namely,

E - Ix [Æ, - A +

j (Xn + XD]

= 0

(9)

Thus we write

(10)

(U)
If N is to be positive, that is, if the triode is to lower the
effective resistance of the generator circuit, Xm must be
negative and XmGcp must be greater in absolute value than
XpGp.
Xm is negative when the plate and grid coils are
wound in opposite directions, as shown by Fig. 53.
If the circulating current is large compared to the plate
space current, Eqs. (3) and (4) reduce very closely to

Ep =

—jXJi

(approximately)

(12)

Ep =

—jXJh

(approximately)

(13)
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From Eqs. (12) and (13) we see that if Ep and Eg are to be
180 degrees out of phase, Xm must be negative. (Xp is
always positive.)
(approximately)

(14)

From Eqs. (12) and (14), we write
U = Xp = wLp (approximately)

(WO”-““»«

8 “ [X3 - P?T

(15)

(16)

The approximate expression for N when Xm is negative
then is
=
_ Q \ (approximately)
\ u

/

(approximately)

= Xpi^N^ —
\

j

A. p

N = Xp(\Xm\Gcp — XpGp) (approximately)

(17)

The approximate vector diagram for this circuit is
shown in Fig. 54. The circulating current Ii is taken as the

^gGcp
'Ip-EgG^p+EpCp
--------------h
'WpGp

iBp‘yXplt
Fig. 54.—Approximate vector diagram for the circuit of Fig. 53 when
negative.

Xm

is

reference vector. If Xm is negative, the grid voltage leads
this current by 90 degrees. The plate voltage lags L by
90 degrees, thus making the plate and grid voltages 180
degrees out of phase. The plate space current is drawn
for the condition that EgGCp is greater than EPGP. The total
plate current then is 180 degrees out of phase with the
plate voltage, and conditions are correct for the triode to
function as a generator of alternating power.
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43. Triode with a Tuned Circuit in the Grid Branch.
The diagram for this circuit is shown in Fig. 55. In the
equations which follow, the following abbreviations are used:
Xc
Xg

Xp

for
for

for

-ffaC i

for aM
for 1 + RpGp

wLg

Xm

aLp

D

Upon summing the voltages around the tuned circuit in
the grid branch, there results

E - BJi -

Fig.

+ jXIi -

jXgh

jXmIp

= 0

(18)

55.—Triode with a tuned circuit in the grid branch.

The grid voltage is the voltage of the condenser in a direc
tion opposite to the arrow direction. The voltage of the
condenser in the arrow direction is +jXIi. Therefore the
grid voltage is

Eff = -/XL

(19)

The plate voltage is

Ep =

(20)

—jXyii — jXpIp — Rplp

The plate space current then is

Ip =

~jXcIiGCp — jXmIiGP — jX^LpGp — RpIpGp

(21)

Solving Eq. (21) for Ip gives
j(XcGCp + XmGp}

1 +

RpGp A-jXpGp11

(22)

Upon rationalizing Eq. (22), we obtain
j(XcGcp + XmGp)D + (XcGcp + XmGp)XpGP

U

D2 + X^G2

Ii (23)
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Substituting Ip as given by Eq. (23) in Eq. (18), we obtain:

E - iJRx +
Tcp T L infa p/

-^x p

ii _

(24)

Ji

1 '

Equation (24) is in the standard form given by Eq. (9),

and we therefore write
Xm(X£Icp + XmGP)D

D2 + X2G2P

Now all terms in Eq. (25) are necessarily positive except
which may be either positive or negative. If N is to
be positive, that is, if the resistance is to be lowered by the

Xm

triode,

Xm

must be negative and
X<GCP

must be greater than

(26)

If the voltage induced in the plate circuit by the cur
rent Ii is large compared to the plate voltage due to Ip,
then Eq. (20) becomes
Ep =

~

”1'

The approximate value of

u

If

56.—Approximate
diagram for the
of Fig. 55 when
negative.

Xm

U

for this

circuit then is

EjGcp
Fig.
vector
circuit
Xm is

(27)

-jXmh

= |Xro| =

Ep
VT" — 5 —

u\M\

|-X"m|
yr

&s

c

is negative, the approximate expression for

= IXj^pX, -

(28)

is

(29)

\Xm\GP)

The approximate vector diagram when
and Eq. (26) is satisfied is given in Fig. 56.

N

M

is negative

44. Triode with a Tuned Circuit in Both the Plate and the
Grid Branches.
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The diagram for the circuit under consideration in this
section is given in Fig. 57. The equations are written for
the case in which the generator is located in the branch
containing Lg. The equations are approximately correct
for the case in which the generator is located in the branch
containing Cg provided that the generator e.m.f. is small
compared to the potential across the condenser Cg. This
latter condition will be fulfilled by a system having small
damping when the system is nearly
resonant to the generator frequency.
We shall first consider the approxi
mate vector diagrams for the circuit.
A number of cases arise. The coup
ling may be either positive or negative,
and conditions also change as the gen
erator frequency passes through the
Fig. 57.—Triode with a
natural frequency of the tuned circuit tuned circuit in both the
plate and grid branches.
in the plate branch.
Case I.—M is positive.
Subcase

a.—The

generator frequency is

lower

than the

natural frequency of the tuned circuit in the plate branch.

The vector diagram for this condition is shown in Fig. 58.
The current Ii in the generator circuit is taken as the ref
erence vector. The grid potential is the e.m.f. of the
condenser Cg taken in a direction opposite to the arrow
direction. The grid potential is equal to —jXcgh. This
potential lags behind Ii by 90 degrees. The e.m.f.
impressed in the tuned circuit in the plate branch is the volt
age induced in the plate coil by the current Ix. It is equal
to —
Since Xm is a positive quantity, this voltage
also lags behind Ix by 90 degrees. If Ip is small compared
to I2, then
I2 =

"p

=

Alp -7-

Jy^-Lp

y

j

^.cp)

(approximately)

(30)

Since the generator frequency is lower than the natural
frequency of the plate circuit, Xcp is larger than XLp, and
I2 leads the voltage —jXmIi as shown. The plate potential
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is the potential of the condenser Cp in a direction opposite
to the arrow direction, that is it is approximately equal
to —jXcpI2. The plate potential thus lags behind I2 by
90 degrees as shown. Since Ep and E„ are less than 90
degrees out of phase, the triode absorbs power, that is, N
is negative.

cv >«»/•/>; (Nf)

Fig. 60.
Figs. 58, 59 and 60.—Approximate vector diagrams for the circuit of Fig. 57.
Cases for which M is positive.

Subcase b.—The generator frequency is equal to the natural

of the tuned circuit in the plate branch.
The
vector diagram for this case is given in Fig. 59. The
net reactance of the tuned circuit in the plate branch is
equal to zero; so I2 is in phase with the voltage vector
~iXmIi.
The plate and grid potentials are displaced by
substantially 90 degrees. No resistance neutralization
takes place.

frequency

Subcase c.—The generator frequency is higher than the

natural frequency of the tuned circuit in the plate branch.

The vector diagram for this case is given in Fig. 60. The
tuned circuit in the plate branch has a net inductive
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reactance. The current I2 lags behind the voltage — jXmh.
The plate and grid potentials are displaced by more than
90 degrees; so resistance neutralization may take place.
Case II.—M is negative.
The same three subcases
arise here as for case 1. Since M is negative, the voltage
—jXmh leads Ii by 90 degrees.
Therefore the vectors
I2 and Ep which depend upon this voltage are rotated
through 180 degrees in each subcase. Figure 61 shows the
approximate vector diagram when the generator frequency
is lower than the natural frequency of the plate tuned

Fig. 63.
Figs. 61, 62 and 63.—Approximate vector diagrams for the circuit of Fig. 57.
Cases for which M is negative.

circuit (« < arp). The plate and grid voltages are displaced
by more than 90 degrees; so resistance neutralization may
take place. Figure 62 shows the approximate vector
diagram when the generator frequency equals the fre
quency of the plate tuned circuit. Since the plate and
grid voltages are separated by substantially 90 degrees,
no resistance neutralization can take place. Figure 63
shows that power absorption takes place when the generator
frequency is higher than the natural frequency of the plate
tuned circuit.
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It is interesting to note the frequency of the sustained
oscillations which might take place in the system of Fig.
57. Since there are two tuned coupled circuits, the system
has two natural frequencies of oscillation, one above and
one below the natural frequency of the plate circuit. If
M is positive, resistance neutralization takes place only
at frequencies above the natural frequency of the plate
circuit. Therefore, the sustained oscillations will have a
frequency equal to the higher of the two natural frequencies
of the system. When M is positive, no sustained oscilla
tions can take place at the lower of the two natural fre
quencies, as the triode absorbs power at this frequency.
When M is negative, just the reverse is true. That is, the
oscillations must take place at the lower of the two natural
frequencies.
The approximate equations for the system will now be
worked out. In these equations the following abbrevia
tions are used:
XBp

for uLp

vcp rtor
-Æ
Xp

Zp

for
for

z-y
wGp
X^p

Xcp

Rp + jXp

X^g

for

aLg

Xcg

for

-h

Xg

for

XBg

Xm

for

aM

XCg

Upon summing voltages around the grid tuned circuit,
we obtain
E - RgIi - jXgh - jXmI2 = 0
(31)

Summing voltages around the plate circuit gives
-jXmh - jXLpI2

+ jXp(I2 - U) - RpU = 0

(32)

The grid alternating voltage is
Eff =

-jXCgh

(33)

If I2 is large compared to Ip, the plate alternating voltage
will be given very closely by

Ep =

-jXcpI2

(34)

The alternating plate space current will then be
Ip = -jlXJAp + XCpI2Gp]

(35)
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Put Eq. (35) in Eq. (32) and obtain
jXmIi

+ Zpl2 +

Solving Eq. (36) for
t

I2

Xcp[XCgIiGcp + XcpIgGp]

=0

(36)

gives

_

+ XCpXcgGCp)Ii

—

7

Lp

।

ya zj
A cpVrp

Put Eq. (37) in Eq. (31) and obtain

E - !,{«.

(38)

Upon rationalizing the fraction of Eq. (38) and collecting
real and j terms, there results
m-Zx cp-X cg-ZM.

■^m^'P

cp

(RP + x2pGPy + x2

= 0

(39)

From Eqs. (39) and (9) we write

Now the first term of Eq. (40) is the only term which may
be positive. In this term Xcp, Xcg, and Gcp are necessarily
positive. Xm may be positive or negative. Xp — XLp —
Xcp may also be positive or negative depending upon the
frequency of the voltage E. If Xm is positive, Xp also
must be positive for N to be positive. That is, the fre
quency of E must be above the natural frequency of the
plate circuit. If M is negative, Xp also must be negative
if resistance neutralization is to take place. That is, the
frequency of E must be below the natural frequency of the
plate tuned circuit. The equation thus checks the con
clusion drawn from the vector diagram. As a further
requirement for resistance neutralization we have
mXc pXcgXpGcp)

must be greater than

X2
mX2pGp
+ X2
mRp

(41)
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45. Triode Circuit with Coils in the Plate and Grid
Circuits and a Condenser from the Plate to the Grid.
The circuit diagram is shown by Fig. 39. The equations
for this circuit are to be worked out and discussed in problem
10; so only the final results will be given here. When all
of the resistance is considered as concentrated in the con
denser branch, the equation in the standard form is

.r

,

iM., - rpGP

E - Ii Rx

I + (XmGcp + XpGpy

"

Ç£py.gGcp — H^GD^X mGcp + XPGP)

(42)

2

where
= wLp
= (¿Lg

= wM

_

1
wC

The approximate values of

M

U

and 3 are

may be positive or negative.

46. Triode Circuit with Condensers in the Plate and the
Grid Branches and a Coil between the Plate and Grid.
The circuit diagram is shown by Fig. 27. The equations
for this circuit are to be worked out and discussed in prob
lem 15; so only the final results will be given here. The
inductive bypasses are assumed not to affect the a.-c.
equations, and all circuit losses are assumed as lumped in R.
The final equation in the standard form is

E -L

p

The approximate values of U and 3 are
U = XP = #; 3 = f^ = ^
WL/ p

A eg

A/ p

(45)
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46a. Triode with an Auxiliary Circuit and a Tuned Grid
Circuit.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 63a. Let the constants of
the circuit be designated as shown on the diagram. The
steady-state equations will now be
derived by means of the complex
algebra. As in the previous case,
Mp and M„ represent the algebraic
values and not the absolute values
of the mutual inductances.
Fig. 63a.—Triode with an
A summation of the voltages
auxiliary circuit and a tuned cir
around circuit 1 yields the equation cuit in the grid branch.

E — /¿ill —

jvMgIg

— 0 (46)

p

A like summation around the grid circuit yields
- Rglg - jwLM + 4^ =

0

(47)

“Uo

The voltage of the grid is
E- -

(48)

The plate voltage is
Ep = -Bplp -

+ wLpIp)

(49)

The plate current is given by the equation
Ip =

+ GPEP

= —GcpNu

”F Gp(—Bplp —

jwMph — jwLp!p)

“Up
3

+ wMpGM
. “Up

D

J

(50)

RPGP

(51)

4* jwLpGp

in which
D

= 1 4-

Upon solving Eq. (47) for Iff, we have
_

_

jwMgll

(52)
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in which
Rg +

Tig

aLg

~ )
WUg/

\

(53)

Substituting the value of Iff from Eq. (50),
M^+j„MpGp
=

t

_________________ ___

D+jaLpGP

P

t

(54)

1

Substituting the values of I„ and Ip from Eqs. (52) and (54)
in Eq. (46), and solving,

e=
+ j'l Yi —

। “ 2M}G
pD +
. a2 U,D
+
w~
2MpGpP

a2XgM2

aXgSP

Z2

Z2

W

biXt SD
a SRgP]
~zrw--¿inrj

W

a SRgD

Z2

w

(55)

in which
D =

1 +

RPGP

P = aLpGp
W = D2

+ P2

Q
MgMpGcp
s‘

Xi = aL, — —
aU i

Xg
Zg

aLg

YT
aUg

= VpT+x^

In Eq. (55) the expressions for the resistance and the
reactance each contain five terms. The first term is the
resistance or reactance of circuit 1, the second term repre
sents the effect of the current which flows in the plate
circuit by reason of the plate conductance, the third term
represents the effect of the alternating current circulating
around the divided portion of the grid circuit, and the
fourth and fifth terms represent the effect of the current
in the plate circuit which is the result of the grid control.
The fourth term is the important term in the expression
for the resistance. It changes sign as the impressed fre
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quency passes through the resonant frequency of the
circulatory portion of the grid circuit, contributing a
positive resistance on one side and a negative resistance on
the other side of this resonant frequency. The first and
fifth terms are the important terms of the expression for
the reactance. The fifth term becomes large for frequencies
near the resonant frequency of the grid circuit and may be
used to increase the steepness of the curve between the
resultant reactance of circuit 1 and the impressed frequency.
To obtain a better idea of the relations expressed in
Eq. (55), let us apply this equation to a particular circuit
by plotting the resistance and reactance of the circuit as
functions of the frequency of the alternating electromotive
force impressed in circuit 1. Let the coupling be as repre
sented in Fig. 63a; that is, Mp is positive and Mg is nega
tive. The constants of the circuit with the exceptions
noted below are to be the same as given in Sec. 14 for Fig.
25. The exceptions are

Bi =
=
Cg =
wr9 =

Mg

66 ohms
—35.7 microhenrys
16.6 microfarads
1.8715 X 105 radians per second

The curves of Fig. 636 show how the net resistance of
circuit 1 varies with the impressed frequency, while those
of Fig. 63c show the variation of the reactance with the
frequency. An examination of these curves shows that
the circuit constants have been proportioned so that the
net resistance is near the minimum value at the angular
velocity of 1.84 X 105 radians per second, at which the net
reactance is zero. It will be seen that the slope of the
curve for the net reactance is much greater near this
angular velocity than is the slope of the curve Xi, showing
the reactance of circuit 1 without the neutralizer associated
with it. This means that the selective coefficient against
frequencies detuned by a few per cent is much greater than
for a Fig. 25 connection in which pure resistance neutraliza
tion is alone utilized.
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The selective coefficients, against frequencies detuned by
1 per cent, or more, of a circuit having the constants of Fig.
41 have been plotted in Fig. 63d for the following conditions :

Fig. 63&.—Relation between resistance and impressed frequency.

The steady-state selective coefficient is given by the
expression
Q

- ZI
Z2
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If the correspondent station has a wave length correspond
ing to 183,500 radians per second, Zc = 6 ohms. Zi for any
other frequency can be found by combining the resistance
values given by curve Rn of Fig. 63b and the reactance
values given by curve Xn of Fig. 63c. The manner in

which the selective coefficient varies with the interfèrent
frequency in this circuit when the correspondent has a
wave length corresponding to an angular velocity of 183,500
radians per second is shown by curve A of Fig. 63d.
Curve B shows the selective coefficient of the same power
circuit for the case in which the neutralizer circuit is adjusted
(as in Fig. 25) to give pure resistance neutralization,
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reducing the net resistance of the circuit to 6 ohms. For
curves B and C the angular velocity of the correspondent
station was taken as 187,500 radians per second. Curve C
shows the selective coefficient of circuit 1 without resistance
neutralization, its net resistance at the resonant frequency
being Bi = 66 ohms. The increased selectivity against

Fig. 63d.—Steady state selective coefficients.

frequencies detuned by 1 or 2 per cent which results from
the rapid increase of the reactance and the addition of
resistance at frequencies slightly removed from the resonant
frequency is illustrated by these curves.
In order to bring out the phase relations existing between
the various currents and voltages of the Fig. 63a circuit,
approximate vector diagrams have been drawn for three
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conditions. These diagrams are approximate in that the
effect of the plate space current upon the plate voltage has
been neglected.
Case I.—The generator frequency is below the natural
frequency of the grid oscillatory circuit. The vector dia
gram for this case is shown by Fig. 63e. The current in the
generator circuit Ii is taken as a reference vector. The
impressed voltage in the grid circuit is the voltage induced

Fig. 63g.
Figs. 63e, f and g.—Approximate vector diagrams for the circuit of Fig. 63a
Cases for which Mp is positive and Mg is negative.

by Ii in the grid coil and is equal to
Since Mg
is negative, this voltage leads the current Ii by 90 degrees.
Since the generator frequency is lower than the natural
frequency of the grid tuned circuit, this circuit has a net
condensive reactance. Therefore the circulating current I,
leads the voltage impressed in the grid tuned circuit and on
the diagram I, is shown as leading the voltage
The grid voltage is the voltage of the condenser Cg in the
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direction opposite to the arrow direction. The grid voltage
-?I
therefore is —p-; that is, it lags I9 by 90 degrees. It is so

shown on the diagram. The approximate plate voltage is
—jwMpIi, where Mp is positive.
This voltage lags h
by 90 degrees and is so shown on the diagram. Since the
plate and grid voltages are separated in phase by more than
90 degrees, the phase positions are correct for resistance
neutralization. This checks the results given by the curves
of Fig. 63b.
Case II.—The generator frequency and the frequency of
the grid tuned circuit are the same. The vector diagram
for this case is shown by Fig. 63/. For this case the net
grid oscillatory circuit reactance is zero, and the current
Ig is therefore in phase with the voltage —j&Mgli.
The
vectors therefore have the positions shown on the diagram.
Since the plate and grid voltages are just 90 degrees out of
phase, no resistance neutralization takes place. .
Case III.-—The generator frequency is higher than the
natural frequency of the grid tuned circuit. The vector
diagram for this case is shown by Fig. 63</. The net grid
tuned circuit reactance for this case is inductive and the
current Ia therefore lags behind the voltage induced in the
grid coil. The vectors therefore have the relative phase
positions shown on the diagram. The plate and grid volt
ages are separated by less than 90 degrees; so the triode
absorbs power, that is, it adds positive resistance to the
circuit 1. This checks the conclusions drawn from the
curves of Fig. 63b.
For the particular constants given for the circuit of Fig.
41, the reduction factor y at resonance is
7 “

R

“ 66 “ 0,091

The increase in the abstractive coefficient due to the
presence of the neutralizer (equal to
= 11.
The regen-

erative amplification is (^ = 121.
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The data given for this circuit are not typical of the
constants of a radio receiving circuit, as 7 for a radio receiv
ing circuit would be much less than 0.091. The discussion
of this circuit, however, illustrates very well the general
method of treating systems of this nature.

47. Generalized Amplifier Circuit.
The circuit to be treated in this section is shown in Fig.
64. As the heading of the section indicates, this circuit
may be used as a basis for the discussion of many amplifier
circuits. The equations derived in this section will be

Fig. 64.—Generalized amplifier circuit.

used in many of the later sections to build up solutions for
circuits in which the internal capacitances of the triode are
taken into account. Thus in some cases Z2 may stand for
nothing but the internal capacity reactance from plate to
grid. In all cases the internal capacity reactance must
enter into the value of Z2. The impedance Z4 must include
the internal capacity reactance from grid to filament, and
Z3 must include the internal capacity reactance from plate
to filament.
If we apply Kirchoff’s current law at the junction a, we
obtain the equation

L = L + I2; I2 = Ii - I4

(56)
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By equating the sum of the e.m.fs. around the loop
zero, we obtain
E — Z2I2 +

Z3(IP

bacd

— I2) — 0

to

(57)

The plate and grid potentials are given by the equations
Eo — E; Ep — —Z3(IP — I2)

(58)

The plate space current is given by the equation
Ip = EGCp - Z3Gp(Ip -

I2)

E(Lp
Z3GpI2
1 + Z3GP + 1 + Z3GP

(59)

Substituting Eq. (59) in Eq. (57) and collecting terms gives

K1 + T+&) - 1![z'+ Zt - 1 +

E
E

=0

j
+ Z3 + Z2Z3Gp1
4 1 + Z,«?, + G.J J - 0

(60)

(61)

The current I4 is given by

L = i

(62)

Upon substituting Eqs. (62) and (56) in Eq. (61), there
results

p _ T I"__________ Z4[Z2 + Z3 + Z2Z3Gp]__________ I _
+ Z3(Gp + Gcp)] + Z2 + Z3 + Z2Z3GP]

,

.

The bracketed term of Eq. (63) is the impedance which
would be measured on a bridge connected across the
terminals marked E. That is, the bracketed term of Eq.
(63) is the input impedance of the circuit. We shall
represent this impedance by the symbol Zab; that is,

7 _ ___________ Z4[Z2 + Z3 + Z2Z3GP]____________ .
ai " Z4[l + Z3(Gp 4- Gcp) + Z2 + Z3 + Z2Z3Gp
In order to obtain an expression for the current I3, we
write Kirchoff’s e.m.f. law around the loop bacd in the form

E — Z2(IP — I3) + Z3I3 = 0

(65)
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Since the plate potential is given by the expression
Ep = —Z3I3
the plate current is

Ip =

-E.GCP -

ZJ3Gp

(66)

Upon substituting Eq. (66) in Eq. (65) there results

E - I3

Z2

+ Z3 + Z2Z3Gp
1 — Z2GCp

Equation (67) determines the current I3.
expended in the output impedance Z3 is

(67)
The power

(68)

P = P3R3

Problems
15. Work out and discuss the equations for the circuit shown by Fig. 27.
What conditions must be fulfilled in order to obtain resistance neutralization ?
Draw the approximate vector diagram for the circuit and with the aid of this
diagram show how the conditions for power output are satisfied. Assume
that the inductive bypass coils do not affect the alternating currents and
voltages.
16. In the circuit of Fig. 55 the condenser Ci represents the antenna of a
radio receiving station, and the generator represents the voltage induced in
the antenna by the impinging waves. The waves of the correspondent
station have an angular velocity of 106 radians per second, and the circuit is
adjusted so that the total reactance is zero to this angular velocity. The
tube is a 201-A radiotron. Its constants are given in the table of triode
constants at the end of Chap. I. In this circuit

Lp = 4 X IQ-’ henrys;
M = — IO“4 henrys;
Ri = 36.5 ohms

Rp = 40 ohms
Ci = 2 X 10~9 farads

What value must L3 have in order to make the net reactance of the system
to the correspondent frequency equal to zero? What is the value of N and
of A'a? What is the reduction factor? What is the value of the regenera
tive amplification at resonance ? What is the value of the steady-state selec
tive coefficient against a station detuned by 2 per cent?

CHAPTER VII
MODULATION AND DEMODULATION
48. Preliminary Considerations.
The preceding chapters have dealt with applications
of the triode in which it was desirable to locate the operating
point on a plane or nearly plane portion of the characteristic
surface. The equations which have been derived were
obtained by assuming a linear relation to exist between the
impressed variable potentials and the resulting variable
currents. In discussing the generation of sustained oscil
lations, the definitions of the triode constants were modified
in such a manner as to take into account approximately
the curvature of the characteristic curves. We now
proceed to consider some applications of the triode which
depend entirely upon the curvature of the characteristic
curves. These applications are demodulation and grid
circuit modulation in carrier-current communication
systems. The methods which have been used up to this
time cannot be employed to treat these applications.
Before we can proceed to a discussion of modulation and
demodulation, the characteristic surface of the triode
must be expressed in the form of an equation.
As stated in Chap. I, the equation of the characteristic
surface of a triode may be expressed in the form
ipt =

+ »„) = f(a)

(1)

Where ipt is the total plate space current, vg is the total
grid voltage, vp is the total plate voltage, and
a

represents

(nvg + vp)

(2)

Let us now consider the triode circuit in Fig. 12. Let
the continuous grid voltage be represented by Egp and the
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continuous plate voltage by Epp. Then before the alter
nators are started, the plate space current is given by
Ipp = ftnEgp +

Epp) = A«?)

(3)

where oip represents (uEgp + EPD- Now let the alter
nators be started. Let these alternators deliver voltages
having any wave form. Let the instantaneous value of
the voltage delivered by the grid alternator be eg and that
of the plate alternator be eP. Then, from Eq. (1) we have
ipt = /(“) = flDEgp + eg) + (Epp

If we expand f(a) about the point
we obtain
f(a) = f(ap)

+ ®i(a —

aD

ap

+ ep)]

(4)

in a Taylor series,

+ «2(a — ap)2 + • • •

(5)

where

But
,

dn
d(PVg +

+

x] _ d"/(«) _ 1
“

dv;

~ N

dnf(a)
dlFg

(7)

So Eq. (5) becomes

+ eP) +

iPt = Ipp +

where

an

d2(Peg

+ ep)2 + • • •

(8)

may be written
_ l/dnfpi\
_
°” ~ n!\ dv; Ja^ap ~

1 /Bnipt\
nlpA,
)a=ar

The variable plate current is
ip — ipt — Ipp = al(^g + ep) + Mj^g +

6p)2+ * ’ ' (10)

Equation (10) is the general form of the expansion of the
variable plate current. If the characteristic curves are
straight lines, we see from Eq. (9) that
di =

Gp

a2

d2 =

=

• ■ • an —

0

and we have our familiar equation
iP = Gp(Peg

+ Cp) =

Gc^g + Gpep

(11)
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If we replace the alternator in the plate circuit by an
impedance, then the only variable plate voltage is that
due to the plate current flowing through the impedance,
and we may write
(12)

= Fi(ip)

and the expression for

ip

ip =

If Eq. (13) is solved for

may be written as
(13)

f^g + F iGp))

ip,

we obtain

(14)

ip = F(eg)

That is, when there is only an impedance in the plate circuit,
the variable plate current is a function of the grid voltage
alone. If we expand Eq. (14) in a Taylor series, we obtain
ip = biCg + baCg + b3eg +

•

•

(15)

•

It is possible to determine the value of the coefficients
bi, ba, etc. for any general impedance in the plate circuit.
Only the case in which the impedance is a pure resistance,
however, will be discussed here. For this case
(16)

ep = F^ip) = —R pip

If we substitute Eq. (16) in Eq. (10), there results
ip = di^nCg — Rpip) + o,a(ueg — Rpip)2 +

■

■

■

(17)

If we substitute ip as given by Eq. (15) in both sides of
Eq. (17), we obtain on both sides of the new equation a
series in powers of eg. The value of the coefficients bb b2,
etc. may be determined from this equation by equating
coefficients of like powers of eg. Upon doing this we obtain
for bi and b2

= (T+^y.

(W)

The characteristic curves of most triodes are of such a
nature that only the first two terms of Eq. (15) need be used
for practical work.
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From Eq. (9)
Gcp

¿Y

(20)

— \Jp

where Gp is to be taken for a very small increment in plate
voltage about the operating point and GCP is to be taken for
a very small variation in grid voltage about the operating
point.
Let us now take the plate current-grid voltage character
istic of our triode for a plate voltage of Epp and plot the
square root of the plate current as ordinates and the grid
voltage as abscissas. If the permanent plate and grid
voltages are properly chosen and if the grid voltage varia
tion is properly limited, this curve will be essentially a
straight line. The equation of this straight line will be
y/ipp — A + Beg

(21)

where A is the intercept on the current axis and B is the
slope of the straight line. Upon squaring both sides of
Eq. (21), we obtain
ipp

= A2 +

2ABeg + BV2

(22)

MN

(23)

= 252
From Eqs. (9) and (23) we write
11

=

2M

B2

M

(24)

Upon substituting Eqs. (20) and (24) in Eqs. (18) and (19),
there results
Gcp

(1 - 1 +

GpRp

(25)

B2

’2 - (1 +

GpRpy

(26)

In these equations the constants Gcp, Gp, and B are to be
determined according to the methods given in the preceding
two paragraphs.
Figure 65 gives the plate current-grid voltage curve,
(plate potential 20 volts) for a 201-A tube. On the same
sheet the square root of the plate current is plotted against
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the grid voltage. If the operating point is taken as Egp =
+ 1 and Epp = +20, the grid voltage may vary from —1 to
+3 volts, and the square-root curve will be essentially a
straight line. For this tube when operating at the point

Fig.

65.

10-« 4- (1.4 - .7) = 286 X 10-«.

If

Rp

=

1

then for

the 201-A tube when operation takes place at the point
given above
bi -

b2 —

= 238 / 10-

_ w.16 x 10-.
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and Eq. (15) is
ip

= 238 X 10-% + 19.15 X 10-%

49. Grid Circuit Modulation.
Consider the circuit shown schematically by Fig. 66. A
voltage due to the voice is impressed across the terminals
marked ev while the voltage due to a high-frequency gener
ator, such as a triode oscillator, is impressed across the ter
minals marked ec. The voltage due to the voice is considered
as broken up into its component frequencies, and only one

Fig. 66.—Grid circuit modulator.

of these frequencies is considered. The antenna or tele
phone line is associated with the output circuit by means of
a transformer, and the adjustments are assumed to be such
that the whole system may be replaced in the plate circuit
by a pure resistance Rp. The operating point of the triode
is so chosen that the first two terms of Eq. (15) give a close
approximation to the variable plate current.
The variable grid voltage is
ea = e„ + ec = E„

sin

wvt + Ec

sin

wct

(27)

Upon substituting Eq. (27) in Eq. (15) and using only the
first two terms of the latter equation, we obtain
ip = biE„

sin

sin wct
sin2 wvt

w„t + bM

+ b2E2

+ b2E2
c

-|- 2b2EvEc

sin2

(sin

wct

upt) (sin wct)

(28)
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In radio communication the antenna tuning and the
functioning of the transformer are such that only the second
and last terms of Eq. (28) are of appreciable magnitude in
the antenna current. If the transformer functions essen
tially as an ideal transformer for these frequencies and if
the antenna is properly tuned, then the antenna current
will be
ia = pbiEc

sin

act + 2pb2EcEv

(sin

ad)

(sin

act)

(29)

where p is the voltage transformation ratio of the output
transformer; that is,
p2 = 5

(30)

■^2

If to Eq. (29) we apply the formula
2(sin a) (sin /3) = COS (a — (3) — COS (a + ^)

(31)

we obtain
ia = pbiEc

sin

act + pb2EcEv

cos

(wc —

— pb2EcE„

cos

(ue +

(32)

The first term of Eq. (32) is called the carrier wave, the
second wave the lower side band, and the third term the
upper side band. The last two terms are called side bands
because

av

has a band of values such that

ranges from 0

to 2,000 cycles per second. These two terms thus repre
sent a band of frequencies 2,000 cycles wide lying one below
the carrier frequency and one above the carrier frequency.
For good speech transmission the antenna must have very
low reactance to a band of frequencies 4,000 cycles wide
centered on the carrier frequency.
To obtain a picture of the antenna current we write Eq.
(29) in the form
ip

= sin

a^p^Ec + 2pb2EcEv

sin

avt]

(33)

This equation represents a sine wave having the angular
velocity wc and having a variable amplitude given by the
term in the brackets. Such a current is sketched in Fig.
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67. If the modulation is to be complete, that is, if
the amplitude of the carrier frequency is to be reduced to
zero once for each cycle of the voice frequency, then
bi

must equal

2b2E„

That is, the voice voltage impressed on the grid must have
an amplitude given by
w

bi
GUI + RPGvy
“ " 2b2 ~
2B2

1

j

If Ra is the antenna resistance, the average power in
either side band is
_ p2b%E2E2Ra

Fig. 67.—Modulated current wave.

But from the transformer theory developed in Chap. II,
p2Ra = RPIf we substitute this value and also the value
of b2 as given by Eq. (26) in Eq. (35), we obtain
B4E2EIRP

r “ 2(1 +

RfiU

(36)

We can find the value of Rp which makes this a maximum
by taking the derivative of P with respect to Rp, equating
this derivative to zero, and solving for Rp. Upon carrying
out these operations, we find that the best value for Rp is
R„

(maximum power in side bands) =

The output transformer should be so designed that

p27?a - ^Ra - 5G?

(37)
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That is, the impedance transformation ratio of the trans
former should be (see Sec. 8)
x\~p2 ~ 5RaGp

(38)

From Eq. (32) we see that the amplitude of the side bands
contains b2 as a factor. When the output resistance has the
best possible value as given by Eq. (37), then from Eq. (26)

B2
_
B2
B2
62 - (1 + H)3 “ (1.2)3 “ 1.73

(39)

That is, B, the slope of the y/ipp vs. vg curve, is a measure of
the value of the tube as a grid circuit modulator. If B
were zero, no modulation would take place.

50. Demodulation without a Grid Stopping Condenser.
In the system now to be considered, a voltage due to the
antenna current is impressed in the grid circuit of the triode,
and a utilization device such as
a telephone receiver or an audio
frequency transformer feeding an
audio frequency amplifying sys
tem is inserted in the plate circuit.
The device in the plate circuit is
assumed to be replaceable, so far
as the operation of the triode
is concerned, by a resistance Rp.
Such a circuit is shown schemati
cally by Fig. 68. The operating
point is again so chosen that the
first two terms of Eq. (15) give a close approximation to
the plate space current.
Now the current in the receiving antenna will have the
same form as the current in the transmitting antenna, and
therefore the voltage impressed on the grid of the demodu
lator will be given by an equation of the form of Eq. (32).
Therefore the grid variable voltage will be taken as
eg =

sin

+ k2

cos (wc —

wjt

—k2

cos

(ac

+ wr)i

(40)
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The current in the output circuit then is

+ b2[&2 sin2 wct + k2 cos2 (<+ —
cos2 («c + <o»)i] + 2627ciZc2(sin wci)[cos (wc — wv)i]
— 2b2&i&2(sin wci)[cos (wc + w„)d
— 2b2&2[cos (wc — wT)t][cos («<. + w„)£] (41)

iP = byeg

+ k‘2

The first term of Eq. (41) contains the same frequencies
as eg. The second term can be broken up into a directcurrent component plus three currents whose frequencies
are respectively 2fc, 2(JC —
and 2(/c +/„). The other
three terms reduce as follows:

2b2fciA;2(sin «^[cos (a>c —
= b2A:iA:2[sin
2b2kyk2(sin

+ sin cM]

(42)

— sin cM]

(43)

= b2&2[cos 2wci + cos 2wPt]

(44)

(2wc — w^t

wci)[cos (wc + wji]
= b2&j&2[sin (2wc +

2b2A:2[cos (wc — w8)t][cos

wjt

(wc +

The plate space current can then be written in the form
?p = (direct-current component) + (component containing

the frequencies

fc, fe+fv, fe~fv,

2(fe + fj,

2fc-fv,

sin

2fe,

2(fc - JD,

2fc + /,), +2b2kyk2

wj — b2kl

cos

2w,t

(45)

Of these terms the first two either do not affect the receiving
apparatus or may be removed with filter networks. The
third term gives us the useful voice frequencies. The
fourth term is a distortion term. This term would drop
out if only one side band were transmitted.
The power in the voice currents is
Pv = b2k2k2Rp

(46)

Since this contains Rp in the same way as Eqs. (35) and
(36), the power in the voice frequencies will be a maximum
when
Rp = ¡Mi

(37)
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Since the amplitude of the voice frequency current contains
b2 as a factor and since the best value of b2 is given by Eq.
(39), it is seen that B, the slope of the MiPp vs. vg curve, is
also a measure of the value of a triode when used as a
demodulator without a grid condenser.

51 and 52. Plate Circuit Modulation.
The modulation of a high-frequency current fc by a
lower frequency fv consists in making the amplitude of
the high-frequency current vary along a sine wave having
the frequencyAny system which will cause this varia
tion in the amplitude of the high-frequency current may be
used as a modulator. There are many schemes for using
triode circuits as modulators. The grid circuit modulating
system studied in Sec. 49 depends for its action upon the
fact that the plate space current is a non-linear function
of the grid voltage. In the system about to be described,
a different principle is involved. If the continuous plate
potential of a triode generator of sustained oscillations is
varied, the amplitude of the oscillating current also varies.
Therefore if we vary the plate potential of such an oscillator
at a low frequency, the amplitude of the high-frequency
oscillations will vary at the low frequency. The ideal
relation between the change in amplitude of the highfrequency oscillations and the change in continuous plate
potential is a linear one. It has been found by experiment
that this ideal relation holds very closely for a considerable
range of plate potentials; that is, if Ic is the amplitude of
the oscillating current, then
Alc = kAEpp

(47)

Let the voltage in the plate circuit due to the voice be
= Ev

sin

upt

(48)

To the high frequency oscillations, this voice voltage is
equivalent to a change in the continuous plate potential;
so we write
AEPP = Ep

sin

wvt

(49)
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Let the oscillating current before the transmitter is spoken
into be
ic = Ic

sin

(50)

wct

When the transmitter is operating, the oscillating current
becomes
ic = (Ic

+ AZC) sin

(51)

bid

Upon substituting Eqs. (47) and (49) in Eq. (51), there
results
ic = Ic

sin

&ct

+ ^„(sin o>ct)(sin

u>vt)

(52)

Since Eq. (51) has the same form as Eq. (29), all of the
general discussion of Eq. (29) which depended upon the
form of the equation applies also to Eq. (51) and will not
be repeated here.
The modulation is complete in this system when
kEP = Ic

If
k

(53)

Epp is the steady plate voltage, it has been found that
is given roughly by the relation

Now the theory of Chap. IV gives us a means of determin
ing Ic when the circuit constants and the characteristic
curves of the triode are available. Therefore the theory of
Chap. IV together with Eq. (54) enable us to estimate the
value of k for any ordinary oscillating system.
From Eqs. (53) and (54) we see that if the modulation is
complete,
Ev = Epp
(55)

The power supplied by the generator which furnishes the
plate continuous potential is EPPIPP. But Ipp is also the
peak value of the alternating current which flows at voice
frequency when Eq. (55) holds. Therefore the power
which must be supplied by the voice is HEpPIPp, or half as
much as is furnished by the plate direct current generator.
Since the efficiency of conversion from direct current power
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to alternating current power is not much in excess of 50 per
cent, it follows that to modulate completely a high-frequency
current by this system, the power in the voice frequency
currents must equal the power in the high-frequency currents.
For this reason the transmitter must be associated with an
amplifier, and the output voltage of the amplifier is intro
duced into the plate circuit of the oscillator tube. The power
output of the amplifier must equal the power in the
high-frequency oscillations.

Fig. 69.—Plate circuit modulator.

A typical transmitting circuit in which this system of
modulation is utilized is shown schematically by Fig. 69.
Tube 1 is the speech amplifier and tube 2 is the high-fre
quency generator. The voltage due to the voice currents
is introduced into the plate circuit of the oscillator by means
of the large inductance Li. The condenser Ci acts as a
high-frequency bypass for the coil Li.
Problems
17. Figure 70 gives the plate current-grid voltage curve for a C-12 tube
for a plate voltage of 20 volts. When operation takes place about the point
EaP = 0, Epp = 20, what is the value of the detecting constant B for this
tube? If Gp = 41 X IO-6 mhos for this tube, what are the values of &i
and b2 when Rp has the best possible value?
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CHAPTER VIII
THEORY AND DESIGN OF AMPLIFIERS

53. Internal Capacitance of Triodes.
Little has been said in the preceding chapters concerning
the effects of the internal capacitance of vacuum tubes.
In some situations these capacitances play but little part in
the behavior of the circuits. In other situations, however,
the internal capacitances have a marked effect upon the
performance of the system. In building up the fundamental
methods of analytically treating vacuum tube circuits, the
capacitance effects were omitted for the sake of simplicity.
It is the purpose in this and the following section to show
how the theory and methods already developed must be
modified in order to take into
Cpf
account the internal capacitance
r—
of the triode.
<
G
Strictly speaking, the internal
fcapacitance of a triode is due to
the location in close proximity to
each other of the filament, plate,
Fig. 71.-—Internal capacitances
and
grid. In Fig. 71 the three
of a triode.
elements of the triode are shown
and the capacitances between them are represented by the
condensers which are drawn in with dotted lines. In actual
circuits these condensers also should include the capacitance
due to the socket and those portions of the lead wires which
are at different potentials relative to each other.
Since the individual capacitances cannot be measured
separately, to obtain their values we proceed as follows:
The grid and plate are tied together, and the capacitance
is^then^measured from the plate and grid to filament.

Ab------1

The capacitance measured is

Cl = cgf + c
196
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The jumper is now removed from the grid and plate, the
grid and filament are tied together, and the capacitance is
measured from the plate to the filament and grid. This
measurement gives
C2 = Cap + Cpf

(2)

In the last measurement the jumper is placed from the
filament to the plate, and the capacitance is measured from
the grid to the filament and plate. This measurement
gives
Ci = Cgf + Cgp
(3)
If these three equations are solved for the various capaci
tances there results

~

Cgf

Ci + Ci — c2
=-- 2-----------

„
^gp

-Ci + Ci-Ci

p
Cpf

_ Ct + Ci- Ci
— s

2

W7
...

(6)

For a 201-A tube with its socket and very short leads
these capacitances have the following values:

Ci = 9.9 X 10~12
farads
Ci = 12.65 X 10-12 farads
C3 = 14.3 X 10~12 farads
If these values are substituted in Eqs. (4), (5), and (6)
there results
Cgf = 5.77 X IO-12 farads

CgP = 8.52 X 10-12 farads
Cpf =

4.12 X 10_ 12 farads

64. Input Impedance of a Triode with Various Imped
ances in the Plate Circuit.
The circuit to be discussed in this section is shown by
Fig. 72. The fundamental equations for this system were
developed in Sec. 47. The grid is assumed to be operated
with_a negative bias so that there is no grid conduction
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current. The impedance which would be measured across
the terminals ab is the input impedance of the triode when
used as an amplifier. This input impedance is given by

Fig. 72.—Triode amplifier with impedance in the output circuit.

Eq. (64) of Sec. 47.
we write

Upon comparing Fig. 72 with Fig. 64,

Z2 = —h
WU gp

= -jXc2

= ~jxci

Zi =
23 = 1

,, c=

(7)

(8)
(9)

and the equation for the input impedance becomes
™

+ Z3 —jXc2Z3Gp]
+ Grp)] - jXc^ ZOjX^Gp

—jXci[—jXc2

ah ~ -JXC4[1 +
= Rob A~jXab

Z^Gp

(10)

Case I.
Pure Resistance in Plate Circuit.—In order to
obtain an idea of the manner in which the input impedance
varies as the magnitude of a pure resistance load in the plate
branch is changed, the values in Table II were calculated.
An examination of this table brings out the interesting fact
that the resistance component of the input impedance for
any one value of output resistance is practically the same
for all frequencies up to 1,000,000 cycles per second. The

Values of input impedance

R>
0
100
1,000
10,000
100,000

I

f

= 1,000 ~

0 - /I.115
36.1 ->1.046
310-/7.10
860 -72.92
1,027 -/1.98

x
X
X
X
X

= 10,000 ~

0 - >1.115
36.1 - >1.046
310—>7.10
860 — >2.92
1,027 ->1.98

10’
10’
10«
10«
10«

X 10'
X 10«
X10'
X10'
X10'

0 - jl.115
36.1 - ,1.046
310->7.10
860 ->2.92
1,000 ->1.96

2

F-4I-T-4F-A-

2

I

;

5
r

1
»

Fig. 73.

X 10«
X 10«
X10‘
X10'
X10'

s _________ —/X<!4[ —/Xca + Zb
—/Xc4[l + ZaiGp + Gcp)]
=
*
—
~

U+wCi
«.J

f

/ = 100,000 ~

1

Cs’C3p\

Zab

l+»’CiS|

ZL 8

Ci ~ Cgp = 8.52 X 10~” farads
Ci - Cg, = 4.12 X 10“ ” farads
Ct = C„ = 5.77 X IO“” farads
Gc,, => 1.08 X IO“’ mhos
Gp =» 1.27 X 10-*

- 1,000.000 ~

0 - >1.115
36.1 - ,1.046
310-,7.10
876 ->3.07
1,013 - /2.033

—jXeiZiGp}________
jXct + Za — /XcaZäGp

X 10'
X 10*
X10’
X10’
X 10»
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Table II.—Variation of Input with Output Resistance

co
co
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other component of the input impedance is a capacityreactance which, for any one value of output resistance,
varies almost inversely with the frequency. That this
should be true can be seen from the equations if we proceed
as follows: Put Z„ = Rp in Eq. (9). Then for frequencies
below 105 cycles per second, Z3 is given very closely by the

expression

(11)

Rs + jX3 = Rp -jwC3R2
p

Upon substituting Eq. (11) in Eq. (10), rationalizing and
solving for
and Xab, there results
C‘++GX? Kab

—

+ (y -

C+GG

„

(Ila)

\2

/h

d2

gf)

-

- G)d
(12)

where
= -Xc2Xci - Xc2XciGpRp

b = xcix3

(13)

= -^b;

d = XciX3(Gp

4~

(14)

GCp) + Rp + X3Xc2Gp

= b(Gp + Gcp) + Rp — Q~RPGp

y=

XdRp

j = Xct

4-

4"

-XA-Xc^sG? =

XciRpiGp

XdRp

4- GCp) 4-

Xc2

(15)

4-

bXc2Gp

(16)

4" Xc2RpGp

(17)

gf = XS= —wCsRp

f

represents the frequency in cycles per second.

For the tube which we have been considering,
a

b
d

= -11.696 X 1020
= 7.14 X 107
= -8.232 X 10*

(18)
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1.064 X 1014
= 4.029 X IO11
= -2.587 X IO“3

e =
h
g

For frequencies below 100,000 cycles per second^ is large
h.

compared to

b,

compared to

is large compared to

gf,

and d2 is very small

For frequencies below 100,000 the

resistance component of the input impedance of a triode
with a pure resistance in the output circuit becomes
_ ad — eh
tlab ~

In the expression for the reactance term,

compared to

(19)
Is large

at the lower frequencies and the expres

sion for the reactance reduces to
(20)
From Eqs. (19) and (20) it is evident that, at the lower
frequencies, the input resistance remains constant with the
frequency while the input reactance varies inversely with
the frequency.
Case II.
Inductive Reactance in Plate Circuit:—Table III
gives the values of the input impedance when the plate
circuit contains an inductive reactance and a resistance.
The impedance in the plate circuit was taken as k(l + J20),
and values of input impedance are given for various values
of k at several different frequencies. This table brings out
the interesting fact that at 1,000 and at 10,000 cycles the
resistance component of the input impedance is negative
for all values of k up to 100,000. At the higher frequencies
the resistance component of the input impedance becomes
positive for the larger values of k. The reactive component
of the input impedance is a capacity reactance for all of the
conditions considered.

with

Zab

Values of input impedance

k
0
10®
10«
5 X 10«
10*
10®

/ = 103 ~

0 -3.98 X 10» -5.98 X 10* -1.16 X 108 -

>1.115
>4.31
JI.91
y185

-6.06 X 10* - JI.85
-4.58 X IO3 _ J1.84

/ = 10« ~

X
X
X
y

10’
10»
10®
10a

X 10«
x 10®

-4.05
— 5.94
-1.10
-5.0
-2.05

0 - JI.115
X 10» - J4.68
X 10» — >1.91
x 10* - JI.84
XlO»->1.84
X 10« - ;1.84

/ = 10» ~
x
X
X
x
X
X

2
G f Cg n
MI-4-IF-+-,

,

? i
+ %! ±cj

T ।
Fig.

74.

Output Impedance

10fl
10»
10»
iofi
10»
10»

-4.03
-4.96
-1.62
+ 4.22
+9.36

X
X
X
X
X

0
10*
10»
10®
10«
10«

—

>1.115
¿4.64
jl.90
jl.75
>1.84
>2.07

/ = 10« ~

X 10»
X 10*
X 10«
X 10*
X10«
X10«

— 3.54
+4.32
+9.14
+9.65
+9.98

—jXe4[—jXei + Za — jXciZiGp]
Z^Gp + G„)] ->Xc2 +

= ->xt.[l +

z

z»
1 + jZewCa

Zs = i (1 + j20)
Ci = C,p = 8.52 X io-’2 farads
Ci = Cp, = 4.12 X IO“’« farads
Ct = Cp, = 5.77 X 10*« farads
GCp = 1.08 X 10“3 mhos
Gp “ 1.27 X 10'* mhos

X
X
X
X
X

0
10«
102
102
10«
102

—
—
—
—

jl. 115
>4.11
>1.87
>1.89
>1.94
>1.89

X 10*
X103
X 10»
XlO’
X 10»
X 10«
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When conditions are such that the resistance component
of the input impedance is negative, the triode would feed
power into a generator connected across the input terminals.
Let the box A represent any general impedance which has
the terminals c and d connected to the terminals a and b.
Let the impedance of the box measured across the terminals
cd at’any frequency f be Zcd = Rcd + jXci.
Let the imped
ance of the tube at this same frequency across the terminals ab
be Zat, = Rob +jXab. Then if Rab is negative and greater
than Rcd) and if Xab = — Xcd, the system may generate
sustained oscillations at the frequency /. This follows
from the theory given in Chaps. Ill and VI. It is thus evi
dent that when the resistance component of the input
impedance is negative, it is always possible for the system
to generate sustained oscillations if the correct impedance
happens to be connected across the input terminals ab.
These conditions are very frequently fulfilled in amplifier
circuits and lead to a “howling” of the amplifier.
k It was stated that when Rab is negative and greater in
absolute value than Rcd and when Xab = — Xcd, the system
may generate sustained oscillations. We refrain from say
ing that the system will generate sustained oscillations for
the reasons stated below. Let us refer to the theory of the
simple series circuit associated with a pure resistance neu
tralizer as given in Chap. Ill, Sec. 12. We shall consider
the circuit shown by Fig. 26 with the generating device
represented by box B replaced by a switch. The condenser
C is charged and then the switch is closed.
The differential
equation for the system then is
+ ^ = 0

Æ + (R'A'b

Ub

(21)

V/

The solution of this equation is

i = Aie9'1 + A2te2t

(22)

where
_____ R — N

?1

2L
R - N

-

2L

y

1

l(R _ Ny
4L2

LC

KR - Ny

1

4L2

LC

v

(23)
(24)
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The solution is oscillatory in character when

(R - N)2

4L2

1
<LC'

If this condition is fulfilled and if N is greater than
we have the conditions for sustained oscillations as dis
cussed in Chap. IV. With N greater than R, one other con
dition may arise, and it is this condition in which we are now
interested. Since R — N enters as a square in the condi
tions for an oscillatory solution of Eq. (21), it is possible
to have N greater than R and still have a logarithmic solu
tion of Eq. (21). For the case then in which N is greater
R,

than

(R — N)2

R

1

and -gi and

g2

are positive real

numbers, and the current is always increasing in the same
direction. The condenser first discharges and then charges
up in the reverse direction until it is destroyed or until reac
tions set up in the neutralizer cause such a lowering in the
value of N that the process is stopped.
I - While this theory may not apply strictly to the case under
discussion because of the fact that the box A may contain
any arrangement of circuit elements such as inductances,
condensers, resistances, and transformers, still as Rab may
be much larger in absolute value than Rcd (see Table III),
instead of generating sustained oscillations, a unidirectional
change of potentials on the grid and plate may take place.
This change of potentials on the plate and grid may cause
the tube to become inoperative or to “choke up.”
Case III.
Capacity Reactance in Plate Circuit.—Table
IV gives the variation of input impedance with output
impedance when the output impedance is made up of resist
ance and capacity reactance. The tube constants used in
calculating this table are the same as those used before.
The output impedance was taken as &(1 — jlOO). For
this case the values of input resistance are always positive,
and the phase angle of the input impedance is much smaller
than for the case where there is a pure resistance in the out
put circuit. This means that more power will have to be
expended on the grid in order to maintain a given potential
between the grid and filament than would be required for a
pure resistance in the output circuit.

Values of input impedance Za&

k
0
10
100
500
1,000
10,000

/ = 10* ~

/ = 1Q3 ~

4.45
1.19
2.42
1.22
1.31

X
X
X
X
X

0
10«
10«
10«
10«
10«

-

>1.115
>7.65
>2.015
>1.845
;1.84
>1.84

X
X
X
X
X
X

107
10«
10«
10«
10«
10«

4.46
1.19
2.52
1.31
2.25

X
X
X
X
X

0
10«
10«
10*
10«
10«

Data and diagram are the same as given with Table III.

—
—

>1.115
>7.67
>2.00
>1.85
>1.84
>1.84

/ = 10’ ~

/ = 10« ~

X
X
X
X
X
X

106
10«
10s
10s
10«
10«

4.
1.92
3.44
2.24
1.39

X
X
X
X
X

0
10*
10*
10«
10«
IO«

—
-

J1.115
>2.15
>2.15
>1.85
>1.84
>1.84

Output impedance Zs = &(1 — >100).

x
X
X
X
X
X

105
10*
10*
10«
10«
10*

4.56
2.16
1.26
1.15

X
X
X
X

0
103
IO«
IO3
10’

_
_
-

>1.115
>8.08
>2.265
>1.94
jx.92

1.04 X 10« - >1.90

X
X
X
x
x

10*
10*
10’
IO’
10’

X 10«
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55. Value of the Resistance Which Must Be Placed in the
Output Circuit in Order to Obtain Maximum Power
Output.
The circuit to be discussed in this section is shown by
Fig. 75. The triode has an alternator of negligible impedance in the grid branch and a
pure resistance in the plate
branch. The grid is supposed
to have enough negative bias on
it so that it does not become
positive during operation. That
is, the negative steady potential
placed on the grid is greater than
the peak voltage of the generator
in the grid circuit. The input
Fig. 75.—Triode amplifier with
impedance characteristics of this
resistance in output circuit.
circuit were discussed in the pre
ceding section. In this section we propose to discuss the
power output characteristics of the circuit.
The current through the impedance consisting of Rp and
C3 in parallel is given by Eq. (67) of Sec. 47.
In this
equation
Z2 =----- h

1
" X

Rp

_

(25)

= - jXc2

_ RpXc3(Xc3 — jRp)
1

”

Rl + xu

jXc3
= R3+jX3

(26)

From Eq. (68) of Sec. 47 the power output of the triode is

Po =

(27)

F3R3

This is the power expended in the utilization resistance Rp.
If we try to find the value of Rp which makes this power out
put a maximum, we are led to a complicated sixth-degree
equation. This equation, which gives the best value of Rp, is
Rp(X c3X c2Gp + Xc2 + Xc3 + 2Xc2Xc3) + Rp(2Xc3

+ 2A22Xe3Gp + Xc2X% +

4Xc2X?3)

- R^XlA

- Xn - 2XciXn - XnXnGl) -

= 0

(28)
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If we divide Eq. (28) by Xc3 and then let Xc3 approach
infinity, we find that when Xc3 = &, Rp should have the
value given below for maximum power output.
rp

If y2

is

=

I

Y2

small compared to

(29)

=
Gp,

Eq.

(29)

takes the

-Ac2

familiar form
RP =

(30)

If we use the tube constants given under Tables II, III,
or IV these equations give the following values for Rp at
1,000,000 cycles per second:
Equation (30)
Equation (29)
Equation (28)

Rp

Rp
Rp

= 7,880 ohms
= 7,254 ohms
= 6,678 ohms

The value given by Eq. (28) is of course the correct one.
The value given by Eq. (29) lies about midway between the
values given by Eqs. (30) and (28). As the frequency
is lowered, the values given by Eqs. (28) and (29) approach
the value given by Eq. (30). From this we conclude that at
audio frequencies the value given by Eq. (30) is substan
tially correct. Since the value of Rp for maximum power
output is not a critical one, the value of Rp given by Eq.
(30) may be used without an appreciable sacrifice in power
output even at the lower radio frequencies. If values
which are more nearly correct than those given by Eq. (30)
are desired, Eq. (29) may be used. It is hardly ever
necessary to use Eq. (28) because, as we will show later, the
tube gives either very low values of power amplification or
even puts out less alternating power than is furnished to it
at very high frequencies with a pure resistance in the output
circuit. It is, however, interesting to note the following
fact concerning Eq. (28). RP enters the first term to the
sixth power; the reactances enter to the second power.
Rp enters the second term to the fourth power; the react
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ances enter it to the fourth power. Rp enters the third
term to the second power; the reactances enter it to the
sixth power. Rp does not appear in the last term; the
reactances enter it to the eighth power. Rp is less than

E

Therefore if

Xc2

and

Xc3

are of the same order of

hxp

magnitude or larger than

the first term may be dropped

without appreciable error, thus reducing Eq. (28) to a
double quadratic equation. For the tube for which we
have been making calculations, this condition is fulfilled up
to 107 cycles per second. Rp calculated at 1,000,000 cycles
per second by dropping the term containing RP in Eq. (28) is
6,680 ohms. This, value is substantially the same as the
correct value 6,678 given above. The best value for Rp at
10,000,000 cycles per second is 1,250 ohms. This shows
that at frequencies above 10® cycles per second, it is not

even approximately correct to take

Rp

equal to

for

maximum power output.

56. Amplification Characteristics of a Single Tube with a
Pure Resistance in the Output or Plate Circuit.
The circuit to be discussed in this section is shown by
Fig. 75. The triode has a pure resistance Rp in the plate
circuit. The grid is operated with a negative bias so that
Gg = 0.
The fundamental equations for this circuit are
those developed in Sec. 47. The Z3 which enters these
equations is

Z3 - 1

-

J + W2C2^2

Ri

(31)

BP+j“C3
The input impedance to the triode is

„__________ —jXC4[~jWC2 + Z3 — jXc2Z3Gp]______________
[1 + ZJGP + Gcp)]—jXc2 + Z3—jXc2Z3Gp "

¿ab “ -jXci

Rab + jXab

(32)

Equation (67) of Sec. 47 gives the output current as a
function of the circuit constants and the voltage applied
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to the grid. Let the bracketed term of this equation be
represented by Z5 so that

E — I3Z5 — 0
+ Z3 —jXclZsGp
1 + jXc2Gcp

y

—jXci

° ~

7i= (Xc2XsGp

-R^A (Xc2 + X3 + R3GpXc2y

1 I V2 ¿T2
1 “t" Ac2vTcp

¿0

(33)
(34)
(35)

I - k
3
Z6

(36)

Eq = —I3Z3

(37)

The output voltage is

The voltage amplification is
A - k°
E

(38)

The power output is
p _ El
1 0 — n
Ivp

(39)

The power input is
E2
Pi = yrRab

(40)

The power amplification is
A

-Pa
p.

(41)

The above equations give a step-by-step method of calcu
lating the’characteristics of the simple amplifier.
In order to bring out more clearly the properties of
the simple amplifier with a pure resistance in the output
circuit, Table V has been prepared. The constants used
in calculating the values for this table are the same as
those used before, namely,

c2

= Cpg

= 8.52 X 10-12 farads

Cs = Cpf

= 4.12 X 10-12 farads

c. = Co/

= 5.77 X 10-12 farads

Gp

= 1.27 X 10-4 mhos

Gcp

= 1.08 X IO-3 mhos
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R,

10
10*
10>
10*
10«
10»
10*

/

10
10»
10»
10*
10»
10»
10*

8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
7,500
6,500
1,250

A. =

Zs

8,000
8,000
8,000
8,000
7,497.2
6,321.0
1,131.5

X 10-«
X 10-«

X
X
X
X

10
10«
10«
10«

821.2
821.2
821.2
821.2
809.57
785.25
333.81

- >3.1327
->3.1327
->3.1327
->3.1327
->3.2057
- >3.4354
- >758.16

p

Pt

Rp

2.2959
2.2959
2.2959
2.2959
2.2926
2.1118
0.78997

zl

Zaft

- >1.657
->1.657
->1.657
->1.657
- >1.4556
- >1.0636
- >3.6614

E

4.2857
4.2857
4.2857
4.2857
4.1466
3.7050
0.98747

Pure Resistance in Plate Circuit

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10-«®»
IO’»®»
10-«®»
10-«®«
10-«®»
10-«®»
10-«®»

10»
10’
10«
10«
10«
10«

3.4844
3.4844
3.4844
3.4844
3.2701
2.9932
1.4505

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10«
10»
10«
10«
10«
10«
10»

E^Rab

'

8.3678
8.3678
8.3678
8.3678
7.8776
6.6502
4.8635

X
X
X
X
X
X

ZÌ,

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10-“®»
10-“®»
10-“®»
IO-« ®»
10-» ®»
10"»®=
IO-« E'

’

2.7438
2.7438
2.7438
2.7438
2.9103
3.1755
1.6240

Pi

X
X
X
X
X
X

10“
10»
10'
10«
10»
10
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Table V.—Amplifier Characteristics.
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The values used for Rp were such as to satisfy the conditions
for maximum power output at the various frequencies
considered. These values are given in column 2 of the
table. Column 4 gives the input impedances of the triode.
This column again brings out the fact that the power
required to maintain a given voltage on the grid goes up
very fast as the frequency increases. Thus the power
required to maintain 1 volt on the grid at 10s cycles per
second is nearly 108 times as great as the power required
to maintain 1 volt on the grid at a frequency of 10 cycles
per second. This fact is brought out also by the column
marked Pi which gives the alternating-current power input
to the triode.
The column marked Av gives the voltage amplification
of the triode. The voltage amplification decreases only
slightly with increasing frequencies for frequencies below
106 cycles per second.
The column marked Po gives the power output of the
tube. The power output also remains fairly constant up
to a frequency of 106 cycles per second.
It is interesting to note that for frequencies below 105
cycles per second, the simple formulas for voltage amplifica
tion and power output given in Chap. II give very accurate
results.. Thus for frequencies below 105 cycles per second
the voltage amplification and the power output of a single
tube with a pure resistance in the output may be calculated
very accurately by using the formulas
IVpXJcp

v

1 +

RPGP

(42)

E2GfpRP

° ~ (1 +

RPGpy

(43)

The last column, marked AP) gives the power amplifica
tion. The power amplification decreases rapidly as the
frequency is increased because of the fact that the power
required to maintain a given voltage on the grid goes up
rapidly with the frequency, whereas the power output
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remains nearly constant at the lower frequencies and falls
off at frequencies in the radio range.

57. General Equations for the Impedance-coupled Amplifier.
In this section the equations for the system of Fig. 76
are to be worked out. Zb Z2, and
represent impedances
of any kind which will permit the passage of direct current
through them. The grids of both tubes are to be operated

Fig. 76.—Two stage impedance coupled amplifier.

at a potential such that there is no conduction current
through the grid to filament space.
The effective output impedance of the second tube is
1
7
^’T-T- = Y+jtjcrR'-jX’

<44>

"p

From Eq. (64) of Sec. 47 the impedance from
with the links at a and b open is
_

„

ab

—jXc3

a

to

b

—jXg[ —jXci + Z3 — jXciLjGp^_______ ___
[l+Z3(Gp2+GCp2)] —jXci + Z3 — jXciZsGpi
R ab + jXab
(45)

The impedance from g to
all other links closed is

a

with the link at

g

open and

(46)

lag =

Z2 ""I”

Zab
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Let
Y8 =

+ ECt

The impedance from c to d with the links at
open and all other links closed is

(47)
c

—।-------

Zcd =------------------

and

d

(47a)

Ys + Z~Xjxf&

From Eq. (64) of Sec. 47, the input impedance of the
amplifier is
2__ _ ____
—jXci[—jXe2 + ZCd —j'XciZcdGpi]
_______
—JYclfl + Zcd(Gpl + Gcpl)] — jXei-fiZcd — jX c2ZcdGpl
— Ref-fijXef
(48)

If we make use of Eq. (67) of Sec. 47 we can write for
the current I4
T

_ _____________ E(1 + jXeiGepi)_______

- j X c2 + Zed - jXe^ejGpi

4

The alternating voltage on the plate of the first tube is
Epl —

Zedli

(50)

The current I5 is
_

T

Epl

Zag- j X c3

6

(51)

The voltage impressed on the grid of the second tube is
E»2 = Za0Is

(52)

From Eq. (67) of Sec. 47 the output current I3 is
t

3

_

___ _____ Eg2(l

- jXci

+ jXctGcpi)____
+ Z3 - jX^Z-^

z-ox
1

2

The alternating plate voltage on the second tube is

Ep2 =

Z3I3

(54)

The power output of the amplifier is

Po =

I}R3 = ^2RP

/jp

(55)
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The power input is
(56)

Pi =

The power amplification is

(57)

g

The voltage amplification is
(58)
Case I.

Application to a Resistance-coupled Amplifier.—

As an application of these equations let us consider a
resistance-coupled amplifier in which the constants have
the following values:
Zi = 100,000 + j’0
Z2 = 500,000 + j’0
Zp = 10,000 + JO
Ci
= Ci = Cgf = 5.77 X 10-12 farads
Ca
— C4 — Cgp = 8.52 X 10~12 farads
C6
= Cf = CPf = 4.12 X 10-12 farads
Cb
=2.5 X IO-8 farads
Gpi — GPa = 1.27 X IO-4 mhos
Gepi = Gep2 = 1.08 X IO-3 mhos

For these constants
Zab

= 857.3

109

-j2.M3~

(59)

for values of f up to 106 cycles per second.
Zab =

853.2 — j’3,047 at 106 cycles per second

(60)

The amplifications and impedances at various frequencies
are given by Table VI. The voltage amplification remains
fairly constant for all frequencies between 100 and 100,000
cycles per second and is fairly good even at 10 cycles per
second. The power amplification, due to the facts men
tioned in the preceding section, falls off rapidly as the
frequency increases.
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The input impedance to the second tube Z^ drops to
580,000 ohms at a frequency of 5,000 cycles per second
(see Eq. (17)). This impedance is in parallel with the
resistance in the grid of the second tube Z2. For this
reason Z2 need not be made much larger than 500,000 ohms.
Table VI.—Resistance-coupled Amplifier
Zed

f
10
100
500
103
2 X 103
3 X 10s
5 X 103
10«
10«
10«

9.22
8.35
8.35
8.34
8.31
8.27
8.13
7.6
8.48
8.06

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Z./

10« — >8.28
10« - >1.945
10«—>1.64
10« —>2.58
10« — >'4.84
10« ->7.74
10« ->1.24
10« ->2.35
10’— >2.41
102 — >2.79

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10s
103
10s
103
103
10’
10«
10«
10«
10’

1.05
3.175
6.21
5.00
4.51
5.06
5.00
5.03
5.03
3.27

i

Epi

Pb

10
100
500
10’
2 X 10«
3 X 10«
5 X 10’
10«
10«
10«

23 E
36. GE
36. GE
36.8E
37. OE
37. OE
37. OE
36.8E
35. IE
11.6E

5.29 X 10"2E2
0.134E2
0.134E2
0.1355E2
0.137E2
0.137E2
0.137E2
0.136E2
0.123E2
1.34 X lO-’E2

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10s—>1.96
10« ->1.978
10’.->3.95
10s->1.975
10« —>9.88
10’ —>6.61
103 - >3.91
10’—>1.68
10’->2.02
103 - >4.19

Pi
2.73
8.11
3.98
1.28
4.62
1.16
3.2
1.78
1.17
1.16

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10-nE2
10~nE2
10-I0E2
IO“9 E2
IO“9 E2
IO-8 E2
IO-8 E2
IO’7 E2
10“« E2
IO“« E2

EgZ

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10s
107
10«
10«
10«
10«
10«
10«
10«
103

4.83E

7.G85E
7.G9E
7.74E
7.77E
7.77E
7.77E
7.73E

7.36E
2A4E

A ~P°
AP — p.
1.94
1.65
3.37
1.06
2.96
1.19
4.29
7.61
1.05
1.16

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10«
109
10«
108
107
107
10«
10«
10«
102

In Sec. 54 it was pointed out that capacity reactance in
the output circuit of a triode causes the resistance compo
nent of the input impedance to increase greatly over the
value which it would have with a pure resistance in the
output circuit. Now the first tube of the amplifier under
consideration has an effective capacity reactance in the
output circuit (see column marked Z^), and therefore the
resistance component of the input impedance Z,t has a
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larger value than it would have if the output impedance of
the first tube were a pure resistance. This fact has an
important bearing on the power which must be expended to
maintain a given potential on the input of the amplifier.
It is interesting to note that the voltage amplification
through the last tube and the power output can be calcu
lated very accurately at all frequencies below 105 cycles
per second by Eqs. 42 and (43) of Sec. 56.
Case II.

Application to an Inductively Coupled Ampli

order to show the application of the equations to
an impedance coupled amplifier, the values given in Table
VII were calculated. The constants used in making the
calculations are given beneath the table. As is evident
from the data, the impedance in the plate circuit of the
first tube consisted of inductance and resistance in series.
The input impedance to the second tube Z a6 has already
been calculated and for the range of frequencies under
consideration is given by Eq. (60) of this section.
The effective output impedance of the second tube
reduces to
fier.—In

Z3 = 'IO4 - J2.589 X 10-3/

The impedance

Zag

(61)

reduces to
1020

1024

2.147 X 1014 + 4.214^ - J7.258i"-

ZO9 = .----------------------------------- - -------- ys------ ~
2.509 X 1011 + 8.427

(62)

f2

The effective output impedance of the first tube Zcd is
made up of a number of elements in parallel. The react
ance component of this impedance changes from inductive
reactance to capacity reactance at a frequency lying
between 3,000 and 4,000 cycles per second.
The resistance component of the amplifier input imped
ance Ze, is negative for all frequencies up to 3,000 cycles
per second. It takes on positive values for frequencies
above 3,000. This could have been predicted from the
behavior of Zcd. A triode generally has a negative input

500

3 ,0 0 0
4 ,0 0 0
5 ,0 0 0

2-, 000

1 ,5 0 0

I

'

1

■9U
N

1 ,0 0 0

X

X

10»
10»

--

X 10«
X 10«
X 10»
X 10»
> 5 .5 9 2 X 10*
> 1 .6 8 4 X 10»

+

--+

N

-

-

X 10« > 4 .8 4 6
X 10 ’ > 4 .3 1 5
X 10« > 2 .0 5 4
X 10« > 9 .4 8 3
X 10« > 3 .7 4 5
X 10« - > 1 .8 6 5
2 .1 1 0 X 10«
9 .9 2 6 X 10«
9 .3 1 1 X 10«
1 .4 4 1 X 10«
> 4 .6 5 0
2 .9 0 4 X 10«
> 3 .7 1 9

- 3 .1 6 8
- 2 ,2 2 8
- 9 .1 6 7
- 1 .4 5 8
- 2 .3 0 5
- 5 .3 9 1

X
X

pqEqEQEqEqGq&qEQ&qEqKl
CW M ri
O4 0CO0C4COCOCOCOCOCO

rHCOCOQOXQOOOXWOOOO

10«
10«

> 1 .2 4 2 X 10»
> 9 .3 0 9 X 10«
> 4 .0 9 6 X 10«

X 10»
X 10 ’
X 10 ’
X 10«
X 10«
X 10«

6?

+ > 2 ,0 0 1 .7
+ > 9 ,9 9 2
+ > 1 .9 8 9 X 10*
+ > 3 .9 3 5 X 10*
+ > 9 .4 3 3 X 10*
X 10* + > 1 .6 8 9
X 10« + > 2 .1 2 3
X 1 0 « + > 2 .1 7 1
X 10» + > 1 .0 7 8
1

X lO -io
X 10"»
X 10 “s
X 10-8
X IO"»
X 10-8
X IO"»
X 10-8
X 10 “ 9
4 -6 ,6 7 2 X 10->
4 -2 .1 0 0 X 10-8

- 9 .4 6 2
- 9 .4 5 5
- 1 .8 1 1
- 1 .5 8 4
- 1 ,6 3 9
- 1 .5 4 7
- 1 ,3 6 7
- 1 .1 4 5
- 5 ,5 5 5

£15

6 0 5 .1
1 ,5 9 8
3 ,1 9 6
7 ,5 6 4
2 9 ,4 8 6
9 .2 5 6
1 .8 1 0
2 .7 4 2
4 .3 6 7
4 .7 8 9
4 .0 8 3

।

'

3 ,2 7 8
8 .2 9 5
1 ,0 5 6
1 .4 6 2
1 .5 4 6
1 .5 6 4
1 .5 7 0
1 .5 7 6
1 .5 7 9
1 .5 8 3
1 .5 8 3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

£ IS

10
50
100
200

2

10-1

1 0 -i

10-1

1 0 -i
1 0 -i
IO -*

IO - ’

1 0 -i
1 0 -i

IO '

10-3
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resistance when the output reactance is inductive and a
positive input resistance when the output reactance is
capacitativo. The behavior of a system with negative
input resistance has been discussed in Sec. 54.
Because of the negative input resistance of the amplifier
the power input as given in column 6 is negative for all
frequencies up to 3,000 cycles per second,
The voltages impressed on the grid of the second tube are
given in column 4 and the output voltages are given in
column 5. These voltages are low at 10 and 50 cycles per
second because of the low impedance of Zi and the high
reactances of C5 at these frequencies.
The power output is given in column 7. The values of
power output are low at 10 and at 50 cycles because of the
low voltages impressed on the grid of the second tube at
these frequencies.

58. Variation of Voltage Amplification with Output Resist
ance When a Constant Plate Battery Is Used.
In all of the preceding discussion of amplifiers with a
pure resistance in the plate circuit, the conductances Gcv
and Gp have been taken as constant for all values of output
resistance. These conductances will be independent of the
output resistance only if the voltage of the plate battery
is increased in such a way as to maintain a constant plate
potential irrespective of the value of the output resistance.
If an amplifier is to be designed to work from a source of
fixed plate potential and if a constant grid bias is used,
then as the output resistance is increased, the plate poten
tial decreases, due to the fact that the continuous plate
space current must flow through the resistance in the plate
circuit. It is the purpose of this section to develop a
method of arriving at the properties of an amplifier with a
pure resistance in the plate circuit when the triode is oper
ated with fixed grid and plate batteries.
The method is best illustrated by means of an example.
The characteristic curves for the tube under consideration
are given by Fig. 77. The plate battery voltage will be
taken as 135 volts and the grid will be operated at —3 volts.
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The first curve to be derived is one which gives the

Fig. 77.-—Characteristics of

C X 301-4 tube.

continuous potential impressed on the plate. If the plate
voltage is to be 135 volts, the resistance in the plate circuit
must be 0, If the plate voltage is to be 70, the plate space
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current as read from the curves of Fig. 77 will be 1.7 milli
amperes. The drop through the resistance in the plate
circuit will be 135 — 70 = 65 volts. Therefore the resist
ance in the' plate circuit which will cause the plate poten

tial to be 70 volts must be 65 +- 1.7 X 10-3 = 38,200 ohms.
If the plate potential is to be 60 volts, the plate current will
be 1.025 milliamperes. The drop through the resistance

Fig. 78.—Variation of voltage amplification with output resistance when a source
of constant plate potential is used.

in the plate circuit will be 135 — 60 = 75 volts. Therefore
when the resistance in the plate circuit is 75 divided by
1.025 X 10~3 = 73,200 ohms, the plate potential will be
60 volts. By proceeding in this way, the curve of Fig. 78
marked Rp has been derived.
The next curve to be derived is one which shows how the
controlled plate conductance varies with the continuous
plate potential. This curve is marked Gcp on Fig. 78. In
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deriving the values for this curve, a peak alternating poten
tial of 2 volts was assumed to be applied to the grid.
Thus
at 80 plate volts the controlled conductance was found as
follows: When the plate voltage is 80 and the grid voltage
is —1, the plate current is 4.175 X 10-3 amperes. When
the plate potential is 80 and the grid potential is —5, the
plate space current is 1.23 X 10-3 amperes. The controlled
conductance at 80 volts on the plate then is

4 17^ — 1 23
4—'

Gcp =

10-3 = 7.36 X 10-" mhos

In deriving the curve which shows the variation of the
plate conductance with the continuous plate potential, an
estimation has to be made of the peak alternating plate
voltage. In deriving the curve marked Gp of Fig. 78 the
following peak alternating plate voltages were assumed.
Alternating
Plate Potential

Continuous
Plate Potential

8
8
10
12
14
14
15

100
90
80
70
60
50
40

When all calculations are made, the alternating plate
potentials assumed should be nearly equal to the product
of the grid alternating voltage (2 volts in this case) multi
plied by the voltage amplification at the continuous plate
potential under consideration.
It has been shown in previous sections that at audio
frequencies the voltage amplification of a triode with a pure
resistance in the output may be calculated by the simple

formula
A___________ ____________

P

+GP

iv P

When Rp has a value of 38,200 ohms, the plate voltage is 70,
6.17 X 10-4, Gp = 7.55 X 10~5, and the voltage

Gcp =
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amplification is 6.05. The other points on the curve
marked A, were obtained in like manner.
It is to be noted that the voltage amplification rises
continually as the resistance in the plate circuit is increased,
for the range of resistances considered. This is due to the
fact that Gp decreases faster than Gcp as the resistance is
increased. This will not always be true for all tubes
and for that matter not always true even for different
grid biases on the same tube.

59. The Transformer-coupled Amplifier.
In the preliminary treatment of the transformer-coupled
amplifier given in Chap. II, the internal capacitances of
the tubes were ignored and the transformers were assumed

Fig. 79.—Two stage transformer coupled amplifier.

to be ideal transformers. In the treatment given in this
section we propose to take into account the internal
capacitances of the tubes and the fact that the transformers
are not ideal ones. The treatment, however, is still only
an approximation to the behavior of actual amplifiers
because the distributed capacitances of the transformer
windings are ignored.
The circuit to be discussed is shown by Fig. 79. The
equations for this system are based on the general amplifier
equations which were worked out in Sec. 47. The input
impedance to the second tube is the impedance which
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would be measured across the terminals ab with the links
at a and b open. From Eq. (64) of Sec. 47 the expression
for this impedance is
7

— jXa[— jX^+Zs — jXDZsGpz]
ab~ -jXc3[lAZ3(GpiAGcp2)]-jXciAZz^

(64)

= Rob A jXab

where

s, + J"c>

-iJkxR’+^- (65)

Equation (63) gives the impedance across the secondary
of the second transformer.
The next step is to write the expression for the impedance
from terminal c to terminal d when the links at c and d
are open. If use is made of Eqs. (63) and (64) of Sec. 8,

we can write at once
p

„

।

X2m2(Rab A Rib)

- Kv, + (Rab +
.

________ X^2(Xob + X 2j)

v

+J L

+ (Xab +

16 ”

(Rab + Rib)2 + (Xab +

1

x2>)2J
(67)

= RaAjXcd

The impedance across the terminals

ef

with the link at

e

open is
1
Zef =
rr
Led

T x

7

r

= Ref + jXef

(68)

T

is the effective output impedance of the first tube.
In applying Eq. (64) of Sec. 47 to obtain the input imped
ance of the first tube, Zei must be used in place of Z3.
The expression for the impedance across the terminals gh
with the links at g and h open is

Ze,

_ ________ —JXel[ —jXdAZef —jXdZefGpl]_____________

—
eh

—jXci[lAZef(GpiAGCpi)] —jXciAZtf—jXciZejGpi
RghAjXgh

(69)
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The input impedance of the amplifier is

Zi, — Ri, + jXi,
Zij — Ria +
- Ria)2 + (Xeh

(70)

+ X2o)2

________ _____________________ ’
(Rgh + Ria)2 + (Xgb + X2o)2

(71)

The current in the primary of the first transformer is

E

(72)

15 = Zli

The current in the secondary of the first transformer is
________ ]X mAb
11 - Ria + jXia + Zgh

t

(7“i\

The voltage on the grid of the first tube is

Efll =

Zghh

•

(74)

From Eq. (67) of Sec. 47 the expression for the current
I2 is
T _ _
E91(1 + jXc2GcPi)
.
2 _

- jXc2 + Zer- jXCiZe/Gpi

The output voltage of the first tube is the voltage across
the terminals cd. This voltage is given by the equation

= — Z«/I2

(76)

The expression for the current in the primary of the
second transformer is
I; =

(77)
Lcd

The current in the secondary of the second transformer is
T________ —
3 ~ Ri» + jX2b + Zab

C7QT

The voltage on the grid of the second tube is given by
the relation

E92 =

I3Zab

(79)
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If we again make use of Eq. (67) of Sec. 47, we can write
at once the expression for the output current of the second
tube. The expression is

1_____ Eg2(l

+ jXciGcp2)

-jxci + Zi - jXciZiGpi

The output voltage of the amplifier is given by the relation

Eo = —I4Z3

(81)

The voltage amplification through the system is
Av = §

(82)

The power output of the second tube is
Po =

I}R3

(83)

The power expended in actuating the system is
Pi = IfRi,

(83a)

and the expression for the power amplification is
Ap =

(84)

In order to illustrate the application of these equations to
an actual system, the values given in Table VIII have been
calculated. The constants used in making the calculations
for Table VIII are given under the table. The transform
ers have a nominal ratio of voltage transformation of 3.5
to 1.
The first column of the table gives the frequencies for
which calculations were made. The second column gives
values of the input impedance of the amplifier. At fre
quencies in the vicinity of 1,000 cycles per second, the input
resistance of the amplifier is negative.
The third column of Table VIII gives the values of the
input impedance to the grid of the first tube. The resist
ance component of this impedance is negative for all
frequencies up to 1,500 cycles per second. If the impedance
across the primary of the first transformer has the proper
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Table VIII.—Transformer-coupled Amplifier

10
50
100
200
500
1,000
1,500
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000

Eg\
E"

z./

2,000
1,999
1,984
1,885
859.9
-1.175
1,014
7,925
7,889
8,479

+ >8.168 X 10»
+>4.989 X 10«
+>8.197 X 10«
+ >1.665 X 10«
+>4.770 X 10«
X 10« + >1.993 X 10«
- >3.149 X 10«
- >1.013 X 10«
- >4.081 X 10«
- >1.965 X 10«

1.004 X 10« - >8.948 X 10’

For diagram, see Fig. 79

Lia = Lib » 13 henrys
Lia ~ Ln, “ 177 henrys
Mi - Mi “ 46.8 henrys
Gepi = Gepi ~ 1.08 X 10’E mhos
GPi = GP2 = 1.27 X 10-< mhos
Ct - Ct - Cop - 8.52 X 10’12 farads

-8.542
-3.577
-1.267
-3,500
-5.202
-9.176
-8.002
4-2.225
+4.908
+6.768
+9.284

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10'
10'
10’
10«
10«
10«
10«
10«
10«
10«
10«

- >5.283
- >6.555
- >2.344
->9.870
- ;3.621
- >1.837
->1.223
- >9.180
- >6.141
- >4.557
- >3.813

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10«
10’
10’
10«
10«
10«
10«
10’
10«
10«
10»

1.361
3.283
3.500
3.582
3.628
3.711
3.853
4.073
4.803
6.341
8.282

Edc
E~
2.624
11.71
19.46
26.36
30.16
31.47
32.76
34.60
40.52
52.57
65.42

E02
E
3.435
37.82
68.06
94.27
109.0
115.4
123.9
134.4
174.8
267.9
434,6

Ci = Cs = C0f - 5.77 X 10-i2 farads
Cs = C6 = Cpf = 4.12 X 10-12 farads
jEu = flu = 2,000 ohms
Ria = Rib = 7,000 ohms
Rp = 10,000 ohms
Z«6 - 857.3 - >2.903 X

A. = —5

A’

E

16.35
180.1
324.1
448.9
518.7
548.6
589.2
640.1
831.8
1,275.3
2,068.7
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value, the system will generate sustained oscillations at
some frequency below 1,500 cycles per second. Let the
impedance across the primary of the first transformer be
Ri + jXi.
Then the impedance which would be measured
across the secondary of the first transformer with the links
at g and h open is

z

2

+ j x2a —

XUX1.
(Rla

+ *1)

+ Bi)2 + (Xlo + Xi)2

(85)

If at any frequency below 1,500 cycles per second Rsi is
less than the absolute value of Rgk (Rgh is negative) and if
X,! = —Xgh) the system will generate sustained oscillations
at this frequency.
Column 4 of Table VIII gives the voltage transformation
ratio of the first transformer with the tube across its second
ary. Column 5 gives the voltage multiplication through
the first transformer and tube. Column 6 gives the voltage
multiplication due to the first transformer, the first tube,
and the second transformer. Column 7 gives the voltage
amplification through the entire system.
It should be recognized that the values of amplification
given in the table are for the case in which the voltage is
applied to the primary of the first transformer through zero
impedance. If the voltage were applied to the first trans
former through an impedance, the values of amplification
might be quite different from those given in the table.
The actual values, however, could be obtained from those
given in the table by methods which now should be quite
obvious to the reader. Marked deviations will take place
from the values given in the table if the impedance across
the primary is such as nearly to fulfil the conditions for
sustained oscillations at some frequency below 1,500 cycles
per second. This value of impedance would result in
regenerative amplification, and a peak would occur on the
amplification curve at the frequency for which the condi
tions for sustained oscillations were nearly fulfilled.
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It is interesting to note that for frequencies below 1,000
cycles per second, the equations which ignore the internal
capacitances of the tubes give very accurate values for the
voltage amplification. For frequencies above 1,000 cycles
per second, the internal capacitances of the tubes play a
very important part in determining the amplification of the
system. This statement is not true for all transformers
because, as the impedances of the transformer windings are
increased, the frequencies at which the internal capacitances
of the tubes become important occur at lower and lower
values.
The manner in which the impedances
and Zgh vary as
5,000 cycles is approached suggests that a resonant point
lies somewhere immediately above 5,000 cycles per second.
This fact is also brought out by the rapidity of the rise in
the amplification as a frequency of 5,000 cycles per second
is approached.
It is possible to eliminate to a large extent the resonant
effects due to the capacitances of the tubes and also those
due to the distributed capacitances of the transformer
windings by placing a resistance across the secondary of
each transformer. For the circuit under discussion, if we
are interested in flattening out the amplification curve for
frequencies up to 5,000 cycles per second, a resistance of
about 250,000 ohms should be placed across the secondary
of each transformer. The value of 250,000 was given
because the input impedance of the tubes at 5,000 cycles is
about 400,000 ohms. The resistance placed across the
secondary of each transformer is in parallel with the input
impedance of a tube, and if the net impedance across the
secondaries of the transformers is to be substantially a pure
resistance at all frequencies, the resistance used must be
somewhat lower than the input impedance of the tubes at
the highest frequency considered. The transformer coup
led amplifier with resistance across the secondary of each
transformer gives a fairly good quality of amplification and
at the same time gives much more amplification per stage
than can be obtained with resistance or impedance coupling.
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60. The Elimination of the Effects of Grid-to-plate
Capacitance.
From the treatment of vacuum tube circuits given in
this chapter it is evident that the plate-to-filament and the
grid-to-filament capacitances behave the same as capaci
tances in parallel with the external impedances placed in
the plate and grid circuits, respectively. The plate-to-grid
capacitance, however, behaves as an inherent feed-back
element. The negative input resistance obtained when the
output impedance has a net inductive reactance is due to
the presence of the plate-to-grid capacitance. When the
input resistance is negative, there is always the possibility

Fig. 80.—Triode with
shielded grid.

Fig. 81.—Scheme for balancing out the
effects of plate to grid capacitance.

that the system will generate sustained oscillations. As a
matter of fact, amplifier systems designed to operate at high
frequencies are very likely to generate sustained oscillations
unless precautions are taken to adjust the system so that
oscillations cannot take place.
The most effective way of eliminating the effects of the
plate-to-grid capacitance is to shield the grid from the plate
in such a way that charges placed on the plate have little
or no effect upon the potential of the grid. Such a shielded
tube has recently been developed.1 The shield of this tube
consists of thin metal strips placed between the plate and
‘See Hull, A. W., and N. H. Williams, “Characteristics of Shielded
Pliotrons,” Phys. Rev., Vol. 27, No. 4, April, 1926.
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grid as shown schematically by Fig. 80. The shield must
be maintained at a potential above the common bus as
indicated in the diagram. These tubes have not as yet
come into commercial use.
The effects of the plate-to-grid capacitance can be
balanced out under certain conditions by the following
method. Consider the system shown by Fig. 81. In
this system let Ci — Cgp and let the adjustment of the
coils be such that the potential of the point b above the
common bus is at all instants of time equal in magnitude
but opposite in sign to the potential of the point a. Under
these conditions C\ neutralizes the effect of Cgp. This
arrangement is the basis of the neutrodyne method of
preventing sustained oscillations in radio frequency ampli
fiers. The balance need not be exact in order to eliminate
oscillations, and Ci may be used as a control of regenerative
amplification.

APPENDIX A
PART I

a. Voltage and Frequency of the Generators Replacing
Voltage Induced in a Receiving Antenna by an Inter
rupted Continuous Wave Transmitter.
The schematic diagram of the electromotive force
induced in the antenna in this case is assumed to be as
given by Fig. 47. The signal is taken as a series of dots
and spaces. The time duration of each space is repre
sented by 2pT and of each dot by 2qT. In order to simplify
the calculations, the wave is taken as symmetrical with
the origin, and the time intervals pT and qT are assumed
to be exactly divisible by the period of the operating fre
quency. Under these conditions the voltage induced
in the antenna is expansible from t = — « to t = + °° in
the form

(1)

e(t) =
1

m=l

where
2

CT

.

mirk-,'

e(X) sm-^-dX

I

(2)

But

e(i) = 0 from
= E

t

= 0 to

sin [»(f -

(3)

t = pT

pT)]

from

t = pT

to

(4)

T

Upon substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) in Eq. (2), we obtain
2E CT

I

am =

1 JpT

E CT

= T
1 JpT

i
I

•

sin c

< - pT)]

sin ^dx

(5)

cos
— cos

+T
231

” upT

dX

(6)
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If w #
Ei

this becomes

sin

[wqT — m-ir]

_ sin

[&qT + m-n-]

mir

miT

7’

(6a)
mir
~T

Because of the conditions on pT and
zero, and we therefore arrive at
am = t

for

the first term is

2 bl

mph

(7)

m27T2

2

m-K

bi

If

(sin

qT

bi = ~p>

Eq. (5) becomes

a^T

sin (2wX —

bipT)'T

2bl
Eq ~

sin

[uT(2

pT

- p)] - sin

bipT]

Both sine terms vanish in the last equation because of the
conditions on p, q, and T. We therefore have
a^r — Eq

TT

(8)

b. The Approximation in Deriving Eq. (48) from Eq. (46)
of Sec. 31.
The approximation involved in this step entered because

1 +

n
rp

was taken equal to unity.

At a transmitting

speed of 30 words per minute T = 0.05 second. If f0 =
106 cycles per second, the value of the term dropped is
equal to (n)5 X 10-6. That is, the term for which n =
2,000 is in error by only 1 per cent; all terms for which n
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is less are in error by less than 1 per cent. If /0 = 20,000
(wave length 15,000 meters), the value of the term dropped
is 2.5n X 10 4 and n may have a value of 40 before the
error reaches 1 per cent. At 150 words per minute the
value of n for which the error becomes 1 per cent is one
fifth of that given above, namely 400 at a frequency of
1,000,000 cycles per second and 8 at a frequency of 20,000
cycles per second.

PART II

c. Voltage and Frequency of the Generators Replacing
the Voltage Induced in a Receiving Antenna by a Spark
Station.
For the purposes of this discussion the voltage induced
in a receiving antenna is taken to have the wave form
shown schematically by Fig. 49. The voltage is assumed
to have a peak value equal to

E,

a frequency _f0 =

h

and

¿IT

a
JO

a logarithmic decrement equal to 7-

The decrement is

large enough so that the voltage due to one spark falls
substantially to zero before the next spark takes place.
Under these conditions the voltage can be represented as
a function of time from t = —00 to i = + « by

(9)

e(0 =
where

T

. mirX

m

(10)

-T
The expansion is used in the above form to facilitate the
evaluation of the Eq. (10). As we have taken the wave form
ed) = Ee-a«+T)

= EUat

sin

sin k(t + T)]!'^
at

(11)
(12)
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Substituting these values in Eq. (10), there results

o

/

/

JmTV

e-aTe V“+ T p sin [œ(x + T)]d\

- T

+ jX“+T)xsin u\d\

(13)

0

In the first integral put y = X + T and in the second put
7 = X. Equation (13) then becomes

F

CT

Jo e

m = 2ÿ(l +

I 3mr\

T F Sin wydy

(14)

Since e aT is nearly zero, Eq. (15) vanishes at the upper

limit, and we have

= ^[1 +

jm+y

1a +

]

2
+<r

[1 + em,r] = [1 + cos mv + j sin mir]

= 0 if

m

is odd and 2 if

m

is even

.
E
w
,
Am = T 7--------- j/n+\2-------------for m even

(17)

(a H-----+ w2

= 0 for

m

(18)

odd

Equation (9) may be written in the form
e(0 — Ao+

(A+m+A_m) cos —A j(A+mm=l

.
A_m)

Now

A+m

.

sm

mirt

and A_m are conjugate complex numbers.

(19)
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Let
A+m = am + jbm

and A_m =

(20)

am — jbm

Then Eq. (19) becomes

= Ao + X 2a™ cos

e(t)

y,

2b m

.

mTrt

sin

y

(21)

m=l .

— Ao + X

mirt
~T~

COS

m=l

(22)

m

where

(23)

Bm = 2Ma2
m + b2
m = 2\A\m

0m =

(24)

tan-1 —
dm

From Eqs. (17), (18), and (23) we write
Bm

= 0 if

m

(25)

is odd

2E

(26)

m¥l2
4a2m2T2
a2+ c</------ H---------------- p---2E_____________________ 1____________________

“T /a4
V ar

r
L

/mTrVlo2
\ui / Jw

/mA2!2
\wi /

r
L

(27)

In any spark transmitted

is very small compared to the
Or
other terms under the radical and may therefore be dropped
without appreciable error. The value of m which gives the
operating frequency is m = 2f0T, if f„T is an integer. Take
LT as an integer, and since m must be a positive even
integer, take
m = 2foT + 2n

and

n

= 0, ±1, +2, etc.

(28)

From Eqs. (27) and (28), we find that the generator whose

frequency differs from the operating frequency by

Tl>
q,

cycles

per second has a voltage given by
R

-2E
m
CfJl

_________ 1_
2n
n2 la2
AT+^T2]M2

~
Zn
J7r

2 12
r

n1

(29)
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For the poorest transmitting stations (log dec = 0.2),
2

—, does not exceed 10~3.

X

Therefore the term under the

radical of Eq. (29) has the form 2[2 + A]10_3 +

A2.

If

is small compared to 2, the A in the first term may be
dropped. If A is of the same order of magnitude as 2 or
greater, the whole first term may be dropped. Therefore in
all cases Bn is given very closely by
A

_2E__________

„

" - XT

/4^7
hx +

2n

n2

2

LT+yT2

PART III

d. Voltage and Frequency of the Generators Replacing
the Voltage Induced in a Receiving Antenna by Static.
For the purposes of this discussion, the wave form of the
voltage induced in a receiving station by static is assumed
to be as given by Fig. 51. The time duration of the impulse
is 2qT seconds, and the time between impulses is 2pT
seconds.
The voltage as a function of time in the interval t = — T
to t = + T is then given by

e(0 =

7 = -pl
— pG A- pT)\t =_T

= ofh =+pr
= -pT

(31)

- * - oz

Since the voltage wave is symmetrical with respect to the
voltage axis, it may be represented from t = —co to ¿ = + co
by the cosine series

. .
e(t)

do
= 2" +

mitt

2-t

cos "y“

(32)

m' = 1
^2 TT . .
dm = qij e^h)

cos

mir\
faX

(33)
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Upon substituting Eq. (31) in Eq. (33), we obtain
.
pl)

cos

mirX
-fp- dX

mir —

cos

x-r
a
mpfi if m fl 0

2PT ,

2 2 (cos
Zp CV
a° = y
J

-

mi ,

2pF*2

(34)

- T

- pTx

- pt
= 2pT[y2 + y2p2

- p]

(35)

APPENDIX B

Solution of the Differential Equations for the Circuit of
Figure 25
Summing voltages around circuit 1 gives
E - RU -L^ dl

dE
dt

d2ii
L1dt2

dû
K1dt

- Mp^

Ù
Ci

= 0

(1)

til

V1

d2ip _
Mpdt2~^

(2)

The voltage induced in the plate circuit is

The voltage induced in the grid circuit is
_M
~
J1°dt

(4)

The total plate voltage is

-r dip Kplp.
= JM■nr pAll
dt Lp

(5)

The plate current (neglecting the plate capacity) is
dii '
— MgGcp — MpGp
%p “ dt

_ r p dip _ p ri ■
J-Jp\Tp
RphTpup

(6)

The solution of Eqs. (2) and (6) for the permanent terms
has already been obtained by means of the complex algebra.
The solution for the transient terms will now be taken up.
The two equations to be solved are

+â+

«■t +

r ry dip
dll
LpTlUt “ ~dt _ — MgGCp — MpGp

-°
+ Bip

(7)

= 0

(8)

where
D

= (1 +
238

RpGf)

(9)
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The solution will be of the form
ii = Ai^1

(10)

ip = Ait«1

(11)

Upon substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) in Eq. (7), there
results

Ai +

Rig + Eg2 +

Mpg2A2 —

(12)

0

Substituting in Eq. (8) gives
[LpGPg + D]A2 - g~Ai

= 0

(13)

where

(14)

h = Mp[ — MgGcP — MPG^

Solving Eq. (13) for

A2,

4____________ ghAi

2 ~ (LPGpg + D)MP

Substituting Eq. (15) in Eq. (12) and collecting terms, there
results
RiLpGpg2 + DRig + LiLpGpgz + DLig2 +
+ g^Ai

= 0

(16)

Since Ai cannot be zero, the bracketed term must equal zero
and there results
(LiLpGp + K)g2 + (RiLpGp + DL\)g2 +

(dRi +

^}g +

= 0

(17)

For the oscillatory solution the roots of Eq. (17) will be
of the form (a + jp), (a — jp), and g3 where a, 0, and g3 are
real numbers. Setting up an equation with the above
terms as roots, we have
(g - a - jß)(g - a + jß)(g - g3)

= 0

(18)
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or
Q3 - (g3 + 2a)g2 + (2a^3 + a2 + M)g - g3(a2 +

^2) = 0

(19)

Upon comparing Eq. (19) with Eq. (17), we write
t

DLi + RiLpGp

¿.¿,0» + h

<20>

= cRfDMt+c:h

<2»

-O' - 20 -

-S.(o’ + ft =

c,L,L,G, + C,h

(22)

A practical solution of these equations may be obtained
by neglecting relatively small terms. In order to obtain
an idea of the relative magnitude of the terms in Eqs. (20),
(21), and (22), we will consider the data given in Sec. 14.
a should not be far from the exponent of the damping factor
of circuit 1 alone, and g3 should not have a value far
different from the exponent of the plate circuit alone, so
that approximately we have
_

Ri _

2Lt

a

1

60
(2) (20,320) IO-6

’

b

1012

93 “ LfGp “ (3,350) (200) = L47 X 10«

Neglecting 2a compared to g3 in Eq. (20), there results

Neglecting a2 compared to A in Eq. (22), there results
=

+ RiLpGp where °r =

(24)

Neglecting a2 compared to /32 + 2a£3 in Eq. (21), we have
^LpGp + (Uh - DRi a =

2(DM + RiLpGp)

(25)
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If in the first term of the numerator of Eq. (25) we write

1

P = a, =

LyCy
DRy - ph
a ~ ~2(DLy + RyLpGp)

we have

(25a)

The equation for the current in the circuit 1 may now be

written
(26)

iy = i, + AyJa+^ + A2y-^‘ + A s'A

-

And the current in the plate circuit is
ip = ip* + By^ + w + B^-w + B^

(26a)

In these equations is stands for the steady-state terms.
Since g3, the exponent of the damping factor associated
with the terms introduced by the plate circuit, is very
large compared to ay, the last term of Eqs. (26) and (26a)
will be very rapidly damped out as compared to the other
two transient terms of these two equations. The last
term will therefore be dropped from Eqs. (26) and (26a).
Substituting Eqs. (26) and (26a) in Eq. (2), there results
at

- Ry ~
at

+ (a +

jpAyP+&‘

+ (a -

jpp-^A2

+ gsAse0^

— Ly

+ (a +

jp2Ay^+^1

+ (a —

jpA2M-&<

at2
+ glAse«*1

+ (a +

- Mp

jp)2ByP+&‘

+ (a -

at2

+ g1B3^

= 0

(27)

Since the coefficients of
and
must separately
add to zero if Eq. (27) is to be satisfied at all instants of
times, we have
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RAa

+ J^)Ai+(a+J^)2AiLi+yi-Ai+MpBi(a+J^)2 — 0 (28)
Vl

Rya—j^Ai A(a-jflyA-iL1A fA24-MpB2(a-jfly = Q

= 0

Bi^s-As + LigrfAa +
For the instant

t

(29)

(30)

= 0 (the instant from which time is

measured),
Let

Io

Ip
Ec0

represent the value of the current ii
represent the value of the current ip
represent the value of the voltage of the condenser

ec

Setting

t

= 0 and

ii = Io

in Eq. (26), there results

Ai + A2 + A3 = Io

— (L)i=o =

(30a)

I<i

The voltage of the condenser is
+ Ait^^*

= —E + Ri[i, +

ec =

+ (a + j^Aie^+W1

+ Li

+ (a -

+ As«1”']

+ gsAse^

db

fig

+ Mp

W (a + j^Bi^+^A- (a - j^Bs^-^
(Jvv
+ gsBs^*

(31)

Now
- (E) t_0 + (Rii.)

+ (l£\
\

di/t=Q

+ ( Mp^}
\

=

di / t=o

(Ep)t=0

(32)

Let

Bco —

When

t

(33)

(Ep)t=o = Ecd

= 0, Eq. (31) becomes

Ecd = Ril a

+ Li[(a +

jfl)Ai

+ (a — j/3)A2 + gf3^43]

+ Mp[(a + j0)Bi + (« — jfyBi

+ ^3-83]

(34)
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Adding Eqs. (28), (29), and (30), there results
Mp[Bi(a +

jp) + B2(a — jp)

+ Bag's] =

—RJd — Li[Ai(a + jp)

+ 4«,.) -

+ t] <35>

+ -Aj,

+ Afa

Substituting Eq. (35) in Eq. (34), there results

Neglecting the coefficient of

we have

1
Ai
.
CiLa + jp +
Ax +

A2
a - jp

(36a)

(37)

A2 = Id

from which we have
Ai —

CiEcd(a2

+ /32)

,

Id(a + jP)

(38)

2jp

2jP

CiEcd(a2 + P2) _ Id(a — jp)
2jP

«“'[(Ai +

AUa+&‘ + AUa-Wl =

(39)

2jp

A2) cos pt + j(Ai — A2)

sin jSi]

Ai +

(40)
(41)

A2 = Id

+

j(Ai - A2) =
P

(42)

’
P

Since in most cases RiLpGp is small compared to
is very near unity, we may write

2Li

and

D

Ri - p2h
2Li

a

(43)

Then the expression for the current in circuit 1 becomes
¿1 = ------ —

e

.

. COS

(œt — r

V(R!-^h)2 + X2
n

+ ÇC^Ua2

-H?2)

— X) +

r

L

Id

+ 1^ s.n

cos

pt

(44)
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In Eq. (44) if a2 is neglected compared to /32 and the value
of a is written in as given in Eq. (43), Eq. (44) becomes
E

il =

COS

(wt — T

— X) +

COS

Id

Pt

M(R1 - to2h)2 + X2
Ri-^h.
+ yCiPEcd +

dJ

sin

e-^LUl

(45)

in which w represents the impressed angular velocity.
Multiplying Eq. (29) by M+W1, Eq. (30) by
and Eq. (40) by
and adding and substituting the result
in Eq. (31), there results
+ Mp^ -

fa = —E + RA +

Ai___
Ci(a

= D1

)e(“+’0><

+ jp)

A2__
=

(46)

Ci(a - jp)

Neglecting the coefficient of
D\ -|- D2 =

,(D, -

/

Ms

we have

(47)

—Ecd

+ A

D,) -

(48)

The condenser voltage is
E

wCM(Ri
+

- “2A)2 +
Ed

cos

X2
n

pt -

(

TV

\

\

2

)

+ ^a) sin pt

eat

(49)

APPENDIX C
TABLE OF SYMBOLS
The numbers when given refer to the section in which the symbol is intro
duced or in which it is most used.

A
a
a

represents an amplification factor (8).
represents the area in square centimeters of an antenna network (29).
represents the real part of a generalized damping coefficient in
Appendix B.
A/ represents the power abstractive factor of an antenna (29).
B
represents the modulating and demodulating constant of a triode.
It is defined by the equation -x/ip = A + Be„ (48).
Bw represents the transmitted frequency band width (39).
bi and b2 are coefficients in the Taylor expansion of the variable plate
current as a function of the variable grid voltage (48).
C
represents capacitance. It is generally used with subscripts to
denote particular capacitances.
C„f represents the grid-to-filament capacitance of a triode (53).
CPf represents the plate-to-filament capacitance of a triode (53),
C„ represents the plate-to-grid capacitance of a triode (53).
D
represents 1 + R/Gp (11). Appendix B.
D represents distortion in telephone reception (41).
E represents voltage.
Ea and e„ represent the voltage introduced into a circuit by a resistance
neutralizer (12, 13, 14, 15).
Ep represents the grid voltage, generally the r.m.s. value of the grid
alternating voltage.
Ep represents the plate voltage, generally the r.m.s. value of the plate
alternating voltage.
ESp represents the continuous grid voltage at the operating point.
Epp represents the continuous plate voltage at the operating point.
Fm represents the peak value of the electric intensity in volts per centi
meter (29).
f
represents frequency in cycles per second.
fc
represents the frequency of the correspondent station (27).
fc
represents the cutoff frequency of a radio receiving system (33).
ft
represents the frequency of the interfèrent station (27).
fr
represents the resonant frequency of a circuit.
g
represents a generalized damping coefficient (54). Appendix B.
Gcp represents the controlled grid conductance (4).
Gp represents the grid conductance (4).
Gcp represents the controlled plate conductance (4).
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Ipp
ip
j
k
k

represents the plate conductance (4).
represents a resistance neutralization factor except in Sec. (29)
where it represents the height of an antenna network in centimeters.
represents current.
represents the r.m.s. value of the current in the main oscillating
circuit.
represents the grid current, generally the r.m.s. value of the grid
alternating current.
represents the plate current, generally the r.ip.s. value of the plate
alternating current.
represents the continuous plate current at the operating point.
represents plate space current.
represents the rotative operator x/ — 1.
represents the coefficient of magnetic coupling (8).
in Sec. 51 represents the modulating constant of the system.

k

represents

L
M
N

represents self-inductance.
represents mutual inductance.
represents the amount by which the neutralizer lowers the resist
ance of a circuit (12).
number of sparks per second (32).
2
is defined by the equation — (31).

I
h
Ig
Ip

N

nT

R

r

| R

----- (29).

Chap. V in general.

TIT

P

represents power in watts. Various subscripts are used to designate
various powers.
p
represents the voltage transformation ratio of an ideal transformer
(49).
Pi and pi represent circuit parameters defined by

Ea = («I +jpiAp.

Pd
p„
p
2pT
2pT
q
2qT
2qT
R
Rd
Rp
Rr
Rn
Rw
Sc
s

represents the decimal parts of the resonant frequency of a circuit
by which the interfèrent station is detuned (27).
represents the permittivity of free space. It equals 8.85 X 10-14.
represents the frequency spacing of static generators (35).
represents the Morse space interval (31).
represents the time interval between static impulses (34).
in general represents quantity of charge.
represents the time duration of a Morse dot (31).
represents the time duration of a static impulse (34).
in general represents resistance.
represents detector resistance.
represents the external resistance in the plate circuit.
represents radiation resistance.
represents the net effective resistance of a circuit.
represents the wasteful resistance of an antenna circuit.
represents the selective coefficient of a system (27).
represents the velocity of light in free space. It equals 3 X 1010
centimeters per second (29).
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T

represents a time interval equal to one-half the time of a Morse dot
and space (31).
T
represents the time duration of a spark in spark telegraphy (32).
Ti amd Ti represent temperatures (2).
Tc- represents the time constant of a circuit (27).
U represents a circuit parameter defined by Ep = UI, (15).
Ui and Ui represent circuit parameters defined by the equation

EP =

+jUi)h (15).

Vi and Vi represent circuit parameters defined by the equation
E, = (Ui +;V2)It (15).

ve
represents the total grid voltage (2, 48).
vp
represents the total plate voltage (2, 48).
X represents reactance.
Xa represents the reactance introduced into a circuit by the resistance
neutralizer (14).
represents capacity reactance.
Xl represents inductive reactance.
W, represents the static energy level (40, 41).
Wi represents the telephonic energy level (41).
Z represents impedance.
a
represents a damping coefficient (32). Appendix A.
P
represents the natural angular velocity of a circuit (20). Appendix
B.
P
represents the ratio of reactance at the end of the transmitted band
to the resistance at resonance (39).

Xc

R —N

y

represents ——> the resistance reduction factor of a neutralizer

A

when associated with a circuit of resistance R (12).
represents an increment in the quantity following it.

6

represents a circuit parameter defined by -J = 5 = T<

S
p

represents the logarithmic decrement (32).
represents a static amplitude factor, (34) only.
represents the exponential base.
represents a circuit parameter defined by Rd = p(Rr + RA (39).
represents the voltage amplification constant of a triode (2).
represents angular velocity.
represents natural angular velocity (Ila). Appendix B.
represents infinity.

e

P
p

w
«>

E
Eq

U
V

INDEX
Numbers refer to sections, not to pages

A
Abstractive factor, definition of.................................................. 29
effect of resistance neutralization upon................................ 29
Affinity, electron........................................................................... lb
Amplifiers, conditions for maximum power output of... .6, 7, 55
corona..................................................................................... la
general theory of..................................................................... 53-59
impedance at various points of............................ 54, 56, 57, 59
coupled, simple theory of....................................................
8
coupled, general theory of................................................... 57
input impedance of................................................. 54, 56, 57, 59
oscillations of........................................................................ 54, 59
resistance coupled, general theory of..................................... 57
simple theory of....................................................................
8
simple theory of........................................................................
6
transformer coupled, generaltheory of................................ 59
simple theory of....................................................................
8
Amplification, characteristics of single tube..................... 6, 7, 56
conditions for maximum power, impedance in the output
circuit.................................................................
7
simple amplifier.................................................................
6
voltage, impedance in the output circuit.........................
7
simpler amplifier...........................................................
6
constant of a triode..................................................................
6
definition of a power...............................................................
6
distortionless, simple amplifier...............................................
6
equations for, simple................................................................
6
multistage.......................................................................... 8, 57, 59
regenerative, definition of....................................................... 13
equations for.............................................................. 13, 40, 41
variation of, with output resistance................................... 6, 58
Amplitude of sustained oscillations.........................................
21
Anode, power dissipated at...................................................... Id, 9
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Antenna, best proportions for power abstraction and selec
tivity ............................................................................... 29
Arrow direction.............................................................................

4

B

Band width, I.C.W. telegraphy.................................................
spark telegraphy.......................................................................
telephony....................................................................................
Band, side......................................................................................

31
32
33
49

C
Capacitance, internal, of triodes................................................ 53
neutralization of plate to grid................................................ 60
Carrier wave.................................................................................. 49
Characteristic surface, definition of..........................................
3
equation of.............................................................................. 3, 48
expansion of equation for....................................................... 48
Circuit, auxiliary associated with triode, derivation of equa
tions for.................................................................
11
differential equations for................................... Appendix B
expression for N for......................................................... 14, 16
U and 8 for....................................................................... 15, 16
solution of differential equations for...................... Appendix B
theory, conventions of.............................................................
4
triode with auxiliary circuit and tuned grid circuit, curves
for the impedance of................................................... 46a
for A of.............................................................................. 46a
for the reactance of......................................................... 46a
for the selective coefficient of......................................... 46a
equations for.......................................................................... 46a
vector diagrams for.............................................................. 46a
triode with condenser in the plate and grid branches and a
coil between plate and grid, equations for.................. 46
U and ô for...........................................................................
46
triode with tuned circuit in grid branch, equations for.... 43
expressions for 2V of......................................................... 43
U and ô for............................................................................ 43
vector diagram for............................................................... 43
triode with tuned circuit in plate branch, equations for... 42
expressions for TV of......................................................... 42

INDEX
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U and 5 for............................................................................ 42
vector diagram for................................................................ 42
tuned in plate and grid branches,equations for.................. 44
expression for N of............................................................... 44
possible frequency of sustainedoscillations in.................. 44
vector diagram for................................................................ 44
Coefficient, steady-state selective, definition of...................... 27
effect of resistance neutralization on................................... 27
Conductance, controlled grid....................................................... 4a
controlled plate......................................................................... 4a
grid.............................................................................................. 4a
plate............................................................................................ 4a
variation of triode....................................................................
17
Constants, typical of, triode....................................................... 4a
use of triode...............................................................................
5
. Corona amplifier........................................................................... la
Correspondent station................................................................ 27
Curves, conductance....................................................................
17
definition of characteristic...................................................... 2, 3
explanation of characteristic............................................... 2, 3
filament temperature-plate current.....................................
2
grid voltage-plate current.....................................................
3
method of obtaining characteristic ....................................... 2, 3

experimental determination of.........................................

19

plate voltage-plate current.....................................................
power output.............................................................................

3
IS

Damping exponent, effect of, on interference.........................
Detector resistance, best value for power abstraction............
Detector resistance, best value for selectivity.........................
Demodulation, conditions for maximum power in voice, fre
quencies in.............................................................................
constant of triode.....................................................................
equations for.............................................................................
frequencies present in wave after..........................................
power in voice frequencies in..................................................

32
29
29

50
50
50
50
50
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E

Efficiency of triode generator.....................................................
conditions for maximum, triode generator..........................
Electron affinity............................................................................
Electrons, effect of temperature on the emission of, from the
filament.................................................................. 16
of velocity of emission on plate current...........................
emission of, from hot metals..................................................
velocity of emission of.............................................................

24
24
lb

lc
16
16

F

Filament current, definition of...................................................
2
Filament temperature-plate current curves............................
2
Force, surface on electrons.........................................................
16
Fourier expansions............................
Appendix A
Frequency, cutoff.......................................................................... 33
of the oscillations, triode generator...................................... 25
Frequencies in demodulated wave............................................. 50
in modulated wave................................................................... 49
transmitted band of, effect on, of discernment of signals
31, 32, 33
I
.C.W. telegraphy..................................................... 31
spark telegraphy................................................................... 32
telephony............................................................................... 33
G
Glower oscillator........................................................................... la
Grid, action of....................................................................... la, 3, 9
current...................................................................................... la, 3
definition of............................................................................. la, 3
potential................................................................................... la, 3
voltage-plate current characteristics..................................
3

H

Heating of the plate............................................................ Id, 9, 19

INDEX
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I

I .C.W. telegraphy, energy-frequency spectrum of, waves 31
ideal receiver for.................................................................... 31
interference caused by......................................................... 31, 37
power available in waves in.................................................... 31
utilized by ideal receiver for............................
31
voltage induced in antenna in................................................ 31
Impedance coupled amplifier................................................... 8, 57
Input impedance of amplifiers, impedance coupled............... 57
resistance coupled................................................................. 57
transformer coupled................................................................. 59
variation of, with frequency................................................... 54
with output impedance........................................................ 54
L

Limitation of current by space charge.........................
lb, le
Limits of sine-wave operation.................................................... 24
Limits of amplification, impedance coupled amplifier...........
8
Logarithmic decrement, effects of upon interference.............. 32
M
Multistage amplification, impedance coupling.......................... 8,57
transformer coupling................................................................... 8,59
Modulation, grid circuit, conditions for maximum power
in side bands.......................................................... 49
constant of for triode............................................................... 49
equations for..................................................................................48,49
power in side bands.................................................................. 49
Modulation, plate circuit, conditionsfor complete................. 51
equations for.............................................................................. 51
fundamental basis of................................................................ 51
power supplied at voice frequencies...................................... 51
N
N, definition of...............................................

Neutralization of plate to grid capacitance

12
60
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O
Oscillations, amplitude of sustained..........................................
building up of sustained..........................................................
conditions for maximum efficiency in the generation of sus
tained..................................................................................
for obtaining maximum power in sustained....................
leading to sustained.............................................................
frequency of sustained.............................................................
stability of sustained................................................................
variation of amplitude with plate potential........................
Oscillator, glower..........................................................................
tubes, parallel operation of.....................................................

21
20

24
24
20
25
21
51
la

26

P

Parallel operation of oscillator tubes........................................ 26
Plate current, definition of.................................................... 2, 3, 4
Taylor expansion for................................................................ 48
potential, definition of........................................................ 2, 3, 4
Point, definition of operating..................................................... 4a
Power abstracted from impinging waves................................ 29
alternating from continuous sources.................................. 9,10
available in waves of I.C.W. transmitter............................ 31
of spark transmitter............................................................. 32
conditions for maximum output of triode generators........ 24
delivered by a generator, effect of resistance neutraliza
tion on................................................................................
13
flowing across a wave-length square................................. 29
output curves......................................................................... 18
of amplifier, conditions for maximum.......................... 6, 7, 55
of triode generators.......................................................... 23
relations in telephony.......................................................... 32, 41
in I.C.W. telegraphy....................................................... 31,40
utilized by ideal receiver in I.C.W.telegraphy.............. 31
in spark telegraphy........................................................... 32
R

Receiver, ideal radio............................................ 31, 32, 33, 35,r36
Receiver, simple series antenna circuit, power relations in
I
.C.W. reception........................................................ 40
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power relations in telephone reception.................................
signal-static power ratio of........................................... 39, 40,
steady-state selective properties of........................................
Reduction factor of resistanceneutralizer.................................
Regenerative amplification, calculation of.................... 13, 27,
definition of................................................................................
equations for..............................................................................
Resistance coupled amplifier.................................................... 8,
neutralization, conditions necessary for........................... 12,
departures from pure................................................................
expression for, obtained from the power relations.............
effect of, on the abstractive factor of an antenna..............
on power delivered by a generator....................................
on the selectivity of a circuit............................ 27, 39, 40,
power relations in.....................................................................
variation of with current.........................................................

41
41
27
13
28
13
13
57
15
14
16
29
13
41
13
17

S
Saturation current........................................................................
lc
Selective coefficient....................................................................... 27
properties of a simple series circuit associated with a resist
ance neutralizer............................................... 27, 39, 40, 41
Selectivity, calculation of............................................................ 28
Side band, lower............................................................................ 49
upper........................................................................................... 49
Singing in amplifiers............................................................ 8, 54, 59
Space current, grid.......................................................................
3
plate............................................................................................
3
Spark telegraphy, energy-frequency spectrum of waves in.. 32
ideal receiver for reception of................................................. 32
interference caused by......................................................... 32, 37
power available in waves of.................................................... 32
voltage induced in receiving antenna by.............................. 32
Static, energy level of.............................................................. 35, 40
mitigation of effects of.................................................. 35, 36, 38
voltage induced in antenna by............................................... 34
Station, correspondent................................................................ 27
interfèrent.................................................................................. 27
Stability of sustained oscillations.............................................. 22
Surface force on electrons...........................................................
15
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T
Thermionic current................................................................
elementary theory of two-element tube............................
elementary theory of three-element tube..........................
vacuum tube, description of..............................................
Telephony, distortion in........................................................
ideal receiver for......... .......................................................
power relations in simple series circuit for........................
transmitted band width in.................................................
reception of, through static interference...........................
voltage induced in receiving antenna in............................
Time constant, effect of, on selective coefficient....................
on discernibility of signals..............................................
Transformer, ideal..................................................................
Transformer coupled amplifier............................................ 8,
Triode, description of.......................................................... 1,
definition of constants of....................................................
Triode generators, conditions for maximum efficiency of.. . .
conditions for maximum power output of.........................
frequency of oscillations of................................................
limits of sine-wave operation.............................................
operation of, in parallel......................................................
plate current wave form of................................................
power output of.................................................................

lc
2
2
1
41
32
41
33
36
33
27
39
8
59
la
4a
24
24
25
24
26
24
23

U
U-circuit parameter, definition of..........................................

15

V
V-circuit parameter, definition of......................................... 15
Voltage amplification, definition of.......................................
6
equations for........................................................ 6, 56, 57, 59

W
Wave carrier..........................................................................
plate space current.............................................................
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